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U n e asy tim e s d e m a n d
u n e asy mu s i c
By ja n ro h l f

The world is in turmoil. And so are many of us. No matter what
perspective we take, what used to be familiar is becoming increasingly alien, oscillating widely between peril and hope, between regression and progress, between standstill and explosive change. Tensions are running high for us all. But we can’t
endure this strain for very long; we are worn down by the overload of polarised politics, self-righteous agitation, digital deceit, neglect and unbridled narcissism paired with authoritarianism, unevaluated technologies disrupting the fabric of our
communities, environmental crisis, libertarian recklessness,
and pervasive violence. All the while, we try to engage with
the new complexities of a multipolar world and its increasingly
diverse societies, and attempt to distinguish vapid »virtue signalling« from earnest commitment. Squeezed under an almost
inescapable regime of permanent excitation, we burn out, we
retreat, and we can’t help but normalise the madness, the pace,
the anxiety. Yet, masking the turmoil comes at a price too — a
creeping, subterranean unease gains traction and eats away
at us.
And so we need music and sound that unsettles us for a reason. For music and sound that doesn’t escape the immanence
of our troubles. That mirrors the dissonance of the world and
resonates with our anxieties. That aims to articulate discontent
and protest. That shakes up our habits by invading our safety
zones and transgressing norms. That cracks open fixed identities in order to bring us into contact with each other. Music
that calls for empathy to stir us out of the dullness of our apathy, and to question our compliance with, and complicitness in,
everyday exploitation and violence. Sound that makes us feel
to make us think. Music that cancels out our pains with pain.
That deadens inner agitation with external uproar. Sound that
provides outlets for our accumulated angers. Music that thrills
and exhausts in order to allow a rare moment of rest. Music that
mistrusts itself, that challenges fraud with fraud and consumerism with consumerism. Music that simultaneously feeds and
undermines our social media-driven self-deception. Music that
allows for another kind of distance despite the intrusiveness
of its touch. Music that exposes us to forms of life and ways of
experiencing that are foreign to us. Sound which evokes future
realities that lie in wait on the horizon. Sound that motions toward new trajectories.

What can such sonic tumult offer? Is answering the world’s turmoil with aesthetic turmoil our only viable strategy? Hasn’t this
long been co-opted by the very forces we try to resist? Should
we not, in the face of conflict’s escalating logic and capitalism’s voracious desire for intensification, move on to explore
the opposite: an aesthetics of placidness and disengagement?
Or what other sonic and musical responses could we conceive
of as an antidote for both the present and the future?
How can we as artists, festival organisers, or music producers
respond to the devastating state of our world? Is continuing
what we do at all relevant and justifiable? Sometimes, when reflecting on our own festival, it feels as if upholding the activities
to which we have now dedicated almost 20 years rather contributes to keeping up an illusion that things are not that bad,
and thus provides another brick in the habitual wall that keeps
us from demanding and bringing forth the radical change this
world so urgently needs. On the other hand, persistence in the
face of the ruthless backlash that is turning back the wheel towards authoritarian, plutocratic, and chauvinist rule — a rule
that we had, not so long ago, hoped of gradually overcoming
— might be equally important. So, how can we, in the limited
framework of our music culture, make contributions to resisting and fighting back in the current moment of crisis? And how
does this translate into the format of a festival? Certainly, these
are some of the questions that nag the minds of many in music.
The current crisis has made obvious and undeniable the fact
that we need to push back against the power of the ultra-rich,
who have seized positions of power and influence in many of
this world’s countries — be they authoritarian regimes or liberal
democracies. We need to substantially reduce the grotesque
economic inequality. We need to stop mindless material consumption that destroys the planet. We must object to puritanism
of all sorts, and need to make way for more inclusive societies
in which all are entitled to contribute to solving our problems
and shaping our communities. And we need to establish radically new relationships between the different regions of the
world; readjusting skewed power dynamics, addressing colonial histories, and undoing cultural imperialisms. Of course, we
cannot expect to achieve all of this within music culture alone.
Of course, we cannot expect to achieve all of this within music culture alone.

Or so we hope.
What is the state of music and sound practice in the face of our
confusing and critical present. What is the sound of turmoil?

A strong point to make is one of hope that music — or the situations within which we create and organise through and around
music — has the potential to provide moments of compassion

and togetherness across differences. It is certainly also true
that, to fill the void so destructively driving the vortex of neoliberal transformation, we need nothing more than the revitalisation of an overarching sense of community and of compassion.
In times in which plutocratic oligarchies strategically employ
inequality to increase and justify their devastating power and
obscene wealth, music might be able to provide a rare context
in which we can imagine, speculate on, promote, and sometimes experience, a positive alternative social vision.

Peter Kirn and Ioann Maria, hosts of the MusicMakers Hacklab;
Dahlia Borsche, Matthias Hänisch, and Taïca Replansky, who
provided crucial contributions to this year ’s Discourse programme; MONOM, who contributed a special performance
programme exploring spatial sound; Berlin’s Akademie der
Künste and Ensemble Kaleidoskop, who contributed a unique
concert evening; and WHITEvoid and Kraftwerk Berlin, who
proposed and produced the spectacular SKALAR installation
and per formance by Christopher Bauder and Kangding Ray.

However, it would be more than naïve to think of such a vision
as a form of togetherness that negates our different histories,
experiences, and traumas, or the structural discrimination and
privileges that mark our current identities. We simply cannot
celebrate such positive potential without facing our own complicitness in the current turmoil of corporate exploitation, environmental degradation, social injustice, and oppression. To
understand what brought us here, and to one day overcome
the mess in which we find ourselves, it is mandatory to become
aware of and assume our own entanglements, contradictions,
and confusions. Although it might seem far-fetched and overidealistic given the grim enormity of the challenges we face,
this will be the only way out of the polarised discourse that reinforces thinking in extremes instead of fostering dialogue and
understanding. It serves as the first step towards more decisive common conclusions that will hopefully enable us to demand and enact change both on a personal level and in society at large.

For their support of our organisation and in particular of this
19th festival edition we — Oliver Baurhenn, Remco Schuurbiers
and I — would like to give our heartfelt thanks to our many partners and sponsors: first and foremost, Berlin’s Senate Department for Culture and Europe, that is now supporting the festival for a second year and that has also already guaranteed
funding for our 20th anniversary in 2019. Special focus programmes this year are funded by the German Federal Cultural Foundation (focus on Music and Artificial Intelligence), the
Capital Cultural Fund (supporting »Flexing/Five,« an exploration of the intersections of music and dance), and the TANZFONDS ERBE — and initiative of the German Federal Cultural
Foundation, that provides the resources for the long overdue
rediscovery of electronic music pioneer, dancer, and choreographer Ernest Berk. We also thank the Goethe-Institut and the
Federal Foreign Office of Germany for supporting the participation of the many artists based outside of Europe, as well as
the Federal Commissioner for Culture and the Media for supporting the festival’s opening concert. Furthermore, we wish
to thank our longstanding partner transmediale — festival for
art and digital culture; the Creative Europe programme of the
European Union; Kampnagel for co-producing and premiering
Rashaad Newsome’s project, »FIVE Berlin«; all of the partners
that provide their fantastic venues to the festival; the many embassies, consulates, and cultural institutions involved; and our
media partners and supporters in the private sector. We also
sincerely thank the authors of this publication for sharing inspiring reflections informed by their broad range of disciplines
and experiences, and our co-editor Annie Gårlid for her essential input. And, last but not least, we thank everyone that comes
out to CTM, all the participants and artists, our dedicated team,
and the numerous volunteers, as also our dear partners and
families. Without all of you the festival could not be realised.

In this sense, we could also try to see opportunity in the current turmoil. One that allows us to come to a recognition of the
fears, pains, and hopes of others, and that offers us new access and insights into our own repressed confusions. The artists and participants contributing to CTM 2018, as well as the
contributors to this magazine, have the courage to be honest
about hopes and doubts, traumas and despair, their anger and
desires, their analysis and critique, and in doing so offer us a
chance to learn to listen to each other — and to ourselves.

Thank you
We hope that this opportunity to listen and learn will be seized
and positively experienced by many who come to visit or participate in CTM 2018. It is an opportunity that would not be
possible without the steadfast cooperation of a large number
of partners and guest curators, among them Michail Stangl and
Johanna Grabsch, co-curators of this year ’s music programme;

Jan Rohlf is a co-founder of CTM Festival.
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T h e Sou n d o f N e w
Futur e s : I n P ur s uit o f
Di f f e r e n t T rut h s
By molli e z h a n g

M usic has long been a cultural tool with which to articulate social and
political discontent. It has been a site for protest, catharsis , collective
mourning, and even calls to action . Today, in the face of precarity and turmoil , how does music continue to catalyse motion in one way or another?
How may it facilitate hope, or help us navigate turmoil (and potentially de spair) ? Through interviews with artists appearing at CT M 20 18, Mollie Z hang
asks these q uestions in an attempt to identify what ’ s still at stake in music
today and how it might help us persevere and progress.

»Popular music can be seen as a catalyst for different truths«
(Sheila Whiteley and Jennifer Rycenga, Queering the Popular
Pitch ). *1)
»Some will say that all we have are the pleasures of this moment, but we must never settle for that minimal transport; we
must dream and enact new and better pleasures, other ways of
being in the world, and ultimately new worlds« (José Esteban
Muñoz, Cruising Utopia ). *2)
How do you respond to a year such as the one we’ve just lived
through? Horror, shock, anxiety, and despair are feelings that
have become all too familiar. Threats such as rising inequality
and increasing anxiety levels multiply, whilst power disparities
and social divisions expand. Perils mutate, becoming sophisticated to the point that many of us struggle to grasp their newest iterations. So then, how does music evolve to respond to
it? What is the potential of music in these tumultuous times?
»Music is the site where the major symptoms of cultural malaise
can be detected;« *3) this has long been the case, of course. But
beyond detecting symptoms, it’s also long been a vehicle for
action, helping us cope, rehabilitate, and even retaliate. To state
its ability to provide relief and respite is surely redundant, and
beyond that, the weaponisation of music is also nothing new.
But as threats mutate, how can music and sound continue to be
deployed effectively?
Different musics today not only exhibit symptoms of the current political climate (be they rage, despair, hope, or disgust)
but importantly, in concert with one another, they do more than
just this. The most recent symptoms of tumult we know all too
well, having digested tales across news cycles, social media
feeds and, even still, real-life conversations, and these waves
of information often lead to fatigue. For many, this year has
been accompanied by despair, and for many, it has been difficult to think of or make art. Thankfully, many persevere, proffering sounds to rustle us out of apathy, providing us with outlets, paths, and communities. These varied sounds insist on a
myriad of ways to articulate critique, and to actively disrupt stifling structures and conventions. We must still insist on music to
offer much-needed rest, mind-numbing relief, and remedy for
our ills, to provoke intense discomfort, articulate discontent,
protest injustices, and formulate new futures.
***

Mat Dryhurst, Holly Herndon, Colin Self. Photo by Bennet Perez.

»Art is the salve to the universal wound,« Lydia Lunch tells me.
She describes her work as always having »been about rising
above whatever has tortured you.« The seminal post-punk figure and founding member of Teenage Jesus and the Jerks needs
little introduction. Since the heyday of post-punk, Lunch has
become active in self-empowerment work and is also now part
of a trio of singular musicians known as Medusa’s Bed. She says
of her music that »in all its varied forms, [it] has always been
about turmoil, frustration, and anger at the status quo.« All this
meets »fury at patriarchal politics and the imbalance of power.«
She harnesses the »ability of art and music to rise above the
bullshit,« to provide relief and respite, however brief.

Zahra Mani, also of Medusa’s Bed, says that »[d]ark, unsettling
music can make people uncomfortable,« adding that it may also
work at »psychoacoustic levels of communicating things that
are hard to formulate in language alone.« This sentiment is also
expressed by bandmate Mia Zabelka: »We don’t want to play
happy sounds that lull an audience or fool them. We want to
shake listeners up, disturb them and play sounds that get beneath the skin — no sur face-level massages. Music needs to
move something deep inside listeners. That sometimes might
hurt, but only then is positive change possible.« A confrontational approach may be therapeutic, if music can catalyse special emotions. Dark »words and sounds,« in the words of Mani,
may »draw audiences into an uncomfortable space that still
feels intimate. This discrepancy isn’t a contradiction.
»We are creative protagonists who proffer an alternative to turmoil. Though we embrace turbulence, we also harness it as an
energy that propels us towards change and empowerment… art
is a salve, but also a mirror. Brutality and beauty, hope and despair are all part of a continuum, not opposites.«

»Art is the salve to the
universal wound«
— Lydia Lun ch

Also embracing the multiplicitous ways in which sound may
function is Cevdet Erek, the Turkish drummer who was a part of
thrash metal band Nekropsi. He recently represented Turkey at
the Venice Biennale and also released his debut LP, Davul , on
Subtext. Davul is an album built up from the continuous beat of
a traditional drum, which he likens to a form of »short-term soul
support.« Meanwhile, Erek’s piece for the Turkish pavilion at the
2017 Biennale was titled ÇIN, taking its name from »the root
from which the Turkish word ‘çınlama’ is derived. It means both
tinnitus (ear ringing) and reverberation.« In a time plagued by
fatigue and burn-out, Erek rightly posits that »[t]he cost of listening to the continuous, aggressive, and carefully-engineered
rhythmic noise of turmoil that is propagated by mass media and
other sources results in a continuous (but not always felt) tinnitus — perhaps not always in the ears.«
And of course, there can be other costs to listening. The sounds
of VIOLENCE, or Olin Caprison, catalyse a range of reactions.
Caprison describes their music as »strange… a lot of people find
it far too confrontational or painful to listen to — or even stressful.« The artist’s recent release, Human Dust to Fertilize the Impotent Garden , came out on New York’s PTP — or Purple Tape
Pedigree — a collective and label who describe themselves as
»purveyors of weaponised media and information.«
VIOLENCE’s music prompts a wide range of reactions: »I perform at many different kinds of venues: biker venues, concert
halls, rock shows, queer spaces. Sometimes, audience members leave, they try to harass me or make fun of the people
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Violence. Photo by Angela Fan.

that are there in support of me, but at the same time, I get the
inverse reaction. I get people that would seemingly hate each
other coming together, coming up to me and telling me how I
affected them, how I changed their perspective.«
Caprison maintains that »the artist’s role is to inspire people to
move, to get up and fight… there is art that is hopeful about the
future, and art that drudges in the misery of the now… they are
both necessary to create what is to come.«
While they might not describe their work as »hopeful,« acerbic noise duo NAKED are motivated by the thought of catalysing movement. Though skeptical of the word »hope,« Agnes
Gryczk owska and Alexander Johnston focus more on sparking
energy through their work. Their most recent EP Total Power
Exchange , released via Halcyon Veil, examines the pathology
of power as well as its potential uses and abuses. The duo found
themselves feeling increasingly agitated and anxious in today’s
political climate, with these emotions exacerbated to a point
where something needed to be done. In Alexander Johnston’s
words, »we didn’t want to just criticise, we wanted the release
to be more empowering than that… I think when you listen to
the tracks, sure, there will be people who just don’t like them,
but there hasn’t been anyone who has found it to be devoid of
energy. That positive element, to me, is empowering.«

Total Power Exchange is full of blistering textures, saturated
with gritty distortion and visceral, bodily sounds. The release is
energising, battering, frantic, and raw. »Spit,« the second track
off the album, is intensely affective, comprised of the sounds of
Gryczkowska vomiting national anthems, and is uncompromising in its searing indictment of the strains of nationalism that
plague today. Of the release, Agnes says, »we wanted to create
something catalytic, that makes you go for it. There’s no moment of hesitation. Action becomes like an instinct.«

In a few frantic moments during NAKED’s intense per formances, we might find a split from a broadly isolating, individualistic
society. The duo hope to create something that draws people
into a space together, to orchestrate a »physical experience
that’s all about the collective. Energy flowing between us as
makers and per formers to the audience — that embodies everything that’s happening politically out there.
»We played this small gig at Vogue Fabrics at a friend’s launch,
and it was really insane — it was full of angsty young people just
going for it. Sure, it’s dark and gothy as fuck and it’s depres
sing, but it’s such a mirror of what’s happening socially and politically. In that moment, it becomes this sheer physical thing.«
NAKED pursue affect as a means of uniting people. Transcending language and individual experience to choreograph a collective one, they unite unrest and discontent, mobilising it in a
way through which we can glimpse a kind of collectivity, if only
for a moment.
Affect is deeply intertwined with the socio-political. *4) In the
scathing sounds of NAKED, we don’t merely listen to critiques,
but feel them on an affective, visceral level. At a time in which
burnout is rife, this strain of »protest music« arrives in a generous dose of mind-numbing noise, to re-energize listeners. On
the idea of protest music, Agnes says: »I feel like now it might
be more difficult to achieve as much as you could in the past.«
The two lament that protest often gets co-opted into marketing and woven tightly into neoliberalism, an idea also expressed
by Caprison; »I like to believe in the idea of weaponised media
and information, but it’s hard to believe it’s possible when every
counter-cultural movement is co-opted.«
Vigilant in their pursuit of bringing urgent discussions to a pop
consciousness are Holly Herndon and Mat Dryhurst. The two
are aware that there are »little means of generating the resourc-

NAKED. Photo by Oscar Lindqvist.
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»[ T ]he cost of listening to the continuous,
aggressive, and carefully-engineered
rhythmic noise of turmoil that is propagated
by mass media and other sources results in a
continuous (but not always felt) tinnitus —
perhaps not always in the ears« — C e v d e t Ere k

Medusa’s Bed (Zahra Mani, Lydia Lunch, Mia Zabelka). Photo by Tom Garretson.

es required to amass a viable alternative« to »platform mono
polies collectively,« though it’s something that they have been
thinking a lot about. Dryhurst and Herndon critically approach
how pop acts as a carrier signal; »where it carries you is worthy
of debate and frequent reconsideration.«
During the making of Platform , Herndon’s remarkable 2015 album, they began to think that »perhaps by opening up the practice to incorporate more populist structural forms whilst still
maintaining the core ethical and artistic principles of the greater project, [they] could somehow ‘Trojan horse’ some really
compelling propositions into the centre of cultural discourse…
pop music’s (and club music’s, for that matter) combination of
sine/tuned 808 bass and ‘hooks’ seemed to present this common language that, if spoken, afforded a lot of experimentation
around the core fundamentals.«
This in turn, allows them to »stay true to [their] goals of presenting a legitimate alternative logic for seeing and hearing
the world,« to focus on »what needs to be discussed now, and
what the appropriate channel to convey that meaning through
might be.« Catapulting pressing (and evolving) political discussions into the pop lexicon, or a wider music consciousness,
their work can be relied on for shrewd analyses and, most importantly, an insistence on change.
During the making of Platform , »it became quite clear that there
was a new frontier in the battle of ideas, namely the accelerating legitimisation of social media and other media platforms.«
When I ask how music must mutate to stay relevant politically,
they answer: »This focus on a new form of independence has

weighed heavily on our minds for a few years now, and we
have spent a lot of time researching and experimenting at how
something special might be built. This is the necessary mutation. Another factor is of course the importance of live music
and congregation — so much emphasis is given to the recorded medium, arguably because the scaffolding of music criticism and discussion was built around that economy, however
we have always somehow been live per formers first, and being
in space with people still somehow retains its radical potential.«

idea shapes the differing words, sounds, and approaches of all
these artists; that’s what makes them potent in imagining new
futures. Mia Zabelka of Medusa’s Bed describes the collaboration: »Our musical backgrounds are different, but not our sense
of musicality, nor our political attitudes. We are far more alike
than it may seem, and we share an anger over the state of the
world.« This, of course, is reflected not just in the »meeting of
three individual voices,« as Mani puts it, but also across the discourse of contemporary music and its adjacent conversations.

In some way, this sentiment mirrors that of NAKED, though of
course Herndon and Dryhurst approach this collective way of
being with people differently: »It is no coincidence that we have
taken the past year to assemble a group of people to sing and
grow with, and we are grateful for the role that kind of support
has played in keeping our spirits intact. Ultimately, we do what
we are doing because it’s how we know how to contribute, for
better or worse. If anything, the past year has made us more insistent and uncompromising about certain issues that we have
been more accommodating about in the past, as although we
have always tried to communicate clearly the stakes of the technical and political issues we care about, the necessity to take
alternative strategies seriously and start building on them together feels that much more urgent for what has happened over
the past couple of years.«

Herndon and Dryhurst go on to express a sentiment that seems
intimately familiar, for myself and I’m sure for many others, in
this past year: »It has often been hard to write or establish some
kind of creative headspace with the daily affronts to sense and
humanity. It has often felt really trivial to think about art. It is
also quite difficult to sometimes try and conceptualise a long
view, or establish a constructive perspective, when the shortterm challenges are so imposing and demoralising.« The difficulties of the past year have spurred them to »spend time offline in communion with people [they] care about, and try and
somehow contribute in tangible ways to their lives.«

***
»Collectively we have a lot more power than it sometimes
feels like we do individually. That is a source of hope.« Though
these again are the words of Dryhurst and Herndon, a similar

To make music critically and hopefully is to move; it is to assert
one’s agency, and to insist on more than we are offered by these
crushing, turbulent times. Throughout history, music’s threatening potential has been recognised; Jacques Attali famously
wrote that music prophesies the future, making audible what is
to come, and hence musicians wield a powerful and subversive
tool. *5) We might turn to these sounds to combat a system in
which the arts risk being reduced into exigencies as dictated
by corporate and neoliberal interests; we might turn to music
to combat turmoil, wielding it as a tool with which to imagine
new narratives and different futures.

Mollie Zhang is an artist, writer and musician currently
based in Berlin. You can find them lurking online at:
» www.molliezhang.com

*1)
*2)

As we might see at CTM and elsewhere, music not only challenges us to collectively maintain our ability to fear, to feel, and
to love, but also to progress. In the words of VIOLENCE, »even
inside of this black hole that is capitalism, ideas have more value and power than they would appear to, spreading like poison or cancer. People will internalise an idea… and carry it with
them, inadvertently planting seeds.«

*3)

*4)
*5)

Rycenga, Jennifer and Whiteley, Sheila, Queering the Popular Pitch
(New York: Routledge, 2006), xiv.
Muñoz, José Esteban. Cruising Utopia: The Then and There of Queer Futurity
(New York: NYU Press, 2009), 1.
Broaks, Andrew and Fisher, Mark. »Do you miss the future? Mark Fisher interviewed.«
Crack Magazine , www.crackmagazine.net/article/music/mark-fisher-interviewed
(last accessed December 2017).
Marie Thompson, E-mail interview by author, December 16, 2016.
Attali, Jacques, Noise: The Political Economy of Music (Minneapolis University of
Minnesota Press, 1985), 11.
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T HE A BYSS STA R ES BAC K . . .
AND I T ’ S S M I L I N G
Coli n H . Va n E e c k h out i n Co n v e r satio n w it h Loui s e B row n

Amenra is a five-piece post-metal band from Kortijk , West F landers , Belgium .
Their brooding style was developed as an outlet for grief, pain, and spiritu al contemplation, and as a tool for therapy and healing. I n anticipation of
their performance at CT M , T he Quietus heavy- metal columnist Louise Brown
joined Colin H . Van Eeckhout, the band ’ s lead singer and co - founder , to
discuss how Van Eeckhout found light in the dark and grace in the gloom .

If the 1990s were years of optimism, the millennium ushered in
chaos, uncertainty, an abyss of terror. New wars, new hatreds,
new fears. New technologies would make communication easier and yet demolish the need for contact altogether. Humanity stripped bare. New neuroses, new anxieties, new pills to
hide the pain. It was then that Amenra sought solace in music
and art.
Starting out as a hardcore punk band in West Flanders as the
new centuries met, Colin H. Van Eeckhout and Mathieu J.
Vandekerckhove, along with a revolving cast of fellow misers,
channelled their crisis into catharsis and the Church of Ra was
founded on a bedrock of dark, desolate doom music. Amenra, the collective’s mother band, have produced six full-length
albums, or »masses,« a growing number of collaborations and
split-releases, several DVDs, and even a book. Each mass starts
as a bleak reminder of our personal inner turmoil, but as you
begin to ponder life’s fragility their compositions pulsate and
ebb, building unbearable tension that inevitably breaks and begins to crack. On each of their six records, Amenra prey upon
your darkness, and when you are forced to submit, they suddenly provide the much-needed salve. Their music is pulled
taut, and snaps, and the light floods in.

Do you think that listening to dark music with dark themes
can actually enlighten the listener? For example, I’ve never
come away from an Amenra concert feeling drained, even
though some of the music you write is emotionally complex
and difficult. I may go in drained, but I actually come out
feeling like there’s some therapy, maybe.
Yes, that’s what makes it interesting to me. That’s what makes it
inexplicable, too. Why is it so? I don’t know. Maybe because, in
some way, you can take bad energy from people by really addressing it full on. On stage, you give the people, or the pain
they carry within, a voice. Or you translate it in a certain way,
which makes it evaporate. But remember, the dark themes do
not necessarily mean that you draw people in more deeply or
carry them with you on a downward spiral. Of course, you can
have bands who play dark music and channel a negative energy, who actually give you reason to feel like life is futile and
not worth living, but I am happy to be a part of the other side
of the scale. It makes more sense to me as a human to use this
artistic medium to create something, to do something beautiful, to do something good, to mean something to someone in
a positive way.
You think that turmoil or despair can be beautiful?

From the opening strains of Black Sabbath’s Black Sabbath with
its raging storm, ominous bells, and dissonant guitars — and
Ozzy Osbourne asking life’s great question; »what is this that
stands before me?« — heavy metal has become synonymous
with despair, darkness, and dread. Black Sabbath, psychedelic
rock, early heavy metal, noise bands such as Swans and Throbbing Gristle, punk acts like Black Flag and Amebix — all would
collide by the last gasps of the 20th century to provide fertile
inspiration for new artists looking to build on that tension, and
ultimately, to release it. No bands did this more than the American sludge acts Neurosis, Melvins, and Crowbar. It was on this
unholy trinity that Amenra would pin all hope, or lack thereof.
This year, CTM 2018 looks for »music and sound that deals
with growing strain and that unsettles us for a reason. Music
and sound that mirrors the dissonance of the world and resonates with our anxieties.« The first thought is that there is no
better festival this year for Amenra than this one; the second thought is that, in a world of turmoil, why would anyone
want to spend a week embracing it? Surely, the opposite is
needed. That doesn’t sound very entertaining or pleasant...
Inviting?
Exactly...

Amenra’s Mass VI album cover.

I don’t think people look solely for entertainment. Especially
people who have an unrest inside their heads. I don’t know if
all the bands playing have a thematic link with turmoil, but I
can really imagine there being an audience for that. For me, it
makes per fect sense as a theme, because it’s a world that we
know unconsciously and when I look to the music I like, there’s
always a certain unrest, or threat, or melancholy, or sadness.
It’s never per fect, and it’s never positive, and that’s what draws
me in, whatever the style or genre might be. We’re honoured to
play, as turmoil is what we work with as our base, too.

The despair isn’t beautiful, but it’s the overcoming of it that is
beautiful; the chapter right behind it, the growing from it, the
growing together, and the realisation of the importance of love
and connection. That is what despair and adversity triggers, or
should trigger.
Without pushing to talk too personally, unless you want to:
do you feel like your art and the music of Amenra, and particularly the performances of Amenra, are cathartic for
you, or do you sometimes fear that you are dabbling with, or
channelling for the sake of your art, things that maybe you
wish that you could just forget or ignore?
No. We don’t wish to forget it. You can’t forget stuff like that.
You just keep on carrying it within you and then those thoughts
choose when they pop up. However, if you choose your own
moment to work with that energy, then they don’t pop up as
much as they would if we tried to push them back. That’s the
link to catharsis, that’s the link to it becoming therapeutic. I
never mind talking about my personal experience, because I
don’t fear that someone will misuse that information. I don’t
really care about that. I don’t fear what people might think of
me. If they want to think I’m a cry baby, they can. It’s my business and it’s my story that I tell and I want it to be as honest as
possible, because I really appreciate honest music. I can’t appreciate music that is strongly built around image or this idea
of being macho — it doesn’t affect me, it doesn’t touch me. I always appreciated artists who are personal and emotional and
able to really translate their true feelings into music or art. It
makes it more valuable and more real, and I believe that it enters someone’s heart a lot quicker. You’re able to touch someone when it’s truthful.
Have you ever had contact from fans who have told you that
your music helped them through dark times?
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»The despair isn’ t beautiful, but it’s the
overcoming of it that is beautiful; the chapter
right behind it, the growing from it, the
growing together, and the realisation of
the importance of love and connection. That
is what despair and adversity triggers, or
should trigger.«

Amenra. Colin van Eeckhout second from left. Photo by Stefan Temmerman.

That’s a beautiful thing, in a way because we can only try to
make the music as good as we can, and as honest and truthful
as we can. But we can never work towards touching someone
else — there’s no blueprint for that. So as soon as we get these
testimonials through the mail, or when people come up to us
after a show and we hear their stories, it blows us away that we
can mean something to someone at a certain time in their life. It
gives you a sense of fulfilment, a sense that you’ve done something small but great. Fans get our symbols tattooed on them
because our music means something to them, and it’s probably
the best compliment you can get as a musician.
Let’s talk about music that has touched you. At CTM 2018,
you are billed above Scott Kelly with John Judkins. It’s not
news to anyone that knows Amenra that you were hugely influenced by Scott’s band Neurosis. And then they took you
under their wing and signed you to their label, Neurot. It
must have been incredible that a band who meant so much
to you were giving you such support. And now Scott is supporting you. How does that feel, and how did his music influence you when you started the band?
Ah, but remember it’s him performing as a solo artist, so it’s
not like Neurosis are opening for us. It’s a logical move to put
an acoustic solo artist before a heavy band. It wouldn’t make
sense to make him play after us, even though he deserves it
more than anything. You have metal bands who have a lot of
anger and frustration in their music, and you have others that
draw more from the heart, but a band like Neurosis add a more
animalistic, instinctive force. They help you fight something inside you. When I discovered them, it was during the Through
Silver in Blood and Enemy of the Sun era, and they were really
a full-on attack on all the senses. It opened my eyes that there
could be so much force from music. It had so much power; a
tribal commotion.

Were you surprised when they signed you to their label?
It’s crazy — if you asked the same question fifteen years ago, or
told us that at some point we’d be touring together in a car for
a month, I would have called you crazy. It’s beautiful, though,
and we’re really thankful that our paths crossed and that we
got support from their end. It meant a lot to us and it helped
us grow. In the beginning, we heard a lot of comments that we
were ripping off Neurosis and then as soon as they took us under their wing, opinions changed. People were like, ›Oh shit,
those Belgians actually mean something.‹ It gave us the streetcred that a lot of people didn’t want to give to five guys from
Belgium.
Being from the metal and punk world, it’s not unusual to deal
with the theme of turmoil. But when CTM announced this
year ’s theme with the statement »Uneasy times demand uneasy music,« it seemed so apt. The world is in turmoil, we
are reminded every day — almost to the point that I need to
switch off the news and delete Twitter from my phone.
Yes, it’s so depressing. It’s hard on me too. It’s hard to see the
sunlight between all this darkness that you see being thrown at
you all day long, constantly.
When I read CTM’s statement that »music allows a moment
of rest,« I thought, »this is incredible — it’s going to be a gathering in Berlin of people who just need a fucking break«.
Yes. Everybody needs a break. Humanity needs a break but it’s
fucking it up for itself. But the beautiful thing about this festival
is, in my eyes is, that it brings different styles of music together.
»Turmoil« is a universal theme and it’s not a one-style festival,
and that makes it even more unifying. We’re all in it together,
whatever style you play.

And I guess for every musician there, it doesn’t matter where
they’ve come from — which country, which sub-scene. They
read the same Twitter as us, they watch the same news.

The endpoint is light. You work towards the light. That’s the
thing we do. We use turmoil and darkness as our clay and we
try to mould it into something that is hopeful.

They live in the same world as we do. They frequent another
scene, but the scene is of the same world.

So, say you’re at CTM 2018 and you see this heavy metal band Amenra listed in the programme, but you’ve never
heard of them. Why should you venture into the venue?

With that in mind, with the world in turmoil, do you feel like
it’s necessary to perform and to write? Do things feel a little bit more shit at the moment than they have for a while?
With Amenra, we keep the music really close to us. We never
go a lot further than our families and our close friends. That’s
the world that we take inspiration from. But it does influence
you as a human being. Take the terrorist attacks we had in Belgium: it seeps into lyrics or into the overall feel of songs. We’ll
never be a political band or a worldly band; we’re not a band
that will take on the universe. We stick to things we know —
otherwise it gets too overwhelming. But I remember the day
when the bombs exploded in Brussels airport. I was working
on a project with a band called A-Sun Amissa, so I wrote about
that. About how we lived in fear, but in the end I twisted it, so
it’s more about rising above. The news definitely influences us.
The world is shit, but life also has its beautiful, short moments
that are really heart-warming and keep everyone going. Even
those faces in the news who we would think are totally in the
deepest shit possible probably have moments of joy when they
see their kids smile again, for the first time in weeks. It’s sad to
think about that stuff. It’s hard to think those things through and
give them a place inside your mind. But you should, so that you
always see both sides in life.
I think that’s the main theme of this conversation — that even
though the music is dark...

I don’t know what would drive people to come and see us, but
I hope they do. Darkness is a universal theme. We’ve had fans
who aren’t into heavy music, who are interested in what we do,
understand what we are doing. I believe we definitely have a
place in that line-up, and it will be great to reach new people
or shed some light on the metal scene — let them know that it’s
not all cliché. Every scene has a broad, broad spectrum that
crosses over into other things. It’s art — it has no boundaries
and it shouldn’t really be labelled or get pushed into little boxes. I really enjoy festivals that try to pull everything open and
get people onto new stuff and to grow as human beings. Everybody has favourite styles of music, that’s normal, but it’s nice
to know that there’s other stuff out there that can also be interesting. There’s a whole world out there.
You might find your new collaborators.
Maybe — who knows?

Louise Brown is a music journalist. She runs Collumnus
Metallicus, a column about all things heavy and metal, at the
online music magazine The Quietus.
» www.thequietus.com
For more on Amenra and Colin H. van Eeckhout , see
» www.churchofra.com
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L at e - P h as e I d e n tit y
P oliti c s
T e rr e T h a e mlitz i n Co n v e r satio n w it h M a rc Sc h w e gl e r

In this interview, which was first published in the 16 th edition of zweikom masieben Magazin, zweikommasieben editor Marc Schwegler speaks with mu sician Terre T haemlitz about the foundations of today’ s politics and the
( im)possibilities of escaping them .

A heated debate around questions of identity, race, and gender is raging in the club and music scene. To pick out just one
prominent example: after the online streaming platform Boiler Room produced a documentary about the techno scene in
Glasgow, they were met with fierce criticism because they edited out parts of a statement of a woman of color. *1) After a
flood of criticism, the organisation — which promotes itself as
being progressive and multicultural — saw the need to release a
lengthy statement. *2) The same organisation was attacked about
its involvement in live-streaming this year ’s Notting Hill Carnival in London after receiving a substantial grant from the British Arts Council. Graffiti in the area showed disdain for Boiler
Room *3) and an anonymous article accused the organisation of
exploiting artists and Caribbean culture in general. *4) Again,
Boiler Room offered a lengthy and detailed statement. There
also seems to be a growing, primarily white and heterosexual
discourse of »finally« (again) leaving politics behind in dance
music, as shown, for example, on the dubious website changeunderground.com. Praising the inclusiveness of a profit-driven
club music industry, an article against political correctness in
the music scene concludes: »Dance music is for everyone. Let’s
make it about fun and escapism again.« *5)
At least since the events in Charlottesville, where a racist rally
turned physically violent and one counter-protester died after
being hit by a car, identity-related conflicts are now widely discussed in the media. But the 2016 US presidential election already made clear that the now-escalating culture war was imminent. A right-wing movement closely associated with people
fueling the Trump campaign started to make headlines as the
»alt-right.« Although not a coherent political group per se, people affiliated with it seem to be at least in part the offspring of a
nihilistic, seemingly fringe online culture on image boards and
sub-reddits whose inside jokes and memes connected with an
opposition to political correctness, feminism, and multiculturalism. Above all, in the past few years the alt-right has given
birth to a new kind of anti-establishment sensibility, expres

sing itself in the irony-driven, DIY internet culture and now in
an offline political movement, as Angela Nagle points out in
her book-length essay on the matter, Kill All Normies (Zero
Books, 2017).
Nagle argues that not only the Right, but also the Left has become more radicalised and vulgar online. She identifies a »cult
of suffering, weakness and vulnerability«, that »has become
central to contemporary liberal identity politics, as it is enacted
in spaces like Tumblr.« *7) »And yet,« she continues, »amid all the
vulnerability and self-humbling, members of these subcultures
often behaved with extraordinary viciousness and aggression,
like their anonymous […] counterparts, behind the safety of the
keyboard.« Recently deceased UK culture theorist Mark Fisher
deemed this configuration in an essay from 2013 as the »Vampires’ Castle.« He wrote: »The Vampires’ Castle specialises in
propagating guilt. It is driven by a priest’s desire to excommunicate and condemn, an academic-pedant’s desire to be the first
to be seen to spot a mistake, and a hipster ’s desire to be one of
the in-crowd. […] This priesthood of bad conscience, this nest of
pious guilt-mongers, is exactly what Nietzsche predicted when
he said that something worse than Christianity was already on
the way.« *8) The »embarrassing and toxic online politics« represented by this version of the left has not only made the left »a
laughing stock for a whole new generation,« as Nagle writes
— in her view, its »years of online hate campaigns, purges and
smear campaigns against others« were also responsible for the
attraction and success of the anti-PC, nonconformist and dissident rhetoric on the (alt-)Right. *9)
To discuss those phenomena in depth and to locate them historically and socially, Marc Schwegler exchanged emails with
Terre Thaemlitz. Thaemlitz not only produces house music as
DJ Sprinkles, but has also been insightfully analyzing issues
around identity politics in her work as an award-winning artist
and writer — most recently, for instance, in her multimedia performance Deproduction , premiered at documenta 14, in which

she investigates the power dynamics of Western humanist notions of family values and their ties to global neoliberal capitalism.

Marc Schwegler You have been an activist for decades now —
first in the US, in regards to women's reproductive rights, HIV/
AIDS, and in the queer nightlife scene of New York, but also up
until now in Japan, your country of residence. A lot of the battles I touched on above you have experienced first-hand, and
you’ve always been a critical voice against essentialist identity politics of all sorts. I wonder: is this current escalation of
identity politics on both sides something you’d say is new, or
is it more or less just another instance of the same rhetoric all
over again?
Terre Thaemlitz I can see what you mean by this »escalation of
identity politics on both sides," but I think we would also be in
agreement that this is a kind of late-phase and co-opted form
of identity politics. In a way, it is similar to the dynamics of cooptation discussed around the Boiler Room. So, to reminisce
a bit, I would say it was towards the end of the '80s that the
Right first got clever enough to effectively co-opt certain language that Leftist activists and academics had been cultivating around identity politics. And in the US a large part of this
was also the Right's response to HIV/AIDS activism — particularly ACT UP — which was generating a lot of graphic design,
media interventions, and educational materials that cultivated
the language of identity on a kind of pop-cultural level. As a
direct-action group, they operated a bit differently from academia, albeit influenced by certain academics. So the Right
— which controlled mainstream news coverage, TV networks,
newspapers, etc. — gradually began mimicking these strategies.
And as those signs and sounds became familiar to the public at
large, they also became less effective as tools of resistance. As
with the mainstreaming of music genres, for most people who
gained access to these signs through mainstream sources, they
never really functioned as tools of struggle. But the language
of struggle remained, in a kind of parodic manner. And it was
eventually absorbed and regurgitated by the Right, as well as
corporate advertising (this is very apparent in cell phone advertising, which uses pesudo-political slogans about freedom
and liberation in almost every nation now). This was then, in a
way, reabsorbed by the young Left from the '90s onward, which
was being exposed to these same terms via conservative academia, etc. And it strikes me that an important part of that reeducating or re-exposing of the Left comes with the impossibility of learning from the lessons of identity politics' failures,
because all that remains is a kind of positivist echo or »greatest
hits.« But failures teach us more than successes, I would say.
In particular, the problems of falling into essentialisms. I mean,
this is just how I tend to see it.
So from my perspective, it does seem that both the Left and
Right are currently per forming a rather similar dance, all of
which is influenced by the mainstream media's coverage/criticism/appropriation/reselling of those older and minor strategies of identity politics — many of which already had problems
of essentialism to begin with. In musical terms, I guess it would
be like a reggae band today claiming UB40 as their main influence. That's the phase of identity politics that I think we live in

now. So it is not only a question of the same rhetoric all over
again, but perhaps even more importantly, of how and why we
still gain access to it. And, how has it been filtered and purified over time (i.e. censored)? I think the only useful way to approach those questions is from an actively non-essentialist perspective, which in no way attempts to identify or resurrect an
»authentic« identity politic, or »true« interpretation. It has to be
about social contexts, and inquiries into when and where such
language may still have use value.
At the same time, what else have we been doing all these years?
As you pointed out, there is criticism even from within the Left—
I would say I am also doing this — and what are our methodologies that have been developing over the past 30 years or so in
response to our witnessing and being conscious of that co-option of the language of identity politics? What have we learned,
and what are we doing differently, if anything? For me, I focus
on deliberately minor strategies that resist or delay co-option
by being careful not to employ populist agendas, nor strategies
for obtaining power. I personally tend to focus on inquiries into
divestments of power, and the reduction of violence through
conscious choices (as opposed to essentialist-based legislation of protections for specific, legally defined and accepted
types of human bodies).

Marc Schwegler Has the Left maybe not only not learned, but
rather even forgotten about certain issues? One crucial factor
for the changing alliances in the current ideological struggle,
the rise of the Alt-Right, and the criticism of the Left ( by people
on the Left, in some cases — see Mark Fisher) seems to be the
erasure of the category of class. Diversity in terms of race and
gender has been a somewhat institutionalized category, even in
multinational corporations, and there seems to be a strand of a
neoliberal discourse that is based upon some twisted form of
PC language — as in the example above, the website changeunderground.com and its inclusionary vocabulary of profit. But
questions of class (and maybe the aesthetics related to it — and
even their appropriation, I guess…) are somewhat being faded
out… This makes it all the easier to provide anti-elitist arguments for the new Right.
Terre Thaemlitz I think questions of class become more easily
concealed or dismissed when people focus on essentialisms of
the body, which lead to notions of universal experience, and ultimately presumptions around the politics held by certain bodies. For example, the idea that members of LGBT communities
must be inherently anti-Right — something clearly disproven
time and again, by groups such as the Log Cabin Republicans
or Caitlyn Jenner. So when Jenner states she is fighting for
the rights of all transgendered people, and that her method of
doing so is by supporting the US Republican Party and Donald Trump, it is through essentialist readings of her transsexual
body that people can overlook the blatant hypocrisy and absurdity of her politics. Even for those who may think she is not
operating in her best interests, few actually step forward to
identify her real interests and politics being rooted in issues of
class and her own wealth. In reality, she is endorsing and proliferating politics that totally are in her favor economically, but
as you mention, for most people this discussion of class seems
to fade away in the face of essentialist discussions of the body.
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»In the West, identity politics rely on a faith in
the formula of visibility=power, and
conversely silence=death. However, in terms
of representing and activating the socially
minor, that is very often not the case.«

So for a lot of people who look up to Jenner as a transgendered hero, they are more likely to follow her crazy Right-wing
endorsements than they are to criticize her classism. Even if
they choose not to personally follow her views, they may feel
the dangers and risks of the Right or Trump are perhaps not
as bad as they feared. After all, if Jenner thinks it's okay as a
trans-woman, it must not be that bad, right? It has a diffusing
effect on the public.
I also think there is a connection between the destruction of
social services — which is about class warfare — and the reinscription of »family values« into dominant LGBT agendas
(same-sex marriage, monogamy, child rearing, military service, etc.). In my new project Deproduction , which I premiered
at Documenta 14, I talk about the link between this dominant
Right-influenced moment of »traditional family values« and
queer countercultures' fascinations with tribalism — you know,
mythologies of the respected trans-shaman living at the edge
of the village (with no insights into the isolation or entrapment
of being socially forced to exist as such figures), blurring the
lines between body modifications (tribal tattoos, piercings,
trendy surgical procedures, and hormone injections all become
vaguely interchangeable trends), etc. Tribalism is, of course,
more rooted in tradition and family than any democratic praxis.
So I think it is more than coincidence that universities, art museums, and other cultural agencies — as endorsed sites of cultural production in a Right-dominated world — happen to find
funding for these particular LGBT agendas at the precise moment when »family values« are increasingly mandated. Despite
our desire to see queer studies and things like that as alternatives to, or rejections of, dominant Western heteronormativity,
they are in many ways a reflection of our internalization of that
neoconservative »family values« agenda. And it comes with a
lot of willing blindness to imperialism, orientalism, and poverty
— the fetishization and romanticization of third-world gender
and sexual struggles, etc.
If living in Japan has taught me one thing, with all of its mainstream transgendered celebrities, it is that trans-visibility does
not inherently conflict with or challenge patriarchal interests.
There are many forms of transgenderism that actually aid heteronormative and homophobic patriarchal structures. In the West,
identity politics rely on a faith in the formula of visibility=power,
and conversely silence=death. However, in terms of represent-

ing and activating the socially minor, that is very often not the
case. In my own experiences, closets continue to per form important roles in my life, at the same time I have been publicly
»out« as both queer and trans for several decades. I feel a lot
of pain and suffering I felt in my youth could have been avoided if I had been taught how to accept and work with hypocrisies and simultaneity, and understand the functions of shame as
something other than inherently traumatic and destructive. In
retrospect, the pride of fag bashers having their way with me
was just as traumatic and destructive to all involved. This is why
I am also utterly uninterested in discourses of Pride TM . And by
extension, »political correctness,« since I've spent shitloads of
effort trying to live my life in ways that the majority of people
would deem »incorrect.« When people accept you and consider you »correct,« you know you are in trouble. [Laughs.] When
you upset people, you know you have located and transgressed
boundaries of power. Identifying and mapping them, knowing
how to cross and retreat, and redraw them... that is never going to be a socially correct process.
So this is why I think it's important to actively unpack our essentialist affinities for our own bodies and the bodies of others. It is
why I think the humanist practice of legislating around bodies
(i.e., which bodies are legally acknowledged and protected as
»human« under liberal democracies — typically those who fall
under notions of being »born this way« or »couldn't help it,« as
opposed to states of being grounded in choices, willing perversity or nonconformity, etc.) has continually progressed Rightist agendas and led to this very state you are identifying and
concerned about. It is apparently quite difficult for most people
to unpack their essentialist preconceptions about the relationships between their own social experiences and the social codings around their own bodies. Impossible, it seems. Essentialism sells. It is way easier to convince people to endorse legal
protections for people who »couldn't help being born a certain
way,« than to convince them of what I consider to be a far more
social and democratic practice of focusing on conscious choices to change social practices and reduce violence. The former
focusses on protecting bodies, the latter on the actual issue at
hand, the mechanisms through which violence and exploitation
are enacted. So I see the entirety of liberal humanist legislation as a political misdirection. A parlor trick, really. This is how
we've managed to continue to have hundreds of years of supposed democratic governing alongside chronic racial, gender,

religious, sexual, and economic exploitation, slavery, etc. Our
current woes are not a problem of humanism not having spread
enough, as many might believe. All of this exploitation is actually part of how humanism spreads.

Marc Schwegler Amidst the hysteria around Trump, the AltRight, and the general rise of right-wing populists, I found myself to be yearning somewhat for a sober (liberal?) »Realpolitik«
(Angela Merkel in a nutshell — not sure if there’s an adequate
English term for this German notion). The whole of France
yearned for this, I guess — and voted for Macron. You suggested earlier that you personally »tend to focus on inquiries into
divestments of power, and the reduction of violence through
conscious choices (as opposed to essentialist-based legislation of protections to specific, legally accepted types of human
bodies).« Can you explain how that’s a form of politics, how
you’ve been doing this in practice?

»One crucial factor
for the changing
alliances in the
current ideological
struggle, the rise of
the alt-right, and the
criticism of the Left…
seems to be the
erasure of the
category of class«
Terre Thaemlitz Well, some of the ways I have been addressing these issues in my own daily actions have been about noncooperation and self-sabotage as means of social interaction.
Trying to minimize my participation in this shit world as a form
of damage control, since I recognize that almost every aspect
of the standard lifestyles we are led towards are teetering on
exported slavery and domestic unsustainability. For example,
in terms of employment, making decisions that would generally be considered counter-intuitive to capitalism in order to
remain small. Not using regular distribution channels for projects, keeping projects »offline« and avoiding social media as
much as possible, insisting upon payment and not volunteering
free labor within creative industries, which also means not participating in a lot of typical forms of promotion, not buying advertising, etc. Remaining active in several economies as a freelancer (music, arts, academia), while refusing to isolate myself
into one in particular. Basically, consistently and systematically
doing everything backwards, as much as possible. And this, of
course, affects one's quality of life, and can also conflict with
expectations of those around me, partners, etc. Active non-

identification with gender and sexual binaries can also create
complications in personal relationships, obviously, since most
people's methods for determining their sexual object choices
rely upon their ability to place a lover within a category of femaleness or maleness, heterosexuality or homosexuality, etc.
I am also simultaneously »out« and »closeted« at every turn,
which can be confusing enough for me, let alone for others. It
means engaging in the labor of constructing social relations,
instead of just mindlessly playing a predetermined role within
conventional match-making. Many of these actions and strategies have been detailed elsewhere in my various writings and
projects. Although I would never define these things as »activism,« I certainly see them as political in that they actively engage the boundaries of social relations in the private and public
spheres, and have real repercussions that I accept will at times
be quite negative or detrimental.

Marc Schwegler »Realpolitik« to me means on the one hand
an almost technocratic, very down-to-earth form of politics,
a practical engagement and involvement in the processes of
legislating. When asked by Claire Parnet about human rights,
Deleuze once said that all the outrage that is done to people
is never a question of justice or abstract laws. Rather, it always
is a question of »jurisprudence,« of jurisdiction. Being on the
Left, he added, is fighting for jurisdiction, is making law. This
passage gets quoted — understandably — far less by Leftists
than the one where he talks about being Left as a matter of
perception…
On the other hand, I’ve started to think about a politics of hopelessness of some sort that does not try to deny existing ambiguities, that does not fall to a growing ideology of ever-present
safe spaces, that tries to find solutions in very difficult situations. Those are problems of governmentality, in the end. That’s
why I came up with Merkel and Macron — those are the (liberal)
figures of our time who seemed to get lucky when Trump arrived, being the far lesser of two evils, after all. But one can see
their struggle and that of the European Union — while Brexit is
still impending and the refugees are still coming — as another
attempt to provide ontological moral fundaments to a liberal
politics that needs to be grounded in moral neutrality and at
the same time is not and can’t be. The whole ideological battle now taking place that liberal democracies are not able tame
anymore is seemingly heading towards a civil war. And with it,
exactly towards those horrors that, as Jean-Claude Michéa argues, led to liberalism in the first place, after the religious wars
in Europe in the 17th and 18th centuries. *10)
But if Realpolitik would be the way to go, when does one become merely an accomplice of (neo)liberalism? Rather soon, I
guess you would argue — that’s why you not only suggest but
actively follow a »strategy of self-sabotage,« as you called it.
It’s a practice of deserting, one could say, a very deliberate but
nonetheless also forced exodus. But, as Paolo Virno argued,
deserting is or can be a political action…
Terre Thaemlitz To be clear, I do not see myself as deserting
anything. I actually am quite opposed to that way of framing
things, because it is so tied into legacies of transcendentalism,
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hermetics, etc. Even in desertion, there is no transcendence.
One does not desert into peacefulness. One does not ever escape. Every migrant is also simultaneously an immigrant.
Despite rhetoric of »welfare« and »assistance,« the culturally minor are always governed through processes of abandonment.
This is why there is always an interaction between inadequate
government and ground-zero struggles for survival and violence reduction. When making laws, it is imperative to remember that simply having laws on the books does not inherently
alter a culture. The types of laws we are talking about emerge
in response to material crisis — real suffering, not just academics or philosophers pondering how people might be suffering.
Then, once a law is in place (often filled with concessions to the
Right, rendering it rather useless), a very lengthy and expensive
process of court cases around those laws are necessary to establish precedents of penalties toward violators, which in turn
discourages future violations. That's the shitty model we are
stuck with at the moment. Without those years of trials, which
only reflect a microcosm of actual ongoing violations and social abuses, there is no social change.

»Our current woes
are not a problem of
humanism not
having spread enough,
as many might believe.
All of this
exploitation is
actually part of how
humanism spreads.«
For example, here in Japan there have been laws against sexual discrimination in the workplace since the late nineties, yet
there were no penalties associated with violating those laws.
Gradually, penalties were put in place, but not enforced. We
are now at the stage of cases being brought against employers
in the hopes of having those established penalties be enforced.
However, the penalties are still not large enough to discourage abuse. And so systemic sexual discrimination in the workplace goes on, and on, and on... These processes take decades. Sometimes centuries. As a sobering example, the history
of slavery in the US was happening in a country that boasted
its roots in the principle that »all men are created equal« (note
the gender imperative). And still, even today, the US is rampant
with systemic discrimination.
So creating legislation is not an end point. Nor is it a startpoint. It is a form of analytical response that must remain un-

der constant revision and challenge. Of course, it is something
that people of Leftist inclination are constantly involved in. And
rightfully so. But it would be a huge error to look to governance
as the »true politic,« particularly in relation to ongoing LGBT
struggles for decriminalization, which is a project that is far
from over. I see it as an error of the times that contemporary
LGBT movements are more preoccupied with legalization and
formal recognition (sanctioning of same-sex unions, changing
binary genders, etc.) than what I would imagine to be a more
promising movement towards non-documentation, the eradication of all legal recognition of marriages and partnerships,
putting an end to legal gender identification requirements, etc.
There are countless examples where the elimination of existing
laws — and not replacing them with something else — would do
far more good for far more people, and have a deeper cultural
impact. But many of these things will never happen, especially
in relation to gender and sexuality under patriarchy. Sadly, we
keep going deeper in the other direction, attempting to define
and legislate ourselves into existence, filled with self-deluding
hope and promise.
In Deproduction , I discuss the need for social services as
means for those who have been »disowned,« both literally by
families in the private sphere, and more broadly ostracized in
the public sphere. In particular, thinking about women, gender,
and sexual others most adversely affected by patriarchal family
systems. I think the mainstream tendency is for people to think
about how to socially »re-integrate« people. Get us back into
the mainstream. But I also recognize the need for certain people to live alone — and have that state of being alone be understood as about safety, rather than the more conventional tendency to insist it can only be about traumatic isolation. (Clearly,
some personal baggage and needs guide my analysis.) As I
said earlier, I think the globalizing West's cultural switch away
from democratic social services toward »traditional family values« is very much the ideological manifestation of real policies that have eroded social services. There are many feminists
working on this theme of being alone. Here in Japan there was
even a rather successful pop-feminist book called Ohitorisama
no Rogo (roughly translated: Aging Alone) by Chizuko Ueno,
which was basically about how women can plan for a life outside of familial dependence, marriage, child bearing, etc.

than those designed for possessing a family/clan/tribe, or being possessed by one. It is about facilitating the ability to survive as disowned.
To socially ground some of this stuff with a rather extreme example, think of how many queers in Iran are forced into gender reassignment surgeries in order to avoid a fatwah against
homosexuality (the logic being that if men who have sex with
men, or women who have sex with women, undergo gender reassignment they are no longer »homosexual« but »heterosexual« in their sexual activities). The result is Iran being the world's
second largest economy around gender transitioning, following Thailand. Many people in the West tend to think of those
economies as being globally driven by the West, and primarily revolving around Western trans-issues, but no. Of course,
Iran is a country that still relies heavily on families as the main
site of social support and services. Yet, once people undergo
their operations and need recovery assistance and acceptance,
they most often find themselves unable to return home to their
villages or families. Many would face violence or even death
at their own families' hands. So this is a very real example of
a situation in which there is a desperate need for social services to help those who are »disowned« survive safely. That is
an extreme cultural example, but I bring it up in order to make
clear that I am talking social services in response to systemic
violence, and not simply some bourgeois strategy for individual retirement or whatever. Of course, there are more sublime
forms of systemic violence, domestic violence, familial disownment and public abandonment that are constantly occurring
everywhere — including here in Japan.

Marc Schwegler Wouldn’t this provide an argument for the reconfiguration of care work, an understanding beyond a simplistic and/or oppressive public/private divide — care as letting-be
(»Sein Lassen,« as Heidegger has put it), as providing the space
for those who are/want/have to be alone? Couldn’t that be a
task for a governing of hopelessness? Wouldn’t that be a task
for a new Left, one concerned with making (or also discarding,
as you argued) law instead of policing discourse?

Ironically, the Iranian model of social services is for the government to financially subsidize those fatwah-mandated transitional surgeries. It's interesting to note that this subsidization
began in the '70s, and was one of the first social programs initiated after the Shia Muslim revolt that ousted Shah Pahlavi. I find
that amazing. Like, apparently the Shia's felt faggotry was at a
crisis level requiring immediate government intervention, even
way back then. Infuriatingly, over the years I have heard uninformed people in the West hold up Iran's surgical subsidies as
an example of a progressively pro-trans government, and reference it when arguing how far behind the West is in terms of
providing trans-oriented social services, if you can believe it!
So with regard to the types of services I am talking about, it is
often not simply a matter of introducing social services to places that have none, but culturally redefining the very definitions
of what it means to assist people. Clearly, many contemporary
forms of social services are more about maintaining the status quo than actually aiding the ostracized. From a mainstream
perspective, what culture wishes to invest against its own interests, right? This is the impossible situation we are up against.

Terre Thaemlitz In practical terms, this involves responding to
the brutality of social isolation by organizing spaces and services for safely living alone. But how one approaches these
issues is problematized by the long-standing relationship between »independence« and social privilege. Being alone as a
luxury. The major difficulty is in finding ways to respond to individual needs with tools other than petit-bourgeois individualism, or conversion-based community building. Tools other

The types of social service needs I am speaking about are
largely unsellable on any mass scale, precisely because they
are about services for the taboo and abandoned. In my experience, caring for the culturally minor often comes in the form
of very small, direct, and personal assistance and intervention
— which, by many social organizers' standards, may not be recognized as »political practice,« since it is not populist in ambition. (And also, in rejection of Alt-Right strategies, not about

acquiring political power. Isn't it interesting that what most people accept as »political actions« are only about the acquisition
of power?) The absence of language or frameworks for publicly thinking about some of these issues means things become
reduced to »personal charity« or private-sphere bullshit that is
also really imbued with notions of bourgeois patronage, etc.
It's all in the grey.
As someone who used to DJ in a transsexual sex worker bar
years ago, I still often think about how »houses« used to function
in the trans community — the House Mothers often being the
only people helping homeless queer teens who were disowned
by their families. City, state, and federal governments certainly
weren't helping. I always wondered what would happen if they
divested of the familial constellation and metaphors. Is it even
possible? Between the metaphors of family (houses) and nationalism (the »house nation,« etc.), it is clear that a lot of underground queer culture has been led by desires for overcoming the trauma of disownment by constructing new families and
nationalisms. It's simultaneously heartbreaking, disappointing,
and utterly understandable. At times, a quite tragically campy
politic. It really left me with an awareness of how trauma gives
predictable form to our politics and practices, and inadvertently perpetuates the conservative.

Terre Thaemlitz is an award-winning multimedia producer, writer, public speaker, educator, and DJ who combines a
critical look at identity politics — including gender, sexuality,
class, linguistics, ethnicity, and race — with an ongoing analysis of the socio-economics of commercial media production.
She has released over 15 solo albums as well as numerous 12inch singles and video works. Thaemlitz performed her works
»Lovebomb« at CTM Festival in 2004, and »Soulnessless« in
2013.
» www.comatonse.com
Marc Schwegler is an editor at the Swiss music magazine zweikommasieben and one of its publishers at Präsens
Editionen, which since 2011 has released various zines, books,
tapes, and records. He curates concerts and performances for
several Swiss institutions and has written for several publications since earning a degree in Media Studies and Cultural Anthropology at the University of Basel.
» www.zweikommasieben.ch
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T h e K i ds Ar e Alt- R ig h t —
T r ac i n g t h e Sou n dtr ac k
o f N e o - r e ac tio n a ry
T urmoil
By J e n s Ba l z e r

Video still from Xurious »Identity is Unstoppable«, source: YouTube.

»T he world is in turmoil,« declares the CT M festival programme, »and so are
many of us . No matter what perspective we take , what used to be familiar is
becoming increasingly alien.« D oubtless this sums up the state of contem porary politics, given the recent electoral success of right-wing politi cians and populist parties, the rampant vindication of structural racism ,
and the resurgence of misogyny and homophobia . E mancipatory gains that
we long believed to be rock-solid are once again under attack. »Weren ’t we
over this years ago? «, we frequently wonder . And we remind ourselves: »W e
must defend freedom . We must defend the liberal , multicultural life we want
to lead and that once seemed, to us, a given «. T his feeling — a mi x of aston ishment, bewilderment, and stubborn defiance — has left its mark on major
political albums of the last few years , on Solange Knowles ’ A Seat at the

Table , for ex ample, or A T ribe Called Quest ’ s We Got It From Here ; and it re sounded, too, in the work of certain artists featured at last year’ s CT M F estival , such as M oor M other and the N ON Worldwide collective .

»What is the sound of turmoil?« the festival asks, and this is indeed the burning question. Yet it’s one that a festival of this sort
cannot answer, as it happens, because coming up with a comprehensive answer would necessarily spell the end of the festival in its present form. CTM festival sees itself as an agent of
emancipatory art and thus the »sound of turmoil« that it seeks in
its current iteration is first and foremost the very sound in and
through which »we« — which is to say, we enlightened, liberal,
left-wing, anti-sexist and anti-racist bodies who produce and/
or take part in CTM — hope to give expression to how contemporary politics leaves us shaken to the core.
But of course that is just one side of the present turmoil — and
just one side of the current relationship between pop culture
and politics. The other side is the realm of those who see the
current political trends not as a rollback but as something to
applaud and promote. Such turmoil has not come out of the
blue but is rooted in a widespread resentment of liberal society. And anti-liberal politics are made by people, of course;
people who also happen to make and listen to music. They too
define themselves in terms of pop cultural mechanisms — more
nonchalantly and skilfully than any anti-liberal movement before them. One need only look at the American Alt-Right’s use
of social media, viral memes, and the like. Hence, any serious
inquiry into the »sound of turmoil« is compelled to consider
the sounds of the New Right: What music moves the Alt-Right
movement in the USA these days? What are supporters of the
French or German identitarians tuning in to? At the same time,
it remains unthinkable for a leading progressive festival to feature artists and musicians who plainly support reactionary political programs, nor would we fans like to mix with their respective followers. A festival such as CTM is, after all, not only
a venue for political debate but also a safe(r) space for those
among us who are watching the present social turn from a minority perspective and increasingly feeling the heat. Hence, in-

quiry into the entire spectrum of contemporary political music
soon comes up against its own principled limits.
Not that a festival of this sort could ever present the entire
spectrum of contemporary political music. CTM would be
hard-pressed even to answer the question, »What is the sound
of turmoil?« comprehensively, given the difficulty of identifying
»New Right music« and musicians who are open about their political affiliation. A peculiar silence surrounds this movement.
The most glaring evidence of this to date was the inauguration
of Donald Trump in January 2017. While Beyoncé, Jay Z, James
Taylor, Aretha Franklin, and other major lights of the pop cultural scene had gladly shown up to celebrate that of his predecessor, Barack Obama, Trump had difficulty finding anyone at
all to per form on his big day, finally mustering only an obscure
line-up of rock and country also-rans, such as 3 Doors Down
and Toby Keith.
Since then the Alt-Right movement has repeatedly tried to instate one or the other popular musician as its figurehead: Taylor
Swift, for example, whom right-wing commentators and bloggers extol as an »Aryan goddess« while avidly hunting out hidden hints of pro-Trump leanings in her texts — although Swift
herself maintains an icy silence on the matter. Not so Depeche
Mode, whom American neo-Nazi activist Richard Spencer, one
of the organisers of the Charlottesville march, declared in early
2017 were »the official band of the Alt-Right«. The band's retort was swift and clear: »That is a pretty ridiculous claim. Depeche Mode has no ties to Richard Spencer or to the Alt-Right
and does not support the Alt-Right movement.« Depeche Mode
fans, creative as ever, were quick to pour scorn on Spencer, and
one brief YouTube clip went viral: it shows a left-wing protestor
punching him in the head — in a loop cut to the beat of Depeche
Mode’s »Just Can’t Get Enough.«
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»The New Right may want pop culture — which is
to say, a cultural profile that makes an impact
far beyond the bounds of political activism —
but what it has is pop culture without
pop music.«

Spencer is a great fan of Depeche Mode because the band’s
music demonstrates — in his view — ethnic purity. In the case
both of electro pop and industrial, he claims, we are generally
talking about a genre that has completely freed itself from pop’s
African-American roots and is therefore well placed to give expression to white supremacy. This presumably also explains the
popularity of »Trumpwave« and »fashwave« (»fash« here clearly stands for »fascist«) among those who openly promote the
ideas and iconography of the Alt-Right: the two electro genres
basically consist of minimalist rhythms and 8-bit sounds, so
combining a nostalgic yearning for the technical and musical
achievements of bygone days with an indeterminate futurism. In
essence they are new takes on a genre sometimes called »vaporwave«: a highly ambivalent, quasi futuristic and yet nostalgic-dystopian music decisively shaped since around 2010 by
artists such as Daniel Lopatin alias Oneohtrix Point Never and
James Ferraro, who have appeared inter alia at CTM Festival.
Yet while Lopatin and Ferraro put together eclectic patchworks
of sounds and icons in the spirit of globalisation and digitisation, advocates of Trumpwave and fashwave choose to use symbols that glorify Nazis and Donald Trump to fill in the gaps in
this minimalist music — music that is after all compatible with
pretty much any kind of content. The most famous fashwave
musicians go by the names of Xurious, Cyber Nazi, and Storm
Cloak, while their songs have titles such as »Right Wing Death
Squads« and »Galactic Lebensraum« (Cyber Nazi), or »Demographic Decline« and »Identity Evropa« (Xurious). Pieces published under the heading Trumpwave — mostly without naming
the artist — either have unsurprisingly slogan-like titles (»Make
America Great Again«) or so effusively pay tribute to the president (»Donald the Eternal«) that they sound like parodies of
their avowed political intent.
So the music of the Alt-Right, like the Alt-Right movement
overall, is not only a product of the internet but also deeply
ambivalent; and given its conflation of politics and aesthetics,
sheer provocative cynicism, and aggressive stance — its blatant racism, for example — it is very hard to get to grips with.
That means that if Trumpwave and fashwave can be read as the
sound of the current turmoil arising within right-wing circles,
then such turmoil characteristically consists not in a clearly formulated political programme but, firstly, in a deliberate blurring

of the borders between satire and political sincerity, secondly,
in the conscious use of provocation, and thirdly, in a sheer delight in destroying established democratic traditions and values so as to hasten the rise of an allegedly »archaic, pure, and
natural« order. To this extent, music of this sort really does reflect Donald Trump’s political links with Alt-Right ideology. Yet
in reality — and unlike Donald Trump himself — it fails to reach
a mass audience. Few tracks, even those by the most successful artist in this field, Xurious, ever gain more than 100.000
YouTube clicks. And the anonymous Trumpwave and fashwave
musicians neither give concerts nor play DJ sets. Their sole infrastructure is the internet.
Likewise in Europe, pop music from the New Right barely
makes it off the margins. This is true in France, where the Bloc
Identitaire and its youth wing, Génération Identitaire (in English, The Identitarians), can look back on an almost twenty-year
history. Its leading pop stars are Les Brigandes, an all-women
quintet who made a splash (in a certain scene) last summer with
the song »Merkel muss weg (Merkel Dégage!)« (Merkel Must
Go). As the title shows, Les Brigandes draw more directly on
topical slogans and issues and parliamentary policies than their
US counterparts do. Le Grand Remplacement (The Great Replacement), their debut album from 2014, took its name from
the eponymous central policy paper penned by Renaud Camus
in 2011 on the allegedly mass immigration to Europe and on the
Islamification of western societies. In the case of Les Brigandes, too, it is hard at times to distinguish between irony, cynicism, and serious propaganda. Cheesy organ beats, electric
guitars and clipped vocals come over in their videos like a fusion of cabaret, chanson, and New Wave, and the band wears
frumpish, twee clothes — but also leather »Zorro« eye-masks, as
if they’re about to run off to a BDSM party. The video to »Merkel muss weg« features toxic stereotypes of rabid Muslims while
the women themselves flit about the deserted narrow streets of
a medieval town like scared children — in fear of the »grim immigrant rapist« possibly lurking in every doorway, waiting to
seize his chance.
Like Trumpwave and fashwave artists, Les Brigandes strive to
remain anonymous, have never per formed live, and essentially
tread a thin line between earnest message and fake news. So
anyone watching the »Merkel muss weg« video with no previ-

ous knowledge of the band can’t tell for sure whether it’s consciously-created propaganda or a bizarrely-overdone caricature. The frontmen in Germany’s New Right music scene are
similarly ambiguous. An example is Komplott, the »identitarian rapper« from Halle an der Saale. In 2016 with »Europa,«
he pretty much delivered an anthem for the identitarian movement in Germany and Austria. Unwittingly comic, he also voices concern in this track for the, in his view, inadequate protection of listed buildings in his homeland: »Ich sehe romanische,
gotische, klassizistische Bauten / langsam zer fallen zu ’nem
toten abgerissenen Haufen / Europa weint, Europa schreit /
nach dem Ende, der Wende« (I see Roman, Gothic, Classicist
buildings / slowly falling apart in a dead, demolished heap / Europe’s weeping, Europe’s screaming / for an end, for a change
in direction).
Komplott sings to uninspired gangsta-rap beats of the menace
posed by »foreign infiltration«; he complains about »no-go areas« for Germans; and he calls for the »revolutionary awakening«: »Es ist an der Zeit zum Verteidigen des Eigenen / Macht
euch bereit« (It is time to defend one’s own / Get ready). In
contrast to the American New Right, he makes no reference
at all to sci-fi or the future. This clearly reflects the ideological differences between these two reactionary currents: while
the New Right in Germany is supposedly concerned first and
foremost with preserving cultural heritage (hence the emphasis
on the protection of historical landmarks) and also combines
its racist ideologies — newly dubbed »ethno-pluralism« — with
a yearning for bygone days when nations were allegedly still
clearly distinct from one another, the New Right in the United
States promotes »a racism that comes from the future,« thereby echoing the term coined by their British mentor Nick Land
in 2014 in his widely-read virulent text »Hyper-racism.« Their
concern is not to preserve a historically-evolved racial diversity, but rather to optimise DNA and hence humanity itself — in
one word, eugenics — and this explains their penchant for sci-fi
and cyborg iconographies.
The German identitarians, for their part, are attached to the
iconography of »classic« German and European culture. Numerous references to Romanticism can be found in Komplott’s
videos, for example, from the grandeur and transcendence of
impenetrable forests through to Teutonic armies in battle. Despite — or precisely owing to — this constitutive obsession with
past glories, the German identitarians see themselves as the
cultural avant-garde: as the self-declared successors to the allegedly unabated dominance of the liberal left wing since 1968.
Many among the latter have recently taken the same view. The
author Thomas Wagner, for example, writes in his highly readable study Die Angstmacher (The Scaremongerers) that the
New Right has hijacked the provocative political strategies of
the ’68 generation and carried pop culture off into its own
camp.
Indeed, the identitarians have copied many of the tactics pioneered by the movement of ’68, keeping themselves in the
public eye in recent years mostly by disrupting »left-wing«

panel discussions and theatre performances. Yet parallels with
the »68-ers« pale when it comes to pop cultural foundations:
the absence of mass support (or even interest) in identitarian
pop is glaring here too. True, Komplott’s music blares from the
speakers at every identitarian protest march, yet outside the
New Right’s youth wing no one in Germany has even heard of
this supposedly »major« pop star.
So, things in Germany don’t look all too different from things
in France or the USA. The New Right may want pop culture —
which is to say, a cultural profile that makes an impact far beyond the bounds of political activism — but what it has is pop
culture without pop music. The New Right has no pop stars,
no concerts, no clubs, no soundtrack; its »culture« consists in
nothing but protest, in publicly airing political slogans and arguments, and it thus stands in striking contrast to the political
turmoil triggered by the real 68-ers. This tumult was orchestrated by Bob Dylan and Jimi Hendrix, by Joni Mitchell, The
Grateful Dead, and the Rolling Stones. In Germany there was
Krautrock and Ton Steine Scherben, later punk and new wave.
Then came emancipatory lesbian, gay, and trans activism (forerunner of today’s LGBQTI* movement) with its disco and eventually house and techno explosions.
The »new 68-ers« of today’s New Right have nothing at all —
or next to nothing; the online operations of a few clandestine
producer nerds, a lone rapper from Halle, and a French female
quintet do not add up to a right-wing Woodstock. Writing cultural manifestos is complicated, too, in such a cultural wasteland. This is obvious to anyone who leafs through the book
Kontrakultur published in summer 2017 by Antaios Verlag, the
identitarians’ foremost publishing house in German-speaking
countries. »Activist« Mario Alexander Müller, born in 1988, attempts therein to map the New Right’s cultural foundations in
alphabetical order, from A as in Gabriele D’Annunzio to Z as
in Zentropa. Also to be found there, as usual, are the fathers
of the Conservative revolution: Carl Schmitt, Ernst Jünger, and
Martin Heidegger. We learn, too, that identitarians enjoy manly
muscle and massacre comics such as Frank Miller ’s 300, also
in their cinematic editions.
But ask which music the New Right in Germany listens to, or
which beats they like to dance to, and the responses are not
only limited in range but also often — and involuntarily — hilarious. The »greatest anthem« recommended at the moment »because it rocks« is a soldier ’s ditty from the 1920s, and when
young right-wingers take to the dance floor, their moves of
choice are the Radetzky March and Sternpolka, the »living heritage« of folk dances being in any case preferable to »the glittering stroboscope light of disco;« or so they say. This disdain
for club culture in Germany means that opportunities seized by
the US-American New Right to take its message to the people
via electro beats are out of the question here.
Neo-folk and industrial — the New Right’s top genres from
around 1990 to 2010 — are also not really the German identitarians’ cup of tea. If the Kontrakultur book is to be believed,
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Video still from Komplott "Europa", source: YouTube.

the only more recent types of pop music acceptable to them are
’90s black metal, ’70s punk rock, and the straight-edge movement’s hardcore wing: Minor Threat, for example. The reason
for this is the same as that behind Richard Spencer ’s enthusiasm for Depeche Mode; the music finds favour exclusively on
account of its »ethnic purity,« as apparently it is produced exclusively by white men and is in no way related to the African
American musical tradition. This is nonsense of course, at the
very least in the case of ’70s punk rock. British punk — especially that of The Clash, which Kontrakultur particularly highlights — would never have seen the light of day without the inspiration of Jamaican reggae and dub.
One possible reason the New Right doesn’t have a leg to stand
on, culturally speaking, is that its very ideology, its striving for
»purity« — despite the evident interdependence of every last
atom in the cosmos! — precludes any true acceptance of pop
culture. Pop culture is living proof that hybridity rocks. Without
an endless circulation of signs, without the shifting permutation
or fusion of every cultural tradition under the sun, pop culture
simply would not be. There is nothing in pop that doesn’t refer
somehow, somewhere, to something else. This is of course also
true of hip hop, a genuinely African American style. Accordingly, when interviewing identitarian rapper Komplott, the investigative YouTube channel »Jäger & Sammler« asked whether
it wasn’t perhaps a contradiction on his part to use a musical
genre forged by migrants to call for an end to all immigration.
It seemed, for one brief moment, as if a light had gone on in
his brain: »Right,« he answered. »Rap is not very German at all,
now that you put it that way.«.
Whenever advocates of the New Right turn to pop culture, they
leave behind either a cynical-eclectic impression (in the USA)
or a clueless, uptight, and dimwit impression (in France and
German-speaking countries). And how could it be otherwise?

If they hope to transfer their political ideology’s rigid requirement for cultural purity to the realm of pop culture, then they
have no alternative but to retreat into the tiny and irrelevant
residuals of music. If the men of the New Right in Germany —
and men are the majority in the movement — reject all the more
modern forms of dance music as well as nightclubs, then one
wonders where they will ever meet the women with whom they
hope to found those families whose »consolidation« and »preservation« they themselves claim is so dear to their hearts.
The lack of pop cultural foundations or roots has little influence
on the electoral success of right-wing populists, for the moment
at least. But be sure to bear this gaping lack in mind if ever you
find yourself succumbing once again to the fascination of the
New Right’s supposedly »avant-garde« pop discourse. As in the
past few decades, right-wing pop in its current incarnation is
masculinist and marginal, unsexy and unglamorous. It is in no
way »purely of its own design,« original, or even of aesthetic interest. It is merely a bit of plunder that is good for nothing but
padding out noxious slogans.

Jens Balzer is an author and journalist based in Berlin.
His latest book is Pop. Ein Panorama der Gegenwart (Rowohlt, 2016).
With thanks to Jill Denton for her critical input and translation from German.
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I n So n i c D e f i a n c e o f
E xti n c tio n
By Rory G ibb, A n ja K a n n gi e s e r , a n d Paul R e kr e t

In this highly networked era, the possibilities for e x perimental sound to
communicate stories about the world feel particularly open. I n the last
few decades, the evolution of online music communities, alongside collective physical spaces in which to e x perience these sounds (including
festivals such as CT M ), have created new environments to incubate cross boundary, often international and collaborative sound works . Some of
the artists and collectives emerging from these are e x plicitly concerned
with, and motivated by, the use of sound to intervene in political and so cial q uestions : histories of oppression and slavery, corporate states, urban
gentrification, and the silencing of marginalised voices.

Photo by Anja Kanngieser.

Similarly, in a moment of global environmental turmoil, the sonic arts might also be a made through which to hear about how
the legacies of colonialism have affected environments, or how
accelerated capitalism has driven many species and ecosystems around the world to the brink of collapse and extinction.
Right now both artists and scientists, for example, seem increasingly concerned with listening to ecosystems and their
human and nonhuman inhabitants: they suggest that perhaps
such sound recordings can offer a window into our collective
interdependence. But beyond simply documenting, how can
sound meaningfully intervene in environmental crises? And
what would a successful intervention look or sound like? As
we enter an epoch of unprecedented and rapid ecological, climatic, and social changes, these are urgent questions, and ones
that forcefully demand answers from musicians, artists, and listeners alike.

raston draw upon Schafer ’s sonic tropes, but tone down his
romanticism, choosing instead to reflect on the sonic intricacies of the nonhuman world: surfaces and textures produced
by different microphones, recording technologies, and other
media. These recordings are often stunning, opening intimate
windows into unfamiliar lives and temporalities: the ultrasonic
chirps of whales and bats, the sigh and slough of melting glacial ice, conversations among marine creatures captured using
hydrophone technology. But aesthetically they often feel eerily at a distance from their subjects, offering beautifully-rendered audio insights on other creatures’ lives through a gaze
as carefully and artificially constructed as a high-def wildlife
documentary. The effect is unabashedly apolitical, and belies
the urgency of the stories they tell: as a listener, you’re left with
the nagging feeling of a chasm between humans and a pristine,
unknowable nature.

To respond, we first need to think about the relationship between the musical and the natural, as well as reflect on the political valences of music. Listening back through the history
of 20th century popular music, it’s possible to trace unfolding trajectories of concern for the plight of wildlife and natural
environments. As expansive as the issues and stakes were and
still are, these often appeared acutely at particular moments in
time. In the early 1970s, songs like Captain Beefheart’s »Petrified Forest« (1970), Joni Mitchell’s »Big Yellow Taxi« (1970),
Neil Young’s »After the Gold Rush« (1970), and Marvin Gaye’s
»Mercy Mercy Me (the Ecology)« (1971) were clear examples
of a broader shift away from the pastoralism of 1960s psych
and folk towards a music that increasingly related to its bucolic spaces as threatened. This aesthetic shift was partly a result of the demise of counter-cultural optimism following the
1960s, but it also coincided with a new loss of confidence in
the idea that the developmental path of human society would
necessarily be progressive: a shift indexed emphatically by the
1972 publication of the Club Of Rome’s The Limits to Growth
report. This became a prevalent theme over the next few decades, audible in works such as Xray Spex’s »The Day the World
Turned Day Glo« (1978), Lou Reed’s »The Last Great American
Whale« (1989), and more recently Bjork’s »Naturra« (2011), or
Anohni’s »4 Degrees« (2016) — all popular musical reflections
of widespread anxiety around nuclear war, acid rain, mass extinction, and climate change. Meanwhile their nightmarish, paranoid underbelly was explored through hyped-up visions of an
urbanised, ecologically-devastated world, apparent in 1990s
rave and jungle cultures or metal’s various figures of annihilation.

The natural world, and relationships between people and rapidly transforming environments, are clearly at the heart of a history of sound and music. Yet so often they appear only as abstractions, and in doing so, reinforce the notion of environmental
questions as ultimately external to society and culture. Moving
towards meaningful sonic engagement with extinction and climate crisis, then, requires broader acknowledgement of how
natural environments are irreducible from social forces. It requires recognising the past and present structural processes —
capitalist extraction, colonialism, racism — that link empty forests and bleached coral reefs to communities threatened by sea
level rise, poisoned water and land, and urban redevelopment.

Outside the popular music realm, it’s possible to trace a parallel line of experimental sonic approaches to nature and environments. Beginning in the 1960s, the acoustic ecology practices spearheaded by R. Murray Schafer and his colleagues
around the World Soundscape Project spawned many attempts
to use field recording practices to reflect on ecosystems in crisis. Schafer ’s work is notoriously grounded in a questionable
aesthetic valorisation of nature, and natural sound, as distinct
from human or so-called artificial worlds. But it has nonetheless
been influential in taking its sonic material from elements we
associate with nature. Current figures in field recording such
as Jana Winderen, Peter Cusack, Chris Watson, or David Bur-

Sound has a clear role, then, in exploring and communicating
the emotional qualities of living in a rapidly changing and warming world. For example, Andrea Polli’s Heat and the Heartbeat
of the City: Central Park Climate Change in Sound uses razoredged sonifications of projected future climate data to simulate
the agitation and sickened affect of life amid rising summertime
temperatures and intense heatwaves. Similarly, one of the most
sonically and politically forceful sound projects of recent years
is Financial Trilogy by Jar Moff, the Athens tape artist whose
work renders the affective qualities of living through enforced
economic meltdown through seams of dazzling, ruptured noise
and fragmented jazz collage. An oblique and moving ecological sensibility is also increasingly tangible around the experimental edges of electronic and club music. Elysia Crampton’s
Lake (2016), Egyptrixx’s Pure, Beyond Reproach (2017), Anthony Child’s Electronic Recordings from Maui Jungle (2017),
or Mica Levi’s Delete Beach (2017), each anchored upon field
recordings of »natural« spaces, exemplify an expansive reference to »nature.« Yet their sonic form is idiosyncratic, with the
texture of an unspoilt nature — captured in the field recordings
that refer back to Schafer ’s idealised soundscapes — quickly
buried in synth, drums, and drones. Explicitly natural sound
quickly falls to the background as mere accessory or disappears altogether: highlighting the presence of the human as
agent within these sonic ecosystems, and suggesting that the
predilection for field recordings in club music reiterates the
very experience of ecological crisis itself in narrative form.
But while the sonic textures of the natural soundscape gain
traction in the outer fields of electronic music, there’s also a risk
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that such approaches aestheticise ecological disasters, and in
doing so, exclude from the frame the experiences of those most
exposed to them. This is at least partly inevitable, given the ambiguity that results where meaning is embodied in sound rather than language. Peter Cusack’s ambient sound recordings
of Chernobyl (from the Sounds from Dangerous Places project, 2012) documents an experience of post-nuclear Ukraine,
weaving recordings of a dawn chorus with local poems and the
sounds of young children to construct an artfully unsettling narrative. On one level it’s a reminder of life’s sheer capacity for
exuberance and resilience in the face of human-induced damage: in the wake of the meltdown, the depopulated area around
Chernobyl has become a refuge for wildlife populations, clearly
audible in the surging diversity of birds in the recorded chorus. But equally, it does not (or cannot) reflect the grim realities of economic and cultural devastation faced by a region
abandoned as a disaster zone. Similarly, Chris Watson’s wellknown recordings of vultures feeding on Outside the Circle of
Fire (1998), recorded in the Itong Plains of Kenya, power fully renders birds of prey decimating a zebra carcass, yet does
not comment on the species’ extreme vulnerability to poaching
practices that have led to alarming declines in African vulture
populations and effects on biodiversity.
Field recording practices have also, however, ventured into terrain for soundscape work that is more concerned with the political. Leah Barclay’s Rainforest Listening (2016) addresses itself
directly to environmental summits such as the United National
Climate Change Conferences; Kate Carr ’s Rivers Home (2011)
features several artists’ odes to water; Andrea Polli’s work is
often directly informed by climate science, such as the stark
narratives of Sonic Antarctica . All of these artists are less concerned with acoustic representations of natural environments
as pristine spaces, and instead are linked by their attempts to
sonically intervene into contemporary thought and practices
around ecological crisis. Yet even where these generally instrumental or ambient works comment explicitly on these concerns, the sorts of intervention they imply or call for, and the
sorts of institutional and social forces that might be involved,
are still ambiguous. Crisis still remains primarily an abstract
and distant object.
One of the important critiques of the concept of the Anthropocene — the geological sciences-rooted term for our epoch
that acknowledges the profound influence of human activities
on the Earth system — is its seeming universality: the term’s implication that a single, undifferentiated humanity bears equal
responsibility for global catastrophes such as climate change.
Yet the reality is anything but universal. Both the causes and the
slow, violent consequences of climate change and environmental degradation are unevenly distributed, with countries in the
Global North causing the vast majority of damage, and the impacts felt most immediately in many economically marginalised
regions. Similarly, meaningful intervention via sound requires
often moving away from abstractions and universals, and looking towards works that are grounded in specific struggles and
contexts, something Anja Kanngieser and Polly Stanton’s radio
art piece And then the sea came back (2016) sought to do by
drawing from lived stories of the 2004 Indian Ocean earthquake and tsunami to inform prose and sonic composition.

Works that ground themselves in particular environments may
often have a practical purpose. For example, in the field of
ecological science, the technologies and tools of field recording and acoustic sensing are increasingly being repurposed
by field scientists to monitor wildlife in changing habitats. This
kind of approach can be used to study particular species, for
example Kate Jones’ London-based bat monitoring projects,
which detect the activity of bat species and inform the public.
Other researchers in the field of ecoacoustics, such as Jérôme
Sueur and colleagues, are concerned with using the information encoded in the recorded soundscape (for example, the
species diversity of the dawn chorus) as broader indicators of
ecosystem health — an approach that explicitly draws upon the
lineage of artist practitioners such as Schafer. Yet here, rather
than collecting idealised or carefully curated aesthetic snapshots of pristine nature, audio devices ultimately listen to environments for a functional reason. In a scientific context, sound
recordings potentially offer a wealth of data about exactly how
species and ecosystems are responding to escalating human
pressures, which can then inform mitigating interventions and
conservation actions.
In the musical sphere, it is in this highly context-specific arena that lyrical music, attended by the intentionality afforded
by language, can be potent. This is especially the case where
struggles are articulated by the all-too-often economically precarious, racialised, female, or queer communities who bear the
greatest burden of environmental damage and resource extraction as imminent and urgent threats. In one example, on
the track »New World Water« ( Black on Both Sides , 1999),
Mos Def profoundly weaves together the privatisation of water
with the ongoing legacies of slavery and the unequal access to
natural resources on a global scale. In another, Teresia Teaiwa
unfolds the horrifying aftermath of Pacific nuclear testing on
the lives and communities of the Marshallese, decades after
the last blast was detonated by the US military, through spoken
word poetry, song, and haunting melodies on her album Terenesia (2010).
Across Oceania, Indigenous, Pasifika, and black hip hop and
electronic music including King Kapisi’s classic single »Sub
Cranium Feeling« (1999), A.B Original’s »Reclaim Australia«
(2016), Divide and Dissolve’s »Basic« (2017), and Kardajala
Kirridarr ’s »Ngurra (Rain Song)« (2017) actively promote Indigenous sovereignty and self-determination. At the same time
as playing across a breadth of musical genres and compositional forms, these artists articulate insightful criticism of the destruction of land and culture through genocide, incarceration,
and environmental racism. In Canada and the USA, albums and
songs produced by Indigenous artists, such as Leanne Betasamosake Simpson’s F(l)ight (2016) and Stuart James’ »#NoDAPL« (2016), share a focus on supporting Indigenous knowledges, lands, and resources, and have been connected to the No
DAPL (Dakota Access Pipe Line) and Idle No More movements
to varying degrees. Similarly, Def-I’s »The Land of Enfrackment«
(2016) challenges the oil industry, starkly iterating the economic and environmental destruction caused by fracking on
Indigenous communities. New labels such as Revolutions Per
Minute (Canada), are seeking to build platforms to gather and
amplify the voices of Indigenous and First Nations artists such

as these, promoting a wave of socially, politically, and ecologically incisive music that is as timely as it is acutely necessary.
The point here is partly to emphasise that crisis is not a universal experience, nor are its effects equally distributed. But
it bears remarking that in many of these contexts music also
serves a practical purpose, such as direct organising or galvanising functions; this is nowhere more clear than in the case
of the musicians who met during their participation in the No
DAPL protests at Standing Rock and later toured as The Voice
of Water: Wake Up the World. Furthermore, once we begin
to view ecological crisis as not merely an abstract object, but
as a complex set of processes affected by capitalist exploitation of natural resources, then we can start to hear its sonic
refractions in works as varied as the experience of crisis itself. This is evident if we look to New Orleans bounce (a local
form of hip hop) in the aftermath of Hurricane Katrina. Mostly
framed around first-person tropes, it was common for tracks
to express the frustrations and humiliations that residents in
the city’s poorest and most affected neighbourhoods endured
in the wake of mass flooding. In the most caustic instance, 5th
Ward Weebie’s Fuck Katrina (2006) begins with the pre-recorded FEMA message that would be frustratingly familiar to a
local audience who had experienced abandonment along with
the travails of surviving on aid payments. But what’s also striking in a lot of post-Katrina bounce is the way in which the crisis
is continuously lived as a matter of fact: in the eulogies and images of destroyed housing projects, the experience of trauma
and exile, or the ruthlessness of »regeneration.«
This breadth of engagement with environmental crisis through
sound suggests manifold opportunities for music to critique
underlying social and economic processes. Yet faced with the
complexity and multiplicity of these driving forces and their effects, it’s difficult to determine what sonic works should be doing to achieve this. Music often forms a crucial part of political
mobilisation, a means through which to consolidate communities and articulate struggles and demands. But evaluating music entirely through such a functional lens — for example, on its
expression of specific demands or its use in protest contexts
— is questionable, not least given the dubious aesthetics that
can result, but also insofar as it overlooks the diverse strategies
and organisational collaborations necessary for political and
social change. What is clear, given the massively unequal ways
in which climate change affects communities, is that sound and
music can provide not only a platform but a catalyst for articulation and communication, and sometimes even action, around
the complex realities of life under contemporary capitalism.
However, the effectiveness of this platform is intrinsically linked
to the question of whose voices are amplified and how. For
example, in the context of experimental sound and music, it’s
been possible to hear such ideas emerging in the work of individual sonic artists, as well as in recent festival themes and programmes drawing on motifs of societal and environmental turmoil. Yet labels, press, and venues are still dominated by white
European or North American artists, and the engagement with
environmental questions — as, indeed, with the broader question of intervention through art — is largely confined to an abstracted aesthetic dimension (after all, it’s hard to deny that

dystopian sonics can make for viscerally thrilling music). For
sonic art to be more than mere aestheticisation or self-congratulatory, consciousness-raising requires a serious reassessment of what role the arts, particularly the sonic arts, can play
in shifting perspectives on the exploitation of nature and our
relation to non-human ecosystems. It also requires an honest
appraisal of the motivations and capacities of the arts in addressing local and global inequality.
One route, following the work of pioneering feminist composers such as Pauline Oliveros, might be to identify practices of
listening and silence that make space for subaltern narratives
to be heard and also amplified: when we view ecological crises from the position of those whose existence they directly affect in daily life, we acquire a different and more situated perspective, one that doesn’t defer confrontation because it simply
can’t afford to. We might also find direction in sonic practices
that reject the pretense to nature as detached and abstract,
and don’t overlook the complexities of human dependencies
on resources and ecosystems. Paying acute attention to the
specificities of context and to the sociological questions of climate change can inform how we understand and negotiate the
intersections of aesthetics and politics. Irrespective of the form
through which one confronts these issues, it is clear that neither decontextualised representations of »nature« nor ambiguous calls to action are of much use, especially to those people
who are most vulnerable to the effects of capital’s ravenous
consumption of non-human nature. We’d be better served listening to them.

Rory Gibb is a writer and biologist based in London.
Anja Kanngieser is a researcher, writer, and educator
working on sound, politics, and climate change.

Paul Rekret is writing a book on songs, work, and capitalist crisis.
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Di stribut e d H y po c ri sy
By Ja m e s G i n z burg

Today ’ s » independent« music culture is increasingly enmeshed in corporate
and governmental interests. Is it possible for us as artists and humans to
find infrastructures and working models that minimise these entangle ments and curb related social/environmental impact ? I n today’ s competi tive climate, what is the price of protesting, of trying to abstain or say no?
I n his essay, James Ginzburg breathlessly recounts his own e x periences and
touches on questions that have surfaced and rotated tumultuously within
artistic communities and beyond.

When I was eighteen I was living with people that were selling cocaine. Any thoughts I may have had of getting involved
ended abruptly when one of my potential colleagues, having
hurried back from another city where he was picking up drugs,
turned up at our house covered in someone else’s blood. This
someone else had been murdered — quite tangentially, suddenly, and unexpectedly — by the other dealer ’s bodyguard. Fortunately (I guess) the drugs were already in the car boot. Being
impressionable and out of my depth, I was deeply distressed by
this experience, and it was clear to me that participating in this
particular industry meant making very close contact and entering into exchange with terrible people who were doing terrible things. The ethical considerations were very quickly and
clearly resolved for me without ever having to cast my mind to
broader questions about what that supply chain involved — the
Columbian conflict with FARC, rainforest deforestation, all the
tragedies that come from the movement of narcotics through
Mexico or Puerto Rico, etc.
Ten years later I spoke for the first time at a Red Bull Music
event. I had been running my music company out of my apartment with a couple friends, and after five years we had finally
managed to move into a proper office and studio thanks to providing the music for an international car advert. I was feeling
near ecstatic that our vision of creating an economically sustainable creative life running record labels and producing our
own musical projects had come to fruition. In the course of this
talk the car advert came up, and I was heckled by a member of
the crowd who declared that I was complicit in the oil industry
and that doing business with such a company was unethical.
It did occur to me that this person was sitting in a corporate
branded event, but I wasn’t thinking quickly enough to draw at-

tention to it, so I murmured something, felt very embarrassed,
and walked off stage. I hadn’t considered up to that point that
I might have been doing something negative in the world with
the company, and when I subsequently questioned the ethics of
it, I defaulted to the Robin Hood defence, which is something to
the effect of, »we are investing in and supporting the livelihoods
of many musicians as well as our small community, and we are
redistributing wealth from corporate interests into the pockets
of independent artists who we have, to the best of our abilities,
verified are good humans.« At this time we were also selling a
lot of records (made from toxic petroleum products), and we
weren’t exclusively dependent on external corporate money for
second use of the music, but licensing music seemed like the
logical way to finance expansion and development, which to
us meant initially earning something beyond minimum wage.
Almost another decade later, in the present moment, relatively little of my company’s income comes from record sales. A
large percentage of it now comes from the American film industry, and is thus corporate money. I have this moment for the
first time asked Google which corporation owns Universal — a
company we have received money from regularly — and discovered it is Comcast, an entity that incidentally was, according
to Wikipedia, awarded the 2014 »Worst Company in America«
award, and which employs »the spouses, sons, and daughters
of mayors, councilmen, commissioners, and other officials to
assure its continued preferred market allocations." Comcast is
an internet service provider amongst other activities, so I also
imagine that protecting against copyright infringement probably hasn’t been a priority for them. In this sense, they directly
contribute to the shift in our economy we rely on them now to
replace. It is also the seventh-largest governmental lobbying

body in America, and was one of the largest backers of Barack
Obama’s run for presidency.
I have red lines. For example, I wouldn’t license music to defence companies, pharmaceutical companies, oil companies,
or companies that I’m aware have trespassed against humanity or the natural environment. But then, Universal could just as
easily have been owned by Lockheed Martin, Pfizer, or Shell,
and I wouldn’t have known until five minutes ago. And then who
knows what kind of vile people are involved in the decisionmaking in large organisations, even those that outwardly appear ethical. I ask myself now why I haven’t looked in detail at
each company I’ve earned money from, and the only answer I
can come up with is that working on films and film campaigns
never struck me as evil. But then, the ideological messaging of
many Hollywood films is questionable, and is undoubtedly part
of the self-perpetuating force of our over-consumption.
The systems in which we live and operate and the infrastructures that support them are all networked into everything good
and bad about our civilisation, but fundamentally our civilisation is unsustainable, so that network is oriented towards, at
least for the moment, the slow strangulation of the natural world
and the structural repression of a large portion of humanity. Is
there any way to not participate in this?
Red Bull is made in Austria and Switzerland. A casual investigation on the internet shows that amongst the accusations
levelled against them are advertising irresponsibly to children,
and the use of extreme sports to advertise their products — advertisements in which stunt men have died with relative frequency. There was also apparently a bizarre lawsuit in Austria
in which they were successfully sued for false advertising because apparently Red Bull doesn’t give you any more energy
than a cup of coffee with the equivalent quantity of caffeine
— and a temporary sales ban in 2009 on Red Bull Cola after
trace amounts of cocaine were found in the drink. Anyways, I
couldn’t find anything too juicy, besides a now-notorious interview with CEO Dietrich Mateschitz, a man with a $15.4-billion net worth, in which his comments caused a stir by potentially suggesting ideological alignment with Donald Trump. But
the fact remains that this company is a commercial enterprise
whose main purpose is to profit by selling a sugary stimulant
drink that is unnecessary to the perpetuation of humanity or the
world, and there is an environmental price to pay for that. Right
now, somewhere out there, the factories are spewing exhaust,
as are the vehicles that distribute the aluminum cans throughout the world. I am certain that if we hung a human or two over
that exhaust it would have lethal consequence for that person
or those persons, but just as the pollution is distributed, its consequences are likewise distributed into the background noise
of the slow death that carbon emissions promise for the world
as we know it. Up until I saw a dead man’s blood on another
person’s clothes, the destructive potential of the cocaine industry was equally diffuse in my imagination.
Recently I attended an event in Berlin in which the electronic music streaming platform Boiler Room had teamed up with
Google to present a new phone, the Google Pixel 2. We all,
more or less, have smartphones, and most of us know full well

there are disastrous environmental consequences caused by
their production and that some of the raw materials used in this
process are acquired in very questionable circumstances. The
mineral coltan, for instance, is mined in the Democratic Republic of Congo, amongst other countries. Coltan is »sold in private, unregulated markets, unlike metals such as gold, copper,
zinc, and tin. This means that there are no standards for mining operations and any safety procedures must come from the
mine owners or their home countries.« *1) Google also has been
implicated in many controversies, from large-scale tax avoidance, to being a legitimised monopoly, to censorship and surveillance, to the carbon footprint of its servers, to a potential
class action lawsuit based on the faulty screen of the Google
Pixel 2. They have also invested a huge amount of money into
clean energy, to name one of their virtues. Drawing a veil over
all that momentarily, I felt very confused about what exactly
the event was. There were a number of acts performing who
were all very good and interesting acts, and I imagine that they
were invited as part of promoting the product to a particular
demographic that Google perceived was an influential body
of people in terms of informing buying habits amongst key social groups. So I was, in effect, walking in a three-dimensional
advert in which I was both being advertised to and participating in the broadcasting of the advertising by being filmed and
photographed being there, effectively becoming a product or
advertising instrument myself. I took a free drink.
Perhaps one of those acts had an offer the same night from a local promoter in another city. Chances are this promoter would
never be able to match whatever Google paid, so a corporate
interest would be served over a grassroots music scene. Or
let’s say corporate entity A puts on an event in a city and can
pay: {fee a tickets-based promoter can pay} x 3. They will end
up pricing that promoter out, which could be interpreted as a
form of cultural/corporate gentrification, which means that an
event whose purpose is ultimately to advertise a drink becomes
tenable for an artist, while an event that would be organised in
order to promote… music… would find it harder to survive. I’ve
taken that money before, for the record. I would be reluctant to
take it now, but if I had to pay my rent and that was the only way
to do it, I might find myself becoming more flexible. All of these
little decisions we make end up feeling like particles in a vast
noise, and our complicity in destructive systems unfortunately
takes the form of a rather mundane accumulation of these moments, like deciding it’s too much of a hassle to put a Snickers
bar wrapper into the plastic recycling bin, so we just throw it
into the general waste, and it ends up in a sea turtle’s mouth.
Apropos gentrification, I wonder if one could interpret Boiler Room as a form of gentrification in which, as urban centres
price out anyone but the wealthy and slowly eliminate music
venues, it transmits an aspirational lifestyle where those privileged enough to live in urban centres are filmed displaying the
artefacts of their lifestyle to people who can not access that
lifestyle and who can no longer meet people and experience
music culture in physical spaces but only in virtual ones, as »users« who are actually in reality simply the targets of advertising
via the pretence of content. Boiler Room, naturally, also gives a
platform to talented underground artists around the world and
helps propel their careers.
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»There is no reason to think that if I found
another form of employment I would be any
less involved in systems that are rooted in
exploitation.«

I performed at a festival in Mexico recently and in the venue
were large sculptures, if you can call them that, that were made
up of three-dimensional letters spelling out the phrase »Britain
is Great.« Presumably, the festival was taking money from the
British Council, and the British Council’s agenda now includes
involvement in project Brexit, which must now involve building
stronger trade relationships with non-EU countries. Without
getting into the fact that the British Government and its imperial legacy have a lot to answer for, Brexit is something that is
diametrically counter to my own political orientation, but also
potentially destructive to my livelihood — in which I ride airplanes on a weekly basis and eat airplane food in disposable
plastic trays, objects I have no idea whether or not are put into
the recycling bin — as a touring musician living in Germany on
a British passport. So. Wealth was redistributed from a former
imperial power into a grassroots organisation, so that it could
be further redistributed to staff, local and international artists,
and to international alcohol companies, alcohol being a substance with potentially enormously destructive social consequences and that I drink on a weekly basis, and a substance I
presumably facilitate the sale of each time I perform anywhere
— while also, I’m sure, from time to time simultaneously facilitating the sale of cocaine.
I wonder what Henry David Thoreau would say. It’s one thing to
resent paying taxes to a government that acts in violent and destructive ways in the world; it’s another thing to find yourself in
an ethical dilemma in which a state is willing to give you money.
Many festivals I have performed at are at least partially financed
by state cultural funding. This has the wonderful consequence
of allowing cultural events to make curatorial decisions decoupled from economic considerations that ticket sales demand,
but it also opens up ethical questions around this money and
the agenda of those state-sponsored organisations that distribute it. Would you take money from Trump’s government? From
North Korea’s or Syria’s? From Netanyahu or Belarus’s Alexander Lukashenko? From Poland’s current right-wing government? Is taking money from the Canadian government an endorsement of their treatment of their indigenous population? It
also entails the problem of giving larger organisations a distinct
advantage over smaller groups or individuals who would like to
put on events. The latter are more likely to be passed over for
funding in preference for more established organisations, and
they may not be in a position to pay artists as much as funded
events, nor to afford as elaborate a production. This motion in
which smaller entities are absorbed or eliminated by larger entities is also one of the defining features of advanced capitalism.

Artists are and should be extremely vocal in offering inspiring
critiques and radical solutions for these dilemmas, but how to
make sense of that while it is happening within a corporationenabled and -constructed flow of information woven into and
born out of an economic system that we are all unable to extract
ourselves from, and in which the critique and solutions themselves become content with more of an economic value to the
system than to the artists themselves?
As it stands, my label can’t sell enough records anymore for me
to not license music if I want to invest in and develop projects
with new artists, and I enjoy per forming, and I need to earn a
living, and I want my friends and colleagues who put on festivals to continue doing that and supporting artists, and I don’t
want to perpetuate suffering, and I’m disgusted by aspects of
the world I participate in, and I want to find ways of putting the
interests of the world and humanity before my own. At some
point, we could ask ourselves, what is enough? For most people in the arts, there isn’t ever enough, because there is literally not enough money to be enough to live on. For non-human
entities such as corporations and institutions, self-preservation
and growth is coded into their DNA. Boiler Room may not need
Google to survive, but they very well may feel they need Google to grow. An artist might be able to survive without Red Bull
or other corporate money, but they may not be able to invest
in upgrading their equipment without it, or they might not be
able to live in a city conducive to their livelihood without it. We
are embedded in an unfolding system that is moving in line and
in sync with broader economic movements — the polarisation
of wealth, gentrification, the automation of labour, etc. — and it
is becoming harder to create the illusion that we can operate
outside of this system successfully and/or spare ourselves from
the hypocrisy which comes from being de facto complicit and
yet trying to preserve our human dignity and acknowledge and
live the fact that, in essence, the vast majority of us would rather
see the world become a better, fairer place.
So what, then? Take our best shots at finding a way to participate in exploitation as little as possible and avoid hypocrisy as
much as possible? Could we, for example, just stop buying soft
drinks? They are completely unnecessary for us to live and survive — no one would come to any harm if Red Bull disappeared
from the world. Coca Cola, the only company in America with
a license to import and process coca leaves and to legally sell
cocaine to the one company legally allowed to buy it, manufactures so many PET bottles that they, according to Greenpeace, account for one quarter of all the plastics that end up in

the ocean. It would be a relatively easy matter for me to stop
drinking it, despite my deeply conditioned affection for it. The
argument »…because I enjoy it« starts sounding a little bit hollow
when one is standing on beaches on remote islands covered in
bottles from countries thousands of miles away.
And the same is probably true for music. Why do I think I deserve to make music professionally? It’s been my life’s main
concern and fascination. If I were to make a radical change, it
would involve giving up whatever part of my sense of identity
and purpose in the world is linked to a profession in the arts,
as well as giving up the many years it took me to arrive at a
point where I was able to work in this sphere professionally. If I
were presented with a dataset that demonstrated that my profession was directly responsible for X amount of turtle, tree, or
human suffering, I would undoubtedly make radical changes
that addressed that. So, suspecting that the likelihood is that I
am complicit, why don’t I make a radical change? I ask myself
regularly whether or not the reason I stay involved is self-serving and bound with my need for acknowledgement, and I ask
myself what it would feel like to give it all up. Maybe it would
be a relief. At the same time, there is no reason to think that if I
found another form of employment I would be any less involved
in systems that are rooted in exploitation.
An often-quoted study conducted at Princeton, published in
2014, demonstrated that individuals in America wield effectively zero political power, and that policy is dictated more or less
exclusively by what is, in effect, an oligarchy. Where does that
leave us in terms of proposing ways of creating systemic shifts
in our societies that would begin to address these issues? Obviously we all have the power to work on ourselves, to undermine
our aggressive ambitions, to reduce our consumption, to inform ourselves, and to make the best decisions we can, and we
have to start there. We can find ways of disambiguating greed
from a desire for survival and for personal and community development, but it’s an extremely competitive world that tends
to be geared towards the greedy, and it's also a world in which
many of us lack an understanding of how to organise ourselves
effectively to create meaningful change.

end via Eden Reforestation Projects, which provides the infrastructure to enable the conversion of money into the planting
and maintenance of trees, just as PayPal — another company
that comes problematic baggage — provides the infrastructure
to receive the money itself. Fis, whose background is in permaculture, envisages a future in which this is a paradigm that
many labels adopt, and envisages that this critical mass would
begin to overcome the downsides of using infrastructures that
rely on non-renewable energy sources.
It’s interesting that the onus for making positive change generally falls to the individual whose contribution to the overall
noise of pollution and exploitation is microscopic, rather than
to large-scale organisations such as PayPal who are responsible for the lion’s share. We can only hope that if we collectively make uncompromised decisions, we will create a market for
products and experiences that aren’t created in polluting and
exploitative circumstances.
Ultimately, whether or not it would be possible to hold to account the entities, corporate or otherwise, that are progressively taking over the financing of underground music seems
to be simply a question of how many people would be willing
to individually or collectively leverage those entities’ desire to
purchase credibility against a demand that they operate in an
ethical fashion, and, if that’s not going to happen, to say no.
For all my uncertainty, I do believe that any decision we make,
however small, that transcends our own individual desires and
needs will have a positive effect on our communities, networks,
and the world at large.

James Ginzburg is a musician and artist best known as one
half of duo Emptyset. He runs the label Subtext and the publishing company Multiverse.
» jamesginzburg.com

*1)

Recently, Fis, an artist I’ve worked with for the last couple years
and whose last album — a collaboration with Rob Thorne that
was in part recorded for free at Red Bull’s Berlin studio courtesy of CTM — my label released, started a record label called
Saplings. This label’s physical product is the planting of trees;
all the money that consumers pay into the label goes to this

Wikipedia. »Coltan mining and ethics.« Accessed December 2017.
www.en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Coltan_mining_and_ethics
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Ca lli n g O ut For Co n t e xt
By C h ri sti n e K a k a ir e

P unctuating the political maelstrom of the last couple of years , fresh in cidences of social media controversy have erupted every few weeks within
the electronic music industry. As early adopters of technology, we were
already acclimated to this ; our communities are diverse and geographically scattered, so we quickly learned to e x ploit the connectivity provided
by the internet and social media . We also greedily accepted the opportuni ties to amplify our own causes, and happily used them to help self- promote
and brand- build, but also to virtue signal , commentate , weigh in, criticise,
spout off. Flash points flared up when a R esident Advisor documentary on
N ina K raviz * 1 ) featured her naked in a bathtub, when the work of U K e x peri mentalist W illiam Bennett was accused of neo - colonialist fetishism , * 2) and
through online spats over uncredited sample credits, * 3 ) cultural appropriation, * 4 ) and D iscogs resale prices . * 5 )
What has come to best illustrate the full extent of call-out culture’s capabilities, however, is the cautionary tale of Lithuanian
tech-house producer and DJ Marijus Adomaitis. In the wake
of his demise, his best-known artist name, Ten Walls, still elicits scorn as a noun and a verb; to have »done a Ten Walls« is
to have witlessly unraveled your reputation and career in the
amount time it takes to type and publish a status update. Since
firing off three instantly-viral posts on his private Facebook
profile that equated homosexuality to paedophilia and bestiality, Adomaitis has tried but not succeeded in shaking off the
industry pariah status that those remarks brought him.
In the same year that Ten Walls buried himself, British journalist Jon Ronson declared in his book So You’ve Been Publicly
Shamed *6) that society was »at the beginning of a great renaissance of public shaming.« Ronson experienced a social media
»pile-on« first-hand when he became aware of a stranger ’s Twitter profile using his likeness and name. He traced the genesis
of the profile to a comment on a video he had made for the
Guardian about spambots, and became perplexed, then aggravated, as his repeated requests to cease and desist were simply ignored. The people responsible for the fake account did,
however, eventually agree to a filmed face-to-face meeting, but
it was a frustrating encounter that only served to drive the real
Ronson’s already-increasing fury towards apoplexy. After he
uploaded the video of the heated encounter to YouTube, Ronson initially felt warmed by comments from his followers that
mirrored his own outrage. He then watched with increasing
concern as the tone of tweets directed towards the impostor

account escalated from harsh words to harsh insults to threats
of physical violence. The ferociousness worked: the fake @jon_
ronson profile was neutralised and deleted.
It barely matters that the content of the tweets posted by the
spambot, and the motivations of the people who created it,
were both bizarre and banal; Ronson’s giddiness responded instead to the harnessed community power of this public
shaming. First his adversaries, and then increasingly the public enemies of other individuals with their own causes were,
he declares, »being brought down by people who used to be
powerless.«
Yet not even the spectre of Ten Walls and the threat of being
brought down in the court of public opinion have been enough
to discourage inexcusable behaviour. The global #MeToo phenomenon struck many sectors of the music industry, including
our own niche. In addition to this 2017 was overwhelming for
its noise and ugliness. Call-outs ranged from the absurd »Saunagate« scandal revolving around French DJ Jeremy Underground *7) to grim allegations of sexual assault against Gaslamp
Killer *8) and Ethan Kath of Crystal Castles. *9) Along the way, the
far-right-leaning sympathies of Distal and Funk D’Void were
exposed, and there were too many spirit-crushing exposés of
misogynistic attitudes, including of course the sexist remarks
made by the head of hyped house collective Giegling Records,
Konstantin, to a female journalist from Groove Magazine. *10) As
the year ’s controversies rumbled on tirelessly and the call-out
cycle (call-out / denial / receipts / backtrack & short apology /

backlash / news coverage / public apology) continued to turn,
predictably and cynically, scattershot opinions began to coalesce around criticisms of call-out culture in general.
The act of calling out is disruptive, and not only to the instigator
and the subject; »call-out fatigue« is cultivated every time there
is a race to break a story, to reproduce and reshare its offending material, and each time a compulsion to trumpet one’s own
views in relation to its content is indulged. Much of the criticism against the usefulness of call-out culture is less concerned
with the efficacy of the act than the exhibitionist nature of the
prosumer outrage cycle it encourages. In a 2011 blog post titled » Come one, come all! Feminist and Social Justice blogging
as performance and bloodshed ,« *11) the writer Flavia Dzodan
bristled at the »unquestionably reductionist« nature of call-out
culture. It was, she wrote, »the most toxic aspect of blogging.«
Dzodan continues that »call-out culture might, at times, dangerously resemble bullying. However, unlike bullying, call-out
culture is part of the per formative aspect of blogging. Unlike
bullying, a call-out is intended for an audience .«
Several years later, activist Asam Ahmad put forward the alternative approach of »speaking privately with an individual
who has done some wrong, in order to address the behaviour without making a spectacle of the address itself,« which
he names as »calling-in.« *12) The case in favour of calling in of
course only functions under the presumption of respectful dialoguing, and under the certainty that the problematic behaviours aren’t criminal or threatening. Even so, with no risk of
public consequences, assessing any accountability measures
becomes the sole responsibility of the transgressed, a strategy
that may prove effective in some cases but unlikely in the most
reactive ones.
In this pursuit of accountability, the necessary truth is that the
originator of the call-out often needs to expose themselves,
dredging up uncomfortable moments, circulating offending
material, and then girding themselves for repercussion. In the
case of Glaswegian DJ and WOC Sarra Wild and her appearance in a documentary produced by Boiler Room about the
city’s music landscape, her attempts at a »call-in« in a dialogue
with the popular streaming platform over their decision to cut
a sentence of hers — in which she stated that Glasgow was »no
longer a white man’s techno scene« — was initially met with silence.
For the individual who experiences exclusion and silencing, or
abuse and harassment, the democratising — and viral — potential of a tweet or blog post may be their only means of recourse.
»Most of the people labelling call-out culture toxic are white

and cisgender, just saying,« wrote Busang Senne in the article
» Man, F*ck Your Pride’: Why Call-Out Culture Isn’t Toxic’ for
Cosmopolitan South Africa.« *13) She continues, »The history of
call-out culture started with black people, POC, and queer
communities using it as the last line of defence in engaging
with trolls online. To erase that history and assume it’s a space
used solely for getting attention is to centre your feelings, and
the feelings of trolls, above the trauma of marginalised groups.
Derailing the conversation to focus on how you’re affected by
marginalised groups’ reactions to oppression is 0% helpful because FYI, it’s not always about you, boo.«
The inefficacy of Sarra Wild’s »call in« left her no choice but to
call out. She did so on her public Facebook profile, and after
receiving a dismissive note from Boiler Room that confirmed
they »at no point set out to highlight any negativity« in the documentary and doubled down on the censoring of her words in
»the ›white men‹ phrase would have caused all sorts of political repercussions,« she exposed them again. In an official public apology that followed, *14) Boiler Room finally acknowledged
that »the effect of what [they] did with this edit was to silence
the voice of a woman of colour speaking about the history of racial and gender bias in her city. It inadvertently reinforced a discourse where perspectives of marginalised people are erased,
while turning up the volume on the inequality and discrimination so prevalent across the music industry.«
As was witnessed with another Boiler Room controversy this
year, a chorus of community support can be essential to navigating this messy, incomplete type of activism. The announcement in July that Boiler Room had the winning bid for a grant
of almost £300,000 from Arts Council England to broadcast
the Notting Hill Carnival was met with ardent criticism best
crystallised by an anonymous writer, pen name Boil The Room,
in a widely-shared article published on Medium *15) that questioned what they saw as »an overt attempt to commodify and
profit from a celebration of the culture and heritage of the British West Indian community« while the core organising committee of Notting Hill Carnival remained »criminally underfunded.«
The annual two-day free event in West London was born out of
the turmoil of race riots in the mid-1960s involving London’s
Caribbean community, and the gulf between this and the racial and social background of Boiler Room’s founder Blaise
Bellville — who was once infamously included in a 2011 tabloid newspaper article titled »Britain’s 50 most powerful posh
people under 30« *16) — once again highlighted a long-running
criticism of the platform; that its commercial success has come
at the expense of dance music’s black roots and unpaid artist per formances. Boil The Room posited that the Notting Hill
Carnival deal would perpetuate »Boiler Room’s PR campaign,
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whitewashing black culture into a palatable consumer product
and creating lucrative marketing opportunities.« The platform’s
response was to embrace transparency: an extensive statement
published on their website announced their intention to suspend the use of funding until the 2018 edition of Carnival, and
in the meantime, »to guarantee total transparency over every
penny of public funding given to this project [and] operate an
open book policy with any interested party over the budget.« *17)
They also pledged to work in partnership and review the budget together with Carnival stakeholders and to »re-approach anything required to ensure that this initiative is of real benefit to
Carnival and their respective members.«
In the aftermath of the Harvey Weinstein exposé, as the global wave of #MeToo solidarity resonated with women across all
sectors of the music industry, both Björk and Alice Glass of
Crystal Castles credited the courage of women who came forth
with their stories of oppression and also shared their own harrowing accounts of abuse, harassment, and humiliation at the
hands of former male collaborators. Just one of the concrete
initiatives that sprung out of broader discussions about gender inequality and harassment was a dedicated UK telephone
helpline created for women in the electronic music industry intended to help combat sexual harassment.
Cases of calling out have also appeared to provoke thoughtful recognition of misconduct on the part of the accused. As
2017 drew to a close, a new hosting job secured by caucasian
UK grime figure Logan Sama to head up BBC Radio 1Xtra’s
weekly grime show was snatched away from him just two days
before he was due to begin. TwinB, a black broadcaster from
the same station, cited a series of tweets by Sama from 2011
that was heavy with offensive words towards women generally
and women of colour in particular. Although the call-out was
precipitated by a supposed rivalry between the two, TwinB’s
tweets were direct: »You can’t be operating in black culture
and be chatting like that freely, especially when in discussion
about the cultural origins of the music you play! And especially If you’re a voice and communicator within black british culture.« *18) An apology statement by Sama after his firing was a
sober admission of wrongdoing: »I understand [the BBC’s] decision and agree that these comments are indefensible, regardless of their context.«
Additional positive changes that have emerged anecdotally
may well have been propelled by a broader climate of consciousness-raising that call-out culture has participated in.
There is the Berlin-based editor of an online electronic music
magazine who implemented his own system to positively advantage writers from underrepresented communities when delegating assignments, and the well-regarded DJ and producer

who has a baseline requirement of gender diversity on festival
lineups that must be met before he will consider any booking requests. It’s not entirely coincidental however, that in both
these cases it is a cisgendered European man who holds a position of influence that allows him the freedom to choose to effect for change from within.
Our community’s ability to mobilise and amplify a call-out is
demonstrably strong, but until we are able to critically engage
with some of the myths and outdated truths that we perpetuate about ourselves and our industry — that a capitalist imperative is not welcome, that our taste for nostalgia isn’t a fetish,
that a marginalised identity in the real world won’t marginalise your prospects in our world, that racism, sexual predation,
classism, misogyny, and other structures of oppression don’t
exist, let alone thrive, here — the dragnet of social media will
continue to catch, amplify, and then demand a reparative action on our behalf.

Christine Kakaire is an Australian-born, Berlin-based music journalist, editor, and speaker. Her words, work, and voice
can be found on Pitchfork, Red Bull Music Academy, Red Bull
Radio, Crack Magazine, Boiler Room, Ableton, and Resident
Advisor.
» www.christinekakaire.com

*1) www.residentadvisor.net/features/1765
*2) www.joshajhall.tumblr.com/post/81578386910/fascism-and-colonialism-in-thework-of-cut-hands
*3) www.factmag.com/2012/01/31/natalias-song-did-zomby-even-write-it
*4) www.chartattack.com/news/2014/01/24/awesome-tapes-from-africa-showtoronto-cancelled
*5) www.electronicbeats.net/who-really-benefits-from-discogs-scalping
*6) Ronson, Jon. So You’ve Been Publicly Shamed. New York: Riverhead Books, 2016.
*7) www.crackmagazine.net/2017/09/jeremy-underground-responds-hotelcontroversy-just-want-comfort
*8) www.twitter.com/chelseaelaynne/status/918659660328058880
*9) www.alice-glass.com/cc
*10) www.factmag.com/2017/06/22/konstantin-giegling-sexism-comments
*11) www.tigerbeatdown.com/2011/10/17/come-one-come-all-bloggers-bear-it-all-outfeminist-and-social-justice-blogging-as-per formance-and-bloodshed
*12) www.briarpatchmagazine.com/articles/view/a-note-on-call-out-culture
*13) www.cosmopolitan.co.za/cosmotalks/call-out-culture-thickleeyonce
*14) www.twitter.com/boilerroomtv/status/893202992056459264
*15) www.medium.com/@boil_the_room/babylon-room-ea3eb474d155
*16) www.dailymail.co.uk/femail/article-1347610/Britains-50-powerful-poshpeople-30-From-catwalk-Westminster.html
*17) www.boilerroom.tv/microsite/carnivalacegrant
*18) www.osmvision.co.uk/dj-logan-sama-fired-from-bbc-1xtra-over-racist-tweetsmade-in-2011-2013
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T h i s i s Now a Hi story o f
t h e Way I Lov e it
Coll a bor ati v e r e s e a rc h o n Ar e . n a , compil e d by Cl a ir e Tol a n

»Open-sourcing the code is also a political
statement: in a time when social media
algorithms are closely-guarded secrets
designed to manipulate and addict users,
Are.na’s transparency is heartening.«
There are many that I know and they know it
Are.na is a collaborative research and social media platform
run by Charles Broskoski, Daniel Pianetti, and Chris Sherron that allows users to organise pieces of information — links,
text, images — »blocks,« in Are.na parlance — into collections
or »channels.« The platform’s functionality, which unites and
morphs aspects of Tumblr and Pinterest, is bolstered by the
ethics and vision of its development and the dedication and
curiosity of its user base.
Iterating on community-enabling, utopic computing ventures,
Are.na eschews clickbait, »likes,« and ephemeral publishing,
championing instead the collection, connection, and retention
of data-becoming-information and information-becomingknowledge. Are.na is a play of links and images — a repository for intuitive connections, an archive for rigorous research,
and a lounge for budding collaborations. Over the past seven
years, Are.na has developed one of the most engaged, thoughtful communities that I have ever encountered on the internet.

Are.na is Made for Collaborative Research
They are all of them repeating and I hear it.
I love it and I tell it.
Detail view of Viktor Nyström’s »90s Rave flyers (again)« channel on Are.na.

In discussions of the perversities of social media , there ’ s often an elephant
in the room : we might object in principle , but we continue to quietly ac cede in practice . In an age in which a flat- out rejection of technology
would constitute social and professional suicide for many, questions of
technology usage and application are often met with micro - decisions on
a case - by- case basis, and usually accompanied by the wavering but steady
presence of hypocrisy. In this article, artist and programmer C laire Tolan
makes a case for Are.na, a social media platform that offers a novel , ben eficial alternative to the big corporate platforms, and whose inclusion in
daily life might be a micro -decision with a macro - outcome.

Are.na is committed to remaining advertisement-free, and thus
positions itself as a conscientious contender to Facebook, Twitter, and other networks that profit primarily off of user data,
activity, and attention. The ash heap of the internet is strewn
with failed »alternative« social networks — rebuttals of Twitter,
Facebook, and Tumblr that arise solely in opposition to the existing platforms and offer no differing, compelling functionality.
Are.na’s primary functionality — collaborative research — has
set it apart from other networks and made it a darling of artists,
academics, and researchers. Are.na doesn’t do »everything«
that a user might require from social media: it provides no direct messaging functionality, for example. Instead, it does research archiving, the collection of content, and the connection
of ideas very well. In functionality, it is most similar to Pinterest or Tumblr, but the priorities of its developers and the objectives of its existing user base have allowed the platform to
evolve its own niche.
Are.na’s architecture is designed to allow the development of
ideas over time. »Blocks« on Are.na are allowed to exist in mul-

tiple »channels.« When a block is selected, the interface displays all of the channels with which it is associated, as well as
— if applicable — the URL from which the block’s content originated, and all other channels that contain blocks with identical
URLs. These provenance records allow for the contextualization of Are.na content, both for users who are seeking similar
channels and profiles, and for researchers searching for citations. This contextualization plays well with Are.na’s emphasis
on the collection of ideas over time. The social network has a
chronological feed, which shows you when users and channels
that you follow have added new content, much like other social
networks. But content on the feed and throughout the site is
always presented alongside a »connect« button, thus encouraging its connection to existing channels: the collation of the
new with the old.
The research focus and provenance allowances of Are.na provide constraints that have — thus far — prevented it from sliding
into the context collapse and memory loss of the major social
networks, which privilege content over context and instantaneity over the time-necessitating maturation of concepts. To
further combat the decay of context, Are.na provides privacy
controls. In addition to not being required to use their »real«
names, users can make their channels »open« to any other collaborator; »closed,« only available to certain collaborators but
browse-able by everyone; or »private,« only accessible to the
creator and any approved collaborator.
Are.na comes with tools. The platform provides desktop users with a »bookmarklet,« which allows users to add websites
to their Are.na channels without opening a new tab. Developers recently released an iOS app, and an Android one is on the
way. Are.na provides an API for users who want their channels
to serve as a website backend. The code for the Are.na platform
itself, as well as that of its apps, has been open-sourced, thus
allowing anyone to follow along with and extract from its development. Open-sourcing the code is also a political statement:
in a time when social media algorithms are closely-guarded secrets designed to manipulate and addict users, Are.na’s transparency is heartening.
Are.na users can opt for »pro« accounts ($5/month), which allow an unlimited number of »private« channels, the ability to
hide profiles/channels from search engines, and early access
to new features. Free accounts have access to a fully functional
version of Are.na, so users who are unsure about or unable to
commit to a »pro« account can still properly use the website.
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»Pro« accounts are one way that Are.na makes money. The platform has been open about its need to sustain itself and its strategies for doing so, with an emphasis on remaining ethically
above-board by refusing to integrate advertising. *1) »Pro« accounts will not fund the network at scale (currently, it has about
25,000 active users). Becoming a non-profit brought the continual need to find new grants — many of which would not be for
substantial amounts of money or long periods of time. Instead,
the network decided to seek capital investment, in one case
from an investor whose research, design, and strategy company, Consortia, was already using the platform for its work.
By targeting investors who share certain common ground with
Are.na (for example, a dissatisfaction with the current state of
social media), and who are interested more in long-term goals
than short-term gains on their investment, Are.na hopes to secure funding that allows it to continue running the platform with
its current vision and ethics.
Many of the major social networks have sought to be all-encompassing. Facebook in particular has attempted to subsume
other platforms — by acquiring Instagram and WhatsApp; by
adding marketplaces; by creating its own internet service. It
is refreshing to see Are.na only iterating on a related series
of tasks. This is what I hope the next generation of social media will be: an ecosystem of apps that complement each other
while remaining distinct, independent, humane, and respectful
of user privacy.

Are.na is Made for Musicians (And Everyone
Else)
There are many kinds of men and women and I know it.
They repeat it and I hear it and I love it.
Are.na is not a music-specific platform, but the organisational,
archival, and playful impulses that it facilitates are useful for
any kind of creative thinking. The platform demands content:
instead of virtue signaling and self-promotion, you are challenged to connect your ideas with others who find similar ideas compelling, and, together, find new ways of relating to the
ideas. When I wrote Are.na for a list of music-focused channels that might be of interest for this piece, they noted that several prominent musicians are using Are.na under pseudonyms
— encouraging because it shows people are »prioritizing ideas
rather than popularity on Are.na.«
For years, Are.na has been my primary archive for project research. In private channels, I compile YouTube playlists, images, texts, links to Google Books page previews. The platform is
an extraordinary tool for drawing connections between pieces
of information, tracing out conceptual frameworks. If I feel that
my channel is becoming coherent enough to share, or that it
might be useful to others, I make it »closed« instead of »private,«
allowing others to view its contents. I have used Are.na for numerous collaborations since 2013, and every one of them has
benefited from the platform.
Many channels related to the music world seem to grow out of
similar impulses.
»Club Architecture,« a channel by Christina Badal, collects
images of nightclubs — past, present, and future. *2) The imag-

es range from photographs of Manchester ’s The Haçienda to
drawings of Berghain to Martti Kalliala’s diagrams of club ruins,
as created and classified by some future archaeologist. There
are several channels devoted to rave flyers, such as »90s Rave
flyers (again)« by Viktor Nyström, which contains scans of the
fronts, backs, and (sometimes) insides of colour ful, absurd advertisements for long-since raved raves *3) . There’s a Pauline
Oliveros channel *4) ; a Robert Johnson channel (one of a series
of nightclub channels by Chris Sherron) *5) ; a »sound identity /
audio branding« channel *6) , and an »Interspecies Music« channel, containing videos of animals playing human instruments. *7)
Charles Broskoski has created a prototype, mac.are.na, which
turns channels into playlists, playing a channel’s mp3s and YouTube links in succession. *8) Efforts like this point to Are.na’s potential as a tool for musicians — both as an evolving inter face for
research and archiving, and for developers, as an open-source
infrastructure that encourages any number of experiments.

Are.na is Made for the Future (Emergent in
the Past)
I love it and now I will write it. This is now a history
of my love of it. I hear it and I love it and I write it.
One block on the »Arena Influences« channel, which is controlled by users central to Are.na’s development, contains the
Gertrude Stein fragments from »The Making of Americans,« *9)
included throughout this article. Others contain PDFs of writing and short quotes from computer and internet pioneers Ted
Nelson, Douglas Engelbart, Vannevar Bush, Alan Kay. One
block is a link to the Wikipedia article for the »tree that owns
itself,« a white oak in Athens, GA, which, rumor has it, was
deeded to itself some time before 1890. This early imagination of the subjectivity and agency of objects calls to mind the
recent measure in New Zealand to grant a river personhood,
and the ongoing debate on most social media networks about
ownership of data. Are.na, which explicitly states that it does
not make claim to user data and will never breach users’ »private« channels, is one of the few centralised social networks to
establish itself as a champion of user privacy and agency.
In an article for the Walker Museum of Art about Ted Nelson,
Are.na’s Charles Broskoski quotes from Nelson’s 1974 book
Computer Lib/Dream Machines the supposition that »›[k]nowledge‹…and indeed most of our civilization and what remains of
those previous — is a vast cross-tangle of ideas and evidential
materials, not a pyramid of truth. So that preserving its structure, and improving its accessibility, is important to us all.« *10)
This concept describes Ted Nelson’s spectacular Xanadu project — the still-in-progress construction of a structured library
of all human knowledge. With Xanadu, Nelson coined terms
like »hypertext,« which are still relevant today in describing the
linking, non-linearity of information-seeking and informationconnecting on the web.
Like Nelson’s Xanadu, Are.na allows the »vast cross-tangle«
of ideas to be endlessly reconfigured, with blocks shifting into
new channels and channels containing channels containing
channels. As Are.na notes, »The intention behind Are.na, similar to what Ted Nelson imagined for Xanadu, is that a user is
not just passively consuming information, but also continual-

»The ash heap of the internet is strewn with
failed ›alternative‹ social networks —
rebuttals of Twitter, Facebook, and Tumblr
that arise solely in opposition to the existing
platforms and offer no differing, compelling
functionality.«

ly recontextualizing information into new ideas.« *1 1) Various futures arise out of configurations of the past that are only possible when people have the agency to explore and re-arrange
information.

as »the most important thing.« It has already become an integral
part of many users’ self- and co-educations. I hope that Are.
na will continue for years and years. While it exists, and even
when it no longer exists, it will provide a great model for other
nascent networks, an insistence that something else is possible.

Are.na is Made for You and Me
This is now a history of the way they do it.
When developing a prototype of the website, a mentor encouraged the Are.na founders to build in some kind of quality controls. They opted to do this culturally, not technologically, by
encouraging their friends to use the network. *12) This has, for the
most part, proven to work. Are.na now has a strong community behind it, and the development in the past years has tended
towards the community’s needs, as seen in channels such as
»Feedback and Feature Requests,« and »Archived: Feedback
and Feature Requests.« The former contains a block of feature
requests by users; the latter contains feature requests that have
been implemented in the platform.

On the dominant social media platforms, time drains away. On
Facebook, we react to its passing with infantilizing emoticons,
»thumbs up,« »heart,« »angry face.« Are.na demands cognitive effort, and provides much more in exchange than the dopamine rush of receiving »likes.« From Are.na’s end-of-2017
blog: »Within the limits of our time and attention, we have access to an incomprehensible amount of knowledge. Our digital
tools and communities should help us navigate that diversity of
thought in ways that foster our curiosity and allow us to learn
from one another over the course of our lives.« *15) Here’s to Are.
na, the social network that deserves the future.
For new users wondering where to start, the »Classic Channels« compilation contains »Timeless classics from the Are.na
community«: www.are.na/are-na/classic-channels

Are.na actively engages with the community, by inviting users
to write blog posts; by offering »micro-grants« for users to develop certain projects on the platform or related to the platform; by offering »pro« users the opportunity to test out certain
features (such as the iOS app) before they launch.

This is now a history of the way I love it.

Claire Tolan is an artist and programmer living in Berlin.
In an interview, Broskoski says »The biggest compliment for
us is when someone describes Are.na as healthy.« The entries
in »How do you describe Are.na at a party?«, a channel open
to submission from any user, seem to deliver the compliment
again and again: »a place for productive coveillance,« »social
media that doesn’t damage your brain,« »a toolkit for assembling new worlds from the scraps of the old,« »a site to crosspollinate research within creative fields,« »Like a mind map between everyone on here. and theres’s no likes <3,« »The best
dating site in the world.« *13)
Are.na’s co-founders, who come out of design and art backgrounds, have spoken of the platform as a lifelong project. *14)
Broskoski first began developing Are.na when, frustrated with
his art practice, he came to the conclusion that the most generous thing you can do as an artist is make tools for other people
to use. This ethos has carried through to Are.na in its present
form. According to Broskoski, Are.na values lifelong education

*1)
*2)
*3)
*4)
*5)
*6)
*7)
*8)
*9)
*10)
*11)
*12)
*13)
*14)
*15)

www.thecreativeindependent.com/people/charles-broskoski-on-self-discovery-uponrevisiting-things-youve-accumulated-over-time
www.are.na/christina-badal/club-architecture
www.are.na/viktor-nystrom/90s-rave-flyers-again
www.are.na/laurel-schwulst/pauline-oliveros
www.are.na/chris-sherron/dance-clubs-robert-johnson
www.are.na/carson-salter/sound-identity-audio-branding
www.are.na/christopher-roeleveld/interspecies-music
www.mac.are.na
www.are.na/block/110448
www.walkerart.org/magazine/counter-currents-are-na-on-ted-nelsons-computerlibdream-machines
www.walkerart.org/magazine/counter-currents-are-na-on-ted-nelsons-computerlibdream-machines
www.thecreativeindependent.com/people/charles-broskoski-on-self-discovery-uponrevisiting-things-youve-accumulated-over-time
www.are.na/charles-broskoski/how-do-you-describe-are-na-at-a-party
www.thecreativeindependent.com/people/charles-broskoski-on-self-discovery-uponrevisiting-things-youve-accumulated-over-time
www.are.na/blog/hello%20world/2017/12/21/to-2018.html
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L i st e n i n g to Voyag e r
by Paul St e i n b e c k

In this introduction to composer, musician , and interdisciplinary scholar
G eorge E. Lewis, music theorist Paul Steinbeck, a former student of Lewis’s
at Columbia , sheds light on the intertwined histories of the Association
for the A dvancement of C reative Musicians (AAC M) and Voyager , the computer system with which Lewis and Roscoe Mitchell will perform at CT M 2 0 1 8 .
As he argues, Voyager , like all Artificial I ntelligence, is not a neutral sys tem but rather reflects the aesthetic values and e x periences of its human
creator (s).

Founded on Chicago’s South Side in 1965 by four African
American composers, the Association for the Advancement of
Creative Musicians (AACM) was the most significant collective
organization in the history of experimental music. Or rather, is
the most significant — the Association celebrated its fiftieth anniversary in 2015 and shows no signs of slowing down. Important new AACM artists emerge every few years, and the Association’s impact can be seen in many corners of contemporary
culture, including intermedia per formance and visual art. But
its influence may be strongest in the realms of social relations
and musical sound.
From the earliest years of the organization, AACM musicians
were united by a social commitment to support one another ’s
creative pursuits. This ethic of mutual support was evident in
countless concerts and recording sessions, when AACM composers called on fellow members of the organization to bring
their music to life. The AACM’s social relationships also operated behind the scenes, making the Association a dynamic community of artists who constantly encouraged their colleagues
to keep practicing, studying, and developing their music. In this
social environment — or »atmosphere,« the term favored in the
1960s AACM — musicians were expected, even required, to be
innovative. The members responded to this mandate by creating a number of musical techniques that became synonymous
with the Association, from multi-instrumentalism to unique
ways of integrating composition and improvisation.

George Lewis in his studio at the Institut de Recherche et de Coordination Acoustique/Musique (IRCAM), 1984. Photo by Cheryl Lewis.

The AACM’s 1960s per formances attracted immediate attention in Chicago, and a series of recordings with local labels
brought the music from the South Side to listeners around the
world. Indeed, albums such as Roscoe Mitchell’s Sound (1966),
Joseph Jarman’s Song For (1967), Muhal Richard Abrams’s
Levels and Degrees of Light (1968), and Anthony Braxton’s
For Alto (1969) were so revolutionary that the AACM’s place in
history would be secure even if the organization had disbanded
at the end of the 1960s, as did most other musicians’ collectives formed that decade. Instead, the Association continued to
thrive. In 1969, Mitchell and Jarman’s Art Ensemble of Chicago
relocated to Europe, as did Braxton and his band. By the early
1970s, the Art Ensemble and Braxton’s group were back in the
United States, recording for New York-based major labels and
urging many of their AACM colleagues to move to the East
Coast. In Chicago, meanwhile, the Association was welcoming
a steady stream of new members, throughout the 1970s and in
every decade thereafter.
Of all the figures who joined the AACM during its 1970s
»second wave,« few did as much to shape the organization as

George Lewis. He came aboard in 1971, and four years later
served as the AACM’s chair, directing the 1975 Tenth Anniversary Festival. Lewis also functioned as the Association’s inhouse historian. From the 1990s into the twenty-first century,
he published a number of writings about the AACM, including
the book A Power Stronger Than Itself (2008), the definitive
study of the organisation. Additionally, Lewis’s performances and compositions left a lasting mark on the Association.
In the mid-1970s, he established himself as one of the world’s
top trombonists, recognized for his virtuosic technique and his
imaginative improvisations. By the end of the decade, he was
making music with computers and synthesizers, often blending electronic sounds with traditional acoustic instruments.
These early experiments were received positively, and during
the 1980s and 1990s computer music became central to Lewis’s compositional practice. He also composed for acoustic ensembles, writing chamber music, orchestral scores, pieces for
improvising groups of all sizes, and even an opera: Afterword
(2015), based on A Power Stronger Than Itself .

»From the earliest
years of the organisation, AACM musicians
were united by a
social commitment to
support one another’s
creative pursuits.«
Lewis’s best-known composition is Voyager (1987—), a pioneering work in which human musicians and a software-powered »virtual orchestra« improvise together. A number of leading improvisers have given performances of Voyager , from
Miya Masaoka and Evan Parker to AACM colleagues like Roscoe Mitchell, who appeared on the first recording of the composition (1993). In the decades since its 1987 premiere, Voyager has been played in hundreds of concerts around the world,
making it Lewis’s most-per formed piece. Another measure of
Voyager ’s importance: the prominent place it occupies in histories of experimental music, which portray the piece as a breakthrough in human-computer interaction. These histories tend to
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emphasize the composition’s technical features and other topics of interest to computer-music researchers. With few exceptions, however, these histories neglect to consider a key influence on Lewis’s Voyager : the musical practices of the AACM.
Lewis started attending AACM concerts when he was still in
high school. Born in Chicago during the summer of 1952 and
raised on the city’s South Side, he attended public schools for
a few years before transferring to the Laboratory School, a
K-12 academy operated by the University of Chicago. Lewis
took up the trombone at the Lab School, playing in the concert
band, jazz band, and orchestra. Soon he was listening to bebop, avant-garde tape compositions, and John Coltrane, while
venturing off the Lab School campus to check out Chicago’s
primary exponents of contemporary music — the Art Ensemble, AACM saxophonist Fred Anderson, and other members of
the Association.

»Voyager reveals the
core processes that
characterise every
group improvisation,
whether humancomputer, humanhuman, or even
computer-computer.«
In 1969, Lewis finished high school and entered Yale University. He hoped to major in music, but the Yale faculty were
unwelcoming to students without classical training, and Lewis
became disenchanted with the university. So he took a break
from Yale and spent 1971–72 back in Chicago. One day in the
summer of 1971, Lewis was walking home from his nine-to-five
job when he heard a band rehearsing — it was Muhal Richard
Abrams’s group. Lewis introduced himself to Abrams’s crew
and revealed that he played trombone. Within weeks, he was invited to perform with some of the AACM’s foremost musicians,
including Abrams and the members of the Art Ensemble. Soon
Lewis was formally accepted into the Association, and 1971—
72 became his »AACM year,« a period of intensive study that
gave him a thorough grounding in the AACM’s practices and
inspired him to become a professional musician.
Lewis reentered Yale in 1972 and graduated in 1974. Then he
headed home to Chicago, where he reunited with the AACM
and launched his career in performance and composition. By
1976, Lewis was touring internationally with artists like Count
Basie and fellow AACM member Anthony Braxton. He was
also developing electroacoustic compositions like Homage to

Charles Parker , for electronics, percussion, synthesizers, and
trombone. By the end of the decade, he had become interested in the musical possibilities of personal computers — then a
brand-new technology — and he started teaching himself how
to program while moving from Chicago to New York. Lewis was
a quick study: in 1979, at the Kitchen in downtown New York,
he premiered his first computer-music piece, The KIM and I , in
which his trombone interacted with a custom-built computer
controlling a Moog synthesizer.
Interactive computer compositions like The KIM and I opened
numerous doors for Lewis. After the piece’s premiere, the
Kitchen invited him to serve as the center ’s music director
(1980–82), a position that led to a residency at IRCAM in Paris (1982–85). While at IRCAM, Lewis composed a new computer-music work, Rainbow Family (1984), which would form
the foundation for Voyager . Like its famous successor, Rainbow
Family was conceived as an interactive composition for human
instrumentalists and an improvising orchestra (here generated
by Lewis’s own software and a trio of Yamaha DX-7 synthesizers). After his residency at IRCAM, Lewis took up another residency at Amsterdam’s STEIM, where he began developing his
next series of interactive pieces, culminating in Voyager .
The 1987 Voyager premiere was the first of many versions of
the composition. Over the following decades, Lewis continually revised the work in response to advances in technology.
All of these versions, though, reflected Lewis’s original vision
for Voyager : a software-driven, improvising entity that can create orchestral textures based on the sonic ideals of the AACM.
The AACM’s musical practices influenced Voyager in a number
of areas, especially the work’s distinctive instrumentation. Voyager is an orchestral composition, but the (digital) instruments
heard in per formances are not limited to those found in a European symphony orchestra. Instead, Voyager combines symphonic strings, winds, and percussion with instruments from
Africa, the Americas, Asia, and the Middle East. These sonic
resources can yield textures as dense as a tutti orchestra, but
ordinarily the software chooses sparser groupings of instruments, often forming unconventional ensembles rarely encountered in the concert hall. These configurations sound less like
a handful of players plucked from a symphony and more like a
gathering of AACM multi-instrumentalists — groups such as the
Art Ensemble and Muhal Richard Abrams’s Experimental Band.
The AACM’s explorations of multi-instrumentalism began in
the mid-1960s, when Experimental Band members, the Art Ensemble, and other AACM improvisers »moved to develop multiple voices on a wide variety of instruments,« as Lewis put it. By
the decade’s end, musicians like Roscoe Mitchell were playing
dozens of different instruments each, as Lewis witnessed during an Art Ensemble per formance he attended as a high school
student. The next time Lewis heard the Art Ensemble, at a 1972
concert documented on the album Live at Mandel Hall , the
band’s instrument collection had grown exponentially. »When I
saw the Art Ensemble in 1972,« he remembered, »they’d have
like a thousand instruments on stage.« In per formances such as
this, Lewis observed, »the extreme multiplicity of voices, em-

George Lewis preparing for the premiere of his »Homage to Charles Parker,« AACM Summerfest, University of Chicago, 1978. Photo by Nancy Carter-Hill.

Recording session, Roscoe Mitchell composition, »The Maze« (1978). Photo by Ann Nessa.
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»During passages when Voyager is
following the musicians, it can emulate their
input across nearly every parameter, and it
often seems to be reading the performers’
minds, a phenomenon that Lewis calls
›emotional transduction.‹«

bedded within an already highly collective ensemble orientation, permitted the timbral diversity of a given situation to exceed the sum of its instrumental parts, affording a wider palette
of potential orchestrations to explore.«

Voyager ’s multi-instrumentalism is not limited to the digital
realm. The software can also play an acoustic instrument: the
MIDI-capable Yamaha Disklavier. In this version of the composition, Voyager is transformed from an orchestral piece into a
chamber work, producing acoustic textures that are reminiscent of Lewis’s trio (2003—17) with Muhal Richard Abrams
and Roscoe Mitchell.
Crucially, like the Abrams-Lewis-Mitchell trio, the Art Ensemble, and other AACM groups, Voyager is able to conduct itself. Indeed, in any Voyager concert, all that the human musicians have to do is type the commands »start playing« (to begin
the piece) and »stop playing« (to bring the performance to a
close). In between »start playing« and »stop playing,« Voyager
can create its own music, deciding which of the orchestra’s instruments will play, arranging those instruments into distinct
ensembles, and spontaneously composing its own melodies —
even while the human performers are resting. But when the instrumentalists are playing, Voyager listens closely, converting
their sounds into MIDI data and tracking some thirty musical
parameters. However, the program does not use this data to
store up musical motives for later use. In Lewis’s view, this »essentially Eurocentric« technique would conflict with Voyager ’s
non-hierarchical, AACM-inspired approach to open improvisation, in which the instrumentalists and the software work together in real time to articulate musical form.

Voyager interprets the human performers’ sounds not as isolated melodies or rhythms but rather as complex contributions
to a continuously-changing texture. This innovative, »statebased« mode of sonic analysis enables Voyager to respond to
the instrumentalists with astonishing sensitivity. During passages when Voyager is following the musicians, it can emulate
their input across nearly every parameter, and it often seems
to be reading the per formers’ minds, a phenomenon that Lewis
calls »emotional transduction.« However, the program can also
choose to ignore or oppose their sonic input — just like a human
improviser. In this way, Voyager reveals the core processes that

characterise every group improvisation, whether human-computer, human-human, or even computer-computer.
When musicians improvise together, no matter the genre
or style, they listen to one another, analyse the texture as it
evolves, and decide which sonic contributions will best serve
the music. In an AACM-style open improvisation, moreover, the
per formers’ rights and responsibilities are even greater. Improvisers who move away from standard forms take on a mutual
obligation for determining how the per formance will unfold.
Furthermore, because all participants in an open improvisation
have the right to be heard, no one possesses ultimate authority over the per formance. Entering into such an open-ended
musical environment can be a challenge for some improvisers,
but not for Lewis and his AACM colleagues, who have been
developing novel approaches to improvisation since the Association’s founding. In fact, the very history of the AACM is an
open improvisation writ large. Inventing the practice of multiinstrumentalism, programming virtual orchestras that can improvise, carving out a space for African American composers
on the experimental-music scene: all of these AACM accomplishments were without precedent, and could only have been
achieved by artists who can create order spontaneously without relying on existing models — a collaborative process that is
renewed in every per formance of Lewis’s Voyager .

Paul Steinbeck teaches music theory at Washington University in St. Louis. His research focuses on improvisation, intermedia, and the Association for the Advancement of Creative Musicians (AACM). His book Message to Our Folks is the
first study of the Art Ensemble of Chicago, the AACM’s flagship group. With AACM member Fred Anderson, he is co-author of Exercises for the Creative Musician , a method book for
improvisers. Steinbeck is also a bassist, improviser, and composer. He per forms with a number of ensembles, including the
experimental trio Low End Theory, with Thurman Barker and
former AACM president Mwata Bowden.
» www.paulsteinbeck.com
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W h y Do W e Wa n t O ur
Comput e r s to
I mprov i s e ?
By G e org e E . L e w i s

A member of the Association for the Advancement of C reative Musicians
since 1 971 and a pioneer of computer music , G eorge E . Lewis is known for his
incorporation of machines into situations of musical improvisation. H ere
L ewis addresses some of the questions and doubts raised by this practice.
This article will be published in the upcoming  Oxford Handbook of Algo-

rithmic Music  by Oxford University P ress in 20 18.

I’ve been involved in live electronic music since 1975, and programming computers since around 1978. An important part of
my work in improvisation and computing is rooted in practices
that arose in the early 1970s, when composers used the new
mini- and microcomputers to produce »interactive« or »computer-driven« works, which preceded the better-known new
media »interactivity« that began in the late 1980s, as well as influencing developments in »ubiquitous computing.« *1) Composer Joel Chadabe, one of the earliest pioneers, called these machines »interactive composing« instruments that »made musical
decisions as they responded to a performer, introducing the
concept of shared symbiotic control of a musical process.« *2)
This process was exemplified by the pioneering mid-1970s
work of the League of Automatic Music Composers, whose
members constructed networks of musical computers that interacted with each other. »Letting the network play,« with or
without outside human intervention, became a central aspect
of League performance practice, one that was a key influence
on my own work. *3)
At some point around 1979 I started to actually put on performances with what I have come to call creative machines . *4)
Since that time, my machines have improvised in solo and
group settings, and even as a soloist with a full symphony orchestra (see Figures 1—3). *5) Of course, reception varied widely, but early on, one issue arose that I’ve never quite been able
to put to rest was exemplified by frequent conversations that
started off a bit like this: »Why do you want to play with computers and not with people?«

Good question, and one that couldn’t be dismissed by mere
name calling (»You Luddite!«), since many of the people who
were asking weren’t in dialogue with those histories of technological scepticism anyway. In these early days of algorithmic improvisation, »posthumanism« was well in the future, and
placing computers on stage with other people seemed somehow a denigration of the latter — not least because the machines often sounded a bit clueless and really couldn’t keep
up with what the musicians were doing. One fear, expressed
by many, is well articulated by anthropologist of technology
Lucy Suchman in terms of a project to »displace the biological individual with a computational one,« *6) a successor to the
now-ubiquitous transformation of the nature of work that began with the Industrial Revolution and gained new urgency in
the late modernist technosphere of the 1950s: »You will be replaced by a machine.«
By 2000 I was able to articulate at least one rationale for my
work: »This work deals with the nature of music and, in particular, the processes by which improvising musicians produce
it. These questions can encompass not only technological or
music-theoretical interests but philosophical, political, cultural, and social concerns as well.» *7) By this time, however, I had
got used to the fact that not everyone wanted those concerns
encompassed. As one musician (and his interviewer) put it in a
recent interview in the jazz magazine Downbeat:

George Lewis is working on another book that is about improvisation in daily life, and parsing the mental processes of
which we make spontaneous decisions. It’s not so mystifying,

Figure 1: Poster, George Lewis, Rainbow Family (1984), IRCAM.
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even in our dialogue. We draw upon our vocabulary, our experiences, our associations — and we spontaneously speak to
each other. I think that happens in music, but there’s a particular mindfulness to the craft of that in music. Maybe that’s the
mystery — and should remain a mystery — if it’s beyond what
we can say in words. *8)
The interviewer ’s response: »I’d be disappointed if we could
actually map spontaneity.« *9) In fact, what I’ve come to expect
from this arts-oriented notion of improvisation is an invocation
of the ineffability of practice — a useful trope for artists trying to
win space in an at least partially stochastic process of artworld
success. In that regard, it seemed that, for some, a certain line
was being crossed, and a certain transgression was in the air.
The better the machines played — and for my money, they do
play quite well now — the greater the threat to the mystery, and
to an artist’s strategic self-fashioning as one of a select band of
designated superpeople with powers and abilities far beyond
those of mere mortals.
In any case, the questions weren’t put to flight by the quality
of the computer performances. Even as much of the music we
hear in the West sounds electronic or at least electronically enhanced, and programs that play music electronically are commonplace, it seemed to many that there was just something
wrong with the notion of computers as improvisers. There was
something special about improvisation — something essential,
fundamental to the human spirit — that one just couldn’t, or
shouldn’t, approach with machines. Nonetheless, for the rest of
this chapter I want to briefly sketch out some of the basic reasons why some perverse individuals, and indeed entire communities, persist in wanting their machines to improvise.
The practice of improvisation is thoroughly embedded within
the nature of many interactive, software-driven musical works,
systems, and computing platforms. For my part, I’ve made efforts to imbue interactive systems with values such as relative
autonomy, apparent subjectivity, and musical uniqueness rather than repeatability. My musical computers were designed to
stake out territory, assert identities and positions, assess and
respond to conditions, and maintain relativities of distance — all
elements of improvisation, artistic and otherwise. Many composers theorized relations between people and interactive systems as microcosms of the social, drawing on social aesthetics that valorized bricolage and homegrown elements. System
design and real-time musical interactions with the results were
marked by efforts to achieve nonhierarchical, collaborative,
and conversational social spaces that were seen as manifesting resistance to institutional hegemonies — all aspects of a free
improvisation ethos that had emerged in the mid-1960s.
Interactions with these systems in musical performance produce a kind of virtual sociality that both draws from and challenges traditional notions of human interactivity and sociality,
making common cause with a more general production of a
hybrid, cyborg sociality that has forever altered both everyday sonic life and notions of subjectivity in high technological

cultures. Being present at the creation of such a new mode of
everyday life is simply too interesting to pass up, so that is one
reason why I want my computers to improvise.
The question of machine agency is of long standing; to offer
one example (and far from the earliest), in 1869 John Stuart
Mill wondered, »Supposing it were possible to get houses built,
corn grown, battles fought, causes tried, and even churches
erected and prayers said by machinery — by automatons in human form.« *10) In our own time, improvisation has presaged new
models of social organization that foreground agency, history,
memory, identity, personality, embodiment, cultural difference,
and self-determination. When we improvise, we can take part
in that wide-ranging social and cultural transformation. That is
because improvisation is everywhere, even if it is very hard to
see — a ubiquitous practice of everyday life, fundamental to the
existence and survival of every human formation, it is as close
to universal as contemporary critical method could responsibly
entertain. As computer scientist Philip Agre put it:

activity in worlds of realistic complexity is inherently a matter
of improvisation. By »inherently« I mean that this is a necessary
result, a property of the universe and not simply of a particular
species of organism or a particular type of device. In particular,
it is a computational result, one inherent in the physical realization of complex things. *1 1)
For the philosopher Arnold I. Davidson, »Collective intelligibility... unfolds in real time when the participants in social interaction are committed to making sense of, and giving sense to,
themselves and others.« *1 2) Thus, when our machines improvise
musically, they allow us to explore how meaning is exchanged
through sound. To improvise is to encounter alternative points
of view and to learn from the other; improvising with computers
allows us a way to look inside these and other fundamental processes of interaction. In this regard, creative machines that take
part in collective musical improvisations exemplify the radical
position of Lucy Suchman: »I take the boundaries between persons and machines to be discursively and materially enacted
rather than naturally effected and to be available... for refiguring.« *13) At the moment at which musical improvisation with
machines enacts this radical fluidity of identity, what we have
is not a simulation of musical experience, but music making itself — a form of artificial life that produces nonartificial liveness.
In that sense, perhaps our improvising computers can teach
us how to live in a world marked by agency, indeterminacy,
analysis of conditions, and the apparent ineffability of choice.
Through improvisation, with and without machines, and within
or outside the purview of the arts, we learn to celebrate our
vulnerability, as part of a continuous transformation of both
Other and Self.

Figure 2: 1994 excerpt from Forth program code for George Lewis, Voyager (1987—).

I’d like to conclude with Arnold Davidson’s understanding:

What we say about human/computer interaction is all too
frequently dictated by an already determinate picture of the
boundaries of the possible and the impossible... When one is

Figure 3: Excerpt from Max/MSP code for George Lewis, Interactive Trio (2010– ); realization by Damon Holzborn.
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»The better the machines played—and for my
money, they do play quite well now—the
greater the threat to the mystery, and to an
artist’s strategic self-fashioning as one of a
select band of designated superpeople with
powers and abilities far beyond those of
mere mortals.«

pushed to go beyond already established models of intelligibility and habitual practices of the self, when one searches for new
forms of self and of social intelligibility, new modes of freedom,
the improvisatory way of life assumes not only all of its ethicopolitical force, but also all of its very real risks of unintelligibility and self-collapse. *1 4)
Negotiating this complex matrix is part of why many of us want
our computers to improvise and why we want to improvise with
them. What we learn is not about machines, but about ourselves, and our environment. In the end, I’ve always been in
sympathy with the way in which human-computer improvisations enact, as Andrew Pickering observes of cybernetics, »a
nonmodern ontology in which people and things are not so different after all.« *15)

George E. Lewis is a trombonist, composer, computer/
installation artist, and scholar in the fields of improvisation
and experimental music. Since 2004 he is the Edwin H. Case
Professor of American Music at Columbia University in New
York. He is the author of A Power Stronger Than Itself: The
AACM and American Experimental Music (University of Chicago Press, 2008), and of the Oxford Handbook of Critical
Improvisation Studies (Oxford University Press, 2016).
This text was originally published in The Oxford Handbook of
Algorithmic Music , edited by Alex McLean and Roger T. Dean,
Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2018. It has been reprinted
with kind permission.
» www.global.oup.com

Notes
*1) For more on the anteriority of 1970s computer music interactivity, see Lewis 2003.
I further develop this alternative history in an essay on the work of composer
Rich Gold, who went on to become a key early figure in computer gaming and
ubiquitous computing. See Lewis 2017. Also see Gold 1993; Weiser, Gold, and
Brown 1999.
*2) Chadabe 1997, 291.
*3) See Bischoff, Gold, and Horton 1978 and Chandler and Neumark 2005.
Also see Salter 2010.
*4) For the earliest recorded example of my algorithmic improvised music,
dating from 1979,
hear George Lewis, ›The KIM and I‹ (Lewis 2004a).
*5) See Lewis 2004b. For a documentary on my work from 1984, watch Davaud 1984.
Complete performances with the Rainbow Family system, from 1984 at IRCAM,
are available at www.medias.ircam.fr/xee3588_improvisation-george-lewis. For an
example from 1994, hear George Lewis, Voyager (Lewis 2000). For a per formance of
my Interactive Trio piece from 2011 with pianist Geri Allen and a computer-interactive
pianist, watch www.leccap.engin.umich.edu/leccap/view/7td666n16oht47labax
15205.
*6) Suchman 2007, 240.
*7) Lewis 2000a, 33.
*8) Hwang and Staudter 2013.
*9) Hwang and Staudter 2013.
*10) Mill 1974, 123.
*11) Agre 1997, 156.
*12) Davidson 2012.
*13) Suchman 2007, 12.
*14) Davidson 2012.
*15) Pickering 2010, 18.
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M i n ds , M ac h i n e s , a n d
C e n tr a li satio n :
W h y M u s i c i a n s N e e d to
H ac k A I Now
by p e t e r kir n

In this article, CT M H acklab director P eter Kirn provides a brief history of
the co - opting of music and listening by centralised industry and corpora tions , identifying M uzak as a precursor to the use of artificial intelligence
for » pre - programmed culture.« H e goes on to discuss productive ways for
those who value »choice and surprise « to react to and interact with tech nologies like these that grow more inescapable by the day.

It's now a defunct entity, but »Muzak,« the company that provided background music, was once everywhere. Its management
saw to it that their sonic product was ubiquitous, intrusive, and
even engineered to impact behaviour — and so the word »Muzak« became synonymous with all that was hated and insipid in
manufactured culture.
Anachronistic as it may seem now, Muzak was a sign of how
tele
c ommunications technology would shape cultural consumption. Muzak may be known for its sound, but its delivery method is telling. Nearly a hundred years before Spotify,
founder Major General George Owen Squier originated the
idea of sending music over wires — phone wires, to be fair, but
still not far off from where we’re at today. The patent he got for
»electrical signalling« doesn’t mention music, or indeed even
sound content. But the Major General was the first successful
business founder to prove in practice that electronic distribution of music was the future, one that would take power out of
the hands of radio broadcasters and give the delivery company
additional power over content. (He also came up with the nowloathed »Muzak« brand name.)
What we now know as the conventional music industry has its
roots in pianola rolls, then in jukeboxes, and finally in radio stations and physical media. Muzak was something different, as it
sidestepped the whole structure: playlists were selected by an
unseen, centralised corporation, then piped everywhere. You’d
hear Muzak in your elevator ride in a department store (hence
the phrase, »elevator music«). There were speakers tucked into
potted plants. The White House and NASA at some points subscribed. Anywhere there was silence, it might be replaced with
pre-programmed music.
Muzak added to its notoriety by marketing the notion of using
its product to boost worker productivity, through a pseudoscientific regimen it called the »stimulus progression.« And in
that, we see a notion that presages today’s app behavior loops
and motivators, meant to drive consumption and engagement,
ad clicks and app swipes.

Memo Akten »All watched over by machines of loving grace: Deepdream edition« (2015), a satellite view from Google Maps of the GCHQ headquarters reimagined
through deep neural networks made with Google’s Deepdream code.

Muzak for its part didn’t last forever, with stimulus progression
long since debunked, customers preferring licensed music to
this mix of original sounds, and newer competitors getting further ahead in the marketplace.
But what about the idea of homogenised, pre-programmed culture delivered by wire, designed for behaviour modification?
That basic concept seems to be making a comeback.

Automation and power
»AI« or machine intelligence has been tilted in the present moment to focus on one specific area: the use of self-training algorithms to process large amounts of data. This is a necessity
of our times, and it has special value to some of the big technical players who just happen to have competencies in the areas
machine learning prefers — lots of servers, top mathematical
analysts, and big data sets.
That shift in scale is more or less inescapable, though, in its impact. Radio implies limited channels; limited channels implies
human selectors — meet the DJ. The nature of the internet as
wide-open for any kind of culture means wide open scale. And
it will necessarily involve machines doing some of the sifting,
because it’s simply too large to operate otherwise.
There’s danger inherent in this shift. One, users may be lazy,
willing to let their preferences be tipped for them rather than
face the tyranny of choice alone. Two, the entities that select for
them may have agendas of their own. Taken as an aggregate,
the upshot could be greater normalisation and homogenisation, plus the marginalisation of anyone whose expression is
different, unviable commercially, or out of sync with the classes
of people with money and influence. If the dream of the internet as global music community seems in practice to lack real
diversity, here’s a clue as to why.
At the same time, this should all sound familiar — the advent
of recording and broadcast media brought with it some of the
same forces, and that led to the worst bubblegum pop and
the most egregious cultural appropriation. Now, we have al-
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»There were speakers tucked into potted
plants. The White House and NASA at some
points subscribed. Anywhere there was silence,
it might be replaced with pre-programmed
music.«

gorithms and corporate channel editors instead of charts and
l abel execs — and the worries about payola and the eradication
of anything radical or different are just as well-placed.
What’s new is that there’s now also a real-time feedback loop
between user actions and automated cultural selection (or
perhaps even soon, production). Squier ’s stimulus progression
couldn’t monitor metrics representing the listener. Today’s online tools can. That could blow apart past biases, or it could reinforce them — or it could do a combination of the two.
In any case, it definitely has power. At last year ’s CTM hacklab, Cambridge University’s Jason Rentfrow looked at how music tastes could be predictive of personality and even political
thought. The connection was timely, as the talk came the same
week as Trump assumed the U.S. presidency, his campaign having employed social media analytics to determine how to target
and influence voters.
We can no longer separate musical consumption — or other
consumption of information and culture — from the data it generates, or from the way that data can be used. We need to be
wary of centralised monopolies on that data and its application, and we need to be aware of how these sorts of algorithms
reshape choice and remake media. And we might well look for
chances to regain our own personal control.
Even if passive consumption may seem to be valuable to corporate players, those players may discover that passivity suffers diminishing returns. Activities like shopping on Amazon,
finding dates on Tinder, watching television on Netflix, and, increasingly, music listening, are all experiences that push algorithmic recommendations. But if users begin to follow only
those automated recommendations, the suggestions fold back

»We need to be wary of centralised
monopolies on that data and its application,
and we need to be aware of how these sorts of
algorithms reshape choice and remake media.
And we might well look for chances to regain
our own personal control.«

in on themselves, and those tools lose their value. We’re left
with a colourless growing detritus of our own histories and the
larger world’s. (Just ask someone who gave up on those Tinder dates or went to friends because they couldn’t work out the
next TV show to binge-watch.)

When people are literate in what these technologies are and
how they work, they can make more informed decisions in their
own lives and in the larger society. They can also use and abuse
these tools themselves, without relying on magical corporate
products to do it for them.

There’s also clearly a social value to human recommendations
— expert and friend alike. But there’s a third way: use machines
to augment humans, rather than diminish them, and open the
tools to creative use, not only automation.

Abuse itself has special value. Music and art are fields in which
these machine techniques can and do bring new discoveries.
There’s a reason Google has invested in these areas — because
artists very often can speculate on possibilities and find creative potential. Artists lead.
The public seems to respond to rough edges and flaws, too. In
the 60s, when researcher Joseph Weizenbaum attempted to
parody a psychotherapist with crude language pattern matching in his program, ELIZA, he was surprised when users started to tell the program their darkest secrets and imagine understanding that wasn’t there. The crudeness of Markov chains as
predictive text tool — they were developed for analyzing Pushkin statistics and not generating language, after all — has given
rise to breeds of poetry based on their very weirdness. When
Google’s style transfer technique was applied using a database
of dog images, the bizarre, unnatural images that warped photos into dogs went viral online. Since then, Google has made
vastly more sophisticated techniques that apply realistic painterly effects and… well, it seems that’s attracted only a fraction
of the interest that the dog images did.

Music is already reaping benefits of data training’s power in
new contexts. By applying machine learning to identifying human gestures, Rebecca Fiebrink has found a new way to make
gestural inter faces for music smarter and more accessible.
A udio software companies are now using machine learning as a
new approach to manipulating sound material in cases where
traditional DSP tools are limited. What’s significant about this
work is that it makes these tools meaningful in active creation
rather than passive consumption.

AI back in user hands
Machine learning techniques will continue to expand as tools
by which the companies mining big data make sense of their
resources — from ore into product. It’s in turn how they’ll see
us, and how we’ll see ourselves.
We can’t simply opt out, because those tools will shape the
world around us with or without our personal participation, and
because the breadth of available data demands their use. What
we can do is to better understand how they work and reassert
our own agency.

Maybe there’s something even more fundamental at work. Corporate culture dictates predictability and centralised value. The
artist does just the opposite, capitalising on surprise. It’s in the
interest of artists if these technologies can be broken. Muzak
represents what happens to aesthetics when centralised control and corporate values win out — but it’s as much the widespread public hatred that’s the major cautionary tale. The val-

ues of surprise and choice win out, not just as abstract concepts
but also as real personal preferences.
We once feared that robotics would eliminate jobs; the very
word is derived (by Czech writer Karel Čapek’s brother Joseph) from the word for slave. Yet in the end, robotic technology has extended human capability. It has brought us as far as
space and taken us through Logo and its Turtle, even taught
generations of kids math, geometry, logic, and creative thinking through code.
We seem to be at a similar fork in the road with machine learning. These tools can serve the interests of corporate control
and passive consumption, optimised only for lazy consumption
that extracts value from its human users. Or, we can abuse and
misuse the tools, take them apart and put them back together
again, apply them not in the sense that »everything looks like
a nail« when all you have is a hammer, but as a precise set of
techniques to solve specific problems. Muzak, in its final days,
was nothing more than a pipe dream. What people wanted was
music — and choice. Those choices won’t come automatically.
We may well have to hack them.

Peter Kirn is an audiovisual artist, composer/musician, technologist, and journalist. He is the editor of CDM (Create Digital Music, at www.cdm.link) and co-creator of the open source
MeeBlip hardware synthesizer (www.meeblip.com). For six
consecutive years, he has directed the MusicMaker ’s Hacklab
at CTM Festival, most recently together with new media artist
Ioann Maria.
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M u s i c f rom t h e
P e tri Di s h
G u y B e n - Ary i n co n v e r satio n w it h C h ri sti a n d e Lutz a n d Ja n Ro h l f
p h otos court e sy o f gu y b e n - a ry

N eurons living in a Petri dish perform duets with human musicians : Aus tralia - based artist G uy B en - A ry had his cells e xtracted and grown into
a culture of 1 0 0.0 0 0 living neurons . L ined with electrodes, these neurons
form output via an analogue synthesizer, called » cell F,« allowing them to
» jam « with human musicians . I n M ay 2 0 1 7, during the third edition of Technosph ä renkl ä nge , a joint concert series between H aus der K ulturen der Welt
and CT M F estival that e x plores connections between music and techno
science , B en - A ry talked about the blending of art and science, joint creative ventures , and non - human consciousness .

You were one of the first people to work at the SymbioticA
a rtistic lab at the University of Western Australia and are
still based there. Your artistic practice is one of constant
collaboration with scientists as well as engineers, musicians, and other artists. How does this interdisciplinary collaboration, alongside working primarily in a lab, alter artistic practice?
I’m not sure if »alter« is the right term. I would say »inform.«
SymbioticA is a very enriching environment. Artists and resident researchers from multiple disciplines, scientists, clinicians,
and bio-medical engineers are all located in close proximity.
I’m constantly »bombarded« with new ideas and techniques and
made aware of various research projects. After fifteen years of
being there, I’m still learning a lot every single day. The idea of
my work »In-potentia,« started in the lab when I saw a PhD student culturing foreskin cells; and the idea for »cellF« was born
during a lecture I attended, which was given by a stem cell biologist as part of the school’s weekly seminar series. The main
benefit is that there is (almost) always someone »that knows«
and can direct, assist, or provide useful information.
When your medium is a cell culture in a lab, how is the result defined as art, as opposed to pure scientific research?

Dish P09/07 – The Neural Network that performed in the premiere of cellF at the Masonic Hall on 4 October 2015, Perth.

As to cell cultures as art objects, I think this is one of the biggest challenges for so-called »bio-artists.« Once I figure out

the protocols in the lab and thoroughly understand the material I’m working with, I ask myself questions related to visual
or aesthetic language. In past years I developed various environments/technologies that allowed me to take the living cultures into the gallery. A good example is »cellF« as an object
that not only has very particular aesthetics and functions as a
musical instrument, but is also a fully functioning biological lab
that consists of a high-precision tissue-culture incubator and
a Class-1 sterile hood, which allows us to keep the neural networks alive in field conditions.
And conversely how do your scientific collaborators feel
about devoting resources to a project whose results may not
fit into traditional modes of scientific research?
Scientists collect data, but we bring the cultures into galleries
and ask questions to generate a cultural debate. It’s totally different. I think the scientists that work with us are as aware of the
importance of the cultural research as they are of the scientific
one — otherwise they wouldn’t be working with us.
The modern era has stressed the individual over the collective. In cultural production that has led to the myth of
the artist as genius, positing the act of artistic creation as
uniquely individual. Yet your work, and a lot of new art connected with science and technology, is very much about
complex collaboration across fields. Have we reached a par-
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»when the creation of artificial
consciousness takes place in an atmosphere
of conflict and profit-driven competition, the
results might be very much disturbing
and unwanted.«

adigm change in what it means to create an artwork in the
twenty-first century?
I wouldn’t go as far as a »change of paradigm.« There are still
quite a lot of art forms that don’t require collaborations. However, when it comes to projects that involve technology, and
definitely in my area of research of art, biology, and robotics,
collaborative work is very common. The reason for this is the
complexity of the projects and the wide range of skill sets that
are needed for the development of the work. »cellF« is my selfportrait, and in its early days I thought it would be appropriate
to develop it by myself. But that was very naïve of me. Its final
outcome involved the following areas of research/production:
tissue culture, tissue engineering, neuroscience, cell biology,
stem cell technologies, molecular biology, electrophysiology,
microscopy, electrical engineering, material engineering, engineering, design, sound, music technology, and more… I could
never have done it without my collaborators. They all joined the
project as equals despite it being my self-portrait.
You initiated »cellF,« which is run from a neuronal culture
containing your DNA. Yet this colony is fully autonomous.
Its reactions to input from various musicians demonstrate
agency on a cellular level. The culture (of approximately
100.000 neurons) is still one-millionth the size of the human
brain, without the complex structure of the latter. We can
surmise that, as far as we know, it has no »consciousness.«
But considering that cellF acts and reacts to the human musicians, can we talk about a »neuronal subjectivity« here?
That’s a very interesting question… and very hard to answer.
The short answer is that I don’t know. I agree that there is no
point in talking about consciousness or intelligence. These cultures are not complex enough. But after experiencing »cellF«
live I have a feeling that maybe we can talk about simple forms
of emergence. I think that these neural cultures are active and
responsive — but even more interesting is that they show vitality, which is what directs them to do what they do. These neural
networks are very simple (made up of only 100.000 neurons
and growing in 2D). However, I use living neurons deliberately,
as a way to force the viewer to consider future possibilities that
neural engineering and stem cell technologies present, and to
begin to assess and critique technologies not commonly known
outside the scientific community. However simple or symbolic
these brains may be, they do produce quantities of data, they
do respond to stimulation, and they are subject to a lifespan.

Speculating further on such future possibilities, do you think
we will one day witness the emergence of synthetic, non-human consciousness?
I think that first we have to define what consciousness is. Consciousness has a spectrum from deciding to move organs, for
example, to being sentient, self-aware, able to think critically,
consider morality, ethics, and more… if we are considering the
latter, I think that we are far from it. The central problem remains: we have no real understanding of how the brain gives
rise to the mind and how neurons or their activity create consciousness, and without a clear idea of how this works I do not
believe we will be able to create consciousness. Consciousness
is a biological phenomenon. Brains contain analogue cellular
and molecular processes, biochemical reactions, electrosta
tic forces, synchronized neuron firing at specific frequencies,
and unique structural and functional connections with countless feedback loops, and then the »magical leap« from very
complex computation to consciousness. I find it hard to believe
that we would be able to replicate something similar… at least
not in my lifetime.
If we were to witness the emergence of forms of non-human
consciousness, what kind of relationship do you think humanity could develop towards those forms?

Guy Ben-Ary reprogramming cells to stem cells using iPS at the Pluripotency
Laboratory, University of Barcelona.

Vials of frozen cells that Guy Ben-Ary chose to send to Berlin for cellF at
Technosphärenklänge #3.

Neural stem cells proliferating to neurospheres at the Max-Delbrück-Centrum
für Molekulare Medizin, Berlin, prio to Technosphärenklänge #3.

Seeding the neurospheres onto the Multi-Electrode-Array (MEA) and differentiating them to neurons.

The Multi-Electrode-Array (MEA) dish in the amplifier that allows to interface it
with the analogue modular synthesizer.

Patching an tuning cellF, top center is the DIY high precision tissue culture incubator that houses the cell culture.

We live in a very anthropocentric world where humans treat
other living entities (conscious or not) with superiority and arrogance. I think that we have to start thinking and establishing
some ethical consideration regarding the treatment of those
new living entities, especially if they show some sort of emergent behaviour, signs of intelligence, or even a low level of
consciousness.
Why do you think humanity would wish for the development
of artificial consciousness in the first place?
I don’t think that we should wish for the development of artificial
consciousness… I think that this would open a »Pandora’s box«
that we as a society are not ready to cope with. Artificial consciousness could be part of our lives in any mode or way possible — social, cultural, medical, and more… but when the creation of artificial consciousness takes place in an atmosphere of
conflict and profit-driven competition, the results might be very
much disturbing and unwanted.
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cellF at its premiere, 4 October 2015, Masonic Hall, Perth.

You see »cellF« as an effort to raise debate about the ethical controversies embedded in new bio-technologies. But
couldn’t it also be argued that works such as »cellF« contribute to normalising the application of such technologies
by pushing the boundaries of the as-yet acceptable — and
in doing so also pushing aside the fundamental question of
whether we should go after these technologies at all before
such a question has even been raised?

trate, in a highly visceral manner, popular ideas around disembodied consciousness and intelligence. However, although the
neural entities I create might instil a sense that we are close to
actualising the manufacture of intelligence or consciousness,
in reality, the existence of these creatures is intended to be absurdly vicarious.

I think that one of the roles of art is to propose scenarios of
»worlds under construction« and destabilise the technologies in
question for the purpose of creating contestable artworks. This
role makes the emergence of cellF and other similar works as
evocative artworks and the multi-levelled exploration of their
use relevant and important.

Guy Ben-Ary is an Australian artist and researcher investi-

»cellF« has already taken part in seven concerts, and it performed its European premiere at the Haus der Kulturen der
Welt with Schneider TM and then Stine Janvin. What has
surprised you most about the ability of neuronal cultures to
interact with and create music with human musicians?
Every performance is different, and all the performances we
have given have been interesting in a different way. But when
the neurons respond to the human musicians I get excited. I’m
very much interested in human/nonhuman communication. It is
when there is a clear sense of communication between human
musicians and the neurons that my mind is blown. And this has
happened in most performances up until now. I hope we will
experience a bit more of that. These neural networks represent
our fears and hopes as we enter an unknown future. They illus-

gating cybernetics, soft-robotics, and the cultural articulation
of bio-technologies. He currently works at SymbioticA, an artistic laboratory located within the University of Western Australia and dedicated to research, learning, and hands-on engagement with the life sciences.
» www.guybenary.com

Christian de Lutz is a curator and the co-founder of Berlin Art Laboratory, a platform for contemporary art at the meeting point of art, science, and technology.
» www.artlaboratory-berlin.org

Jan Rohlf is one of the founders and artistic directors of
CTM Festival.
Parts of this interview were originally published in May 2017
within the Haus der Kulturen der Welt’s journal, 100 Years from
Now. Reprinted with kind permission.
» www.journal.hkw.de
Guy Ben-Ary's cells differentiating into neurons.
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I N e e d I t to Forgi v e M e
by Nor a K h a n

In this far- reaching essay, writer and technology researcher Nora K han
approaches the conundrum of artificial intelligence via discussions of
facial recognition software. With it in mind that machine learning is »high ly designed« to mirror human behaviour , Khan addresses engineered dispari ties in this mirroring that forecast danger and disregard ethics . I n raising
questions about alternative pathways for AI and the role of the artist in
society, K han ultimately shows that a discussion of technology is also in trinsically a discussion of trust and of the uniquely human territories of
ambiguity, empathy, and openness .

»The culture that’s going to survive in the future is the culture
you can carry around in your head.« (Nam June Paik, as described by Arthur Jafa) *1)
I like to think that I could pick my friends out of a line-up. I assume that I know their faces well enough. But I am alarmed,
when I focus on images of their faces too closely, at how quickly
they can become unreadable. Kundera wrote, »We ponder the
infinitude of the stars but are unconcerned about the infinitude
our papa has within him,« which is a beautiful but roundabout
way of saying that those you love can become strange in an
instant. *2)
A canyon opens up in this moment of strangeness, between
their facial expressions, like sigils, and the meanings I project
onto them. As I try to map out why I know they mean what I
think they do, their faces turn back to some early first state,
bristling with ciphers and omens. Their words become polysemous, generating a thousand possible interpretations.
Each time we face a new person, an elegant relational process
unfolds in which we learn to read the other ’s face to trust they
are human, like us. A relaxed smile, soft eyes, an inviting smirk
combine in a subtle arrangement to signal a safe person driven
by a mind much like one’s own. Messy alchemists, we compress
massive amounts of visual data, flow between our blind spots
and projections and theirs to create enough of an objective reality to move forward.
Early hominids mapped the complex signs transpiring on surrounding faces to discern intention, orientation, and mood.
Their relational dynamics helped develop them into linguistic
beings so bound and made through language that the first embodied act of face-reading now seems to belong to the realm
of the preconscious and prelinguistic. And social rituals developed in turn for people to help others read them, to signal
transparency — that one’s mind is briefly, completely acces
sible to another.

Still from the film Ex-Machina (2015) by Alex Garland.

Out on this abstract semiotic landscape, humans stagger
through encounters with other species and nonhuman intel
ligences, trying to parse their obscure intentions with the same
cognitive tools. Emerging artificial intelligences can be thought
of as having a face, as well — one that presents as human-like,
human-sympathetic, humanoid. Though animals also listen to
us and mirror us, artificial intelligences are more formidable,
using complex data analytics, power ful visual, and sound surveillance fuelled by massive computing power, to track and map
your inner thoughts and desires, present and future.

Further, global computational culture plays on the very vulnerabilities in humans’ face- and mind-reading, the processes that
help us discern intention, trustworthiness. The computational »face« composes attitudes and postures, seeming openness
and directness, conveyed through its highly-designed interfaces, artificial languages, and artificial relationality.
Simulating the feeling of access to the machine’s »mind« sates
the human brain’s relentless search for a mirroring, for proof of
a kind of mind in every intelligent-seeming system that twitches
on its radar. Artificial intelligence is relentlessly anthropomorphized by its designers to simulate the experience of access to
a kind of caring mind, a wet nurse that cares for us despite our
knowing better.

»Stupidly, we wrap
ourselves around
devices with a cute
aesthetic without
thinking to check if
they have teeth.«
Computers, technological devices, platforms, and networks are
habitually, now, the faces of powerful social engineering, the
efforts of invested groups to influence society’s behaviour in a
lasting way. The designed illusion of blankness and neutrality
is so complete that users »fill in« the blank with a mind that has
the ethics and integrity resembling a person’s, much as they
might with a new person. B.J. Fogg, the Stanford professor who
founded captology (the study of persuasive technology and behavioral design), writes, hedging, that computers can »convey
emotions [but] they cannot react to emotions, [which gives]
them an unfair advantage in persuasion.« *3)
Stupidly, we wrap ourselves around devices with a cute aesthetic without thinking to check if they have teeth. Our collective ignorance in this relationship is profound. We spend an
unprecedented amount of time in our lives being totally open
and forthright with intelligent systems, beautifully designed artifacts that exercise feigned transparencies. The encounter with
artificial intelligences is not equal or neutral; one side has more
power, charged with the imperative that we first make ourselves
per fectly readable, revealing who we are in a way that is not
and could not be returned.
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What beliefs do we even share with our artificial friends? What
does it do to us to speak with artificial voices and engage with
systems of mind designed by many stakeholders with obscure
goals? What does it do to our cognitive process to engage continually with hyperbolic, manufactured affect, without reciprocity? Misreading this metaphorical face comes at a cost. We can
always walk away from people we do not fundamentally trust.
The computational mind subtly, surely, binds us to it and does
not let go, enforcing trust as an end-user agreement. Complicating matters, even if we learn to stop anthropomorphizing AI, we are still caught in a relationship with an intelligence
that parrots and mimics our relationality with other people, and
works overtime to soothe and comfort us. We have grown to
need it desperately, in thrall to a phenomenally orchestrated
mirror that tells us what we want to hear and shows us what
we want to see.
Of course, we participate in these strange and abusive relationships with full consent because the dominant paradigm
of global capitalism is abuse. But understanding exactly how
these transparencies are enacted can help explain why I go on
to approach interfaces with a large amount of unearned trust,
desiring further, a tempered emotional reveal, an absolution
and forgiveness.

Co-Evolution with Simulations
Governments and social media platforms work together to
suggest a social matrix based on the data that should ostensibly prove, beyond a doubt, that faces reveal ideology, that they
hold the keys to inherent qualities of identity, from intelligence
to sexuality to criminality. There is an eerie analogue to phrenology, the 19th century’s fake science in which one’s traits,
personality, and character were unveiled through caliper measurements of the skull.
Banal algorithmic systems offer a perverse and titillating promise that through enough pattern recognition of faces (and bodies), form can be mapped one to one to sexuality, IQ levels,
and possible criminality. The inherent qualities of identities and
orientations, the singular, unchangeable truth of a mind’s contents and past and future possibilities, predicted based on the
space between your eyes and your nose, your gait, your hip to
waist ratio, and on and on.
The stories about emerging »developments« in artificial intel
ligence research that predicts qualities based on facial mapping read as horror. The disconnect and stupidity — as Hito
Steyerl has described — of this type of design is profound. *4)
Computational culture that is created by a single channel or
a corporate-owned model is foremost couched in the imperative to describe reality through a brutal set of norms describing who people are and how they should and will act (according to libidinal needs).
Such computational culture is the front along which contemporary power shapes itself, engaging formal logics and the insights of experts in adjacent fields — cognitive psycholinguists,
psychologists, critics of technology, even — to disappear extractive goals. That it works to seem rational, logical, without
emotion, when it is also designed to have deep, instant emo-

tional impact, is one of the greatest accomplishments of persuasive technology design.
Silicon Valley postures values of empathy and communication
within its vast, inconceivable structure that embodies a serious
»perversion and disregard for human life.« *5) As Matteo Pasquinelli writes, artificial intelligence mimics individual social intelligence with the aim of control. *6) His detail of sociometric AI
asserts that we cannot ignore how Northern California’s technological and financial platforms create AI in favour of philo
sophical discussions of theory of mind alone. The philosophical debate fuels the technical design, and the technical design
fuels the philosophical modelling.

Compression
As we coevolve with artificial minds wearing simulations of human faces, human-like gestures essentialised into a few discrete elements within user inter face (UI) and artificial language, we might get to really know our interlocutors. The AI
from this culture is slippery, a master ful mimic. It pretends to
be neutral, without any embedded values. It per fectly embodies a false transparency, neutrality, and openness. The ideological framework and moral biases that are embedded are hidden behind a very convincing veneer of neutrality. A neutral,
almost pleasant face that is designed not to be read as »too«
human; this AI needs you to continue to be open and talk to it,
and that means eschewing the difficulty, mess, and challenge
of human relationships.

»The encounter
with artificial
intelligences is not
equal or neutral; one
side has more power…«
This lesser, everyday AI’s trick is its acting, its puppeteering of
human creativity and gestures at consciousness with such skill
and precision that we fool ourselves momentarily, to believe in
the presence of a kind of ethical mind. The most power ful and
affecting elements of relating are externalised in the mask to
appeal to our solipsism. We just need a soothing and hypnotic
voice, a compliment or two, and our overextended brains pop
in, eager to simulate and fill in the blanks. Thousands of different artificial voices and avatars shape and guide our days like
phantoms. The simulations only parrot our language to a degree, displaying an exaggerated concentrate of selected affect: care, interest, happiness, approval. In each design wave,
the digital humanoid mask becomes more seamless, smoothly
folded into our conversation.
How we map the brain through computer systems, our chosen artificial logic, shapes our communication and self-conception. Our relationship to computation undergirds current
relations to art, to management, to education and design, to
politics. How we choose to signify the mind in artificial systems

directs the course of society and its future, mediated through
these systems. Relationships with humanoid intelligences influence our relationships to other people, our speech, our art, our
sense of possibilities, even an openness to experimentation.
Artificial intelligence and artifactual intelligence differ in many
important ways, yet we continue to model them on each other.
And how the artificial mind is modeled to interact is the most
power ful tool technocracy has. But even knowing all of this, it
is naïve to believe that simple exposure and unstitching of these
logics will help us better arbitrate what kind of artificial intelligence we want to engage with.
It seems more useful to outline what these attempts at compression do to us, how computational culture’s logical operations,
enacted through engineered, managed interactions, change us
as we coevolve with machine intelligence. And from this mapping, we might be able to think of other models of computational culture.

Incompressibility
It is hard to find, in the human-computer relationship as outlined above, allowances for the ineffability that easily arises between people, or a sense of communing on levels that are unspoken and not easy to name. But we know that there are vast
tranches of experience that cannot be coded or engineered for,
in which ambiguity and multiplicity and unpredictability thrive,
and understand on some level that they create environments
essential for learning, holding conflicting ideas in the mind at
once, and developing ethical intelligence.
We might attempt to map a few potential spaces for strangeness and unknowing in the design of the relationship between
natural minds and artificial minds. We might think on how such
spaces could subvert the one-two hit of computational design
as it is experienced now, deploying data analytics in tandem
with a ruthless mining of neurological and psychological insights on emotion.
On the level of language, the certain, seamless loop between
human and computer erases or actively avoids linguistic ambiguity and ambiguity of interpretation in favour of a technopositivist reality, in which meaning is mapped one to one with
its referent for the sake of efficiency. With the artificial personality, the uncertainty that is a key quality of most new interactions is quickly filled in. There is no space for an »I don’t know,«
or »Why do you say this,« or »Tell me what makes you feel this
way.« A bot’s dialogue is constrained, tightened, and flattened;
its inter face has users clip through the interaction. So the wheel
turns, tight and unsparing.
There is no single correct model of AI, but instead, many
competing paradigms, frameworks, architectures. As long as
AI takes a thousand different forms, so too, as Reza Negarestani writes, will the »significance of the human [lie] not in its
uniqueness or in a special ontological status but in its functional decomposability and computational constructability through
which the abilities of the human can be upgraded, its form
transformed, its definition updated and even become susceptible to deletion?« *7)

How to reroute the relentless »engineering loop of logical
thought,« as described in this issue of Glass Bead’s framing,
in a way that strives towards intellectual and material freedom?
What would an AI that is radical for our time, meaning not simply in service of extractive technological systems, look like?
Could there exist an AI that is both ruthlessly rational and in
service of the Left’s project? Could our technologies run on an
AI in service of creativity, that can deploy ethical and emotional intelligence that countermands the creativity, and emotional
intelligence of those on the Right?
There is so much discussion in art and criticism of futures and
futurity without enough discussion of how a sense of a pos
sible future is even held in the mind, the trust it takes to develop a future model with others. Believing we can move through
and past oppressive systems and structures to something better than the present is a matter of shared belief.
The seamless loop between human and computer erases or
actively avoids ambiguity, of language and of interpretation, in
favor of a techno-positivist reality in which meaning is mapped
one to one with its referent for the sake of efficiency. But we do
not thrive, socially, intellectually, personally, in purely efficient
relationships. Cognition is a process of emergent relating. We
engage with people over time to create depth of dimensionality.
We learn better if we can create intimate networks with other
minds. Over time, the quality and depth of our listening, our
selective attention, changes. We reflect on ourselves in relation to others, adjust our understanding of the world based on
their acts and speech, and work in a separate third space between us and them to create a shared narrative with which to
navigate the world.
With computer systems, we can lack an important sense of a
growing relationship that will gain in dimensionality, that can
generate the essential ambiguity needed for testing new knowledge and ideas. In a short, elegant essay titled »Dancing with
Ambiguity,« systems biologist Pille Bunnell paints her first encounter with computational systems as a moment of total wonder and enchantment, that turned to disappointment:

I began working with simulation models in the late 1960s, using
punch cards and one-day batch processing at the University
of California Berkeley campus computer center. As the complexity of our computing systems grew, I like many of my colleagues, became enchanted with this new possibility of dealing with complexity. Simulation models enabled us to consider
many interrelated variables and to expand our time horizon
through projection of the consequences of multiple causal dynamics, that is, we could build systems. Of course, that is exactly what we did, we built systems that represented our understanding, even though we may have thought of them as mirrors
of the systems we were distinguishing as such. Like others, I
eventually became disenchanted with what I came to regard
as a selected concatenation of linear and quasi-linear causal
relations. *8)
Bunnell’s disappointment with the »linear and quasi-linear
causal relations« is a fine description of the quandary we find
ourselves in today. The »quasi-linear causal relation« describes
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how intelligent systems daily make decisions for us, and further
yet, how character is mapped to data trails, based on consumption, taste, and online declarations.
One barrier in technology studies and rhetoric, and in non-
humanist fields, is how the term poetics (and by extension, art)
is taken to mean an intuitive and emotional disposition to beauty. I take poetics here to mean a mode of understanding the
world through many, frequently conflicting, cognitive and metacognitive modes that work in a web with one another. Poetics
are how we navigate our world and all its possible meanings,
neither through logic nor emotion alone.
It is curious how the very architects of machine learning describe creative ability in explicitly computational terms. In a recent talk, artist Memo Akten translated the ideas of machine
learning expert and godfather Jürgen Schmidhuber, who suggests creativity (embodied in unsupervised, freeform learning)
is »fueled by our intrinsic desire to develop better compressors« mentally. *9)
This process apparently serves an evolutionary purpose; as »we
are able to compress and predict, the better we have understood the world, and thus will be more successful in dealing
with it.« In Schmidhuber ’s vision, intelligent beings inherently
seek to make order and systems of unfamiliar new banks of information, such that:

... What was incompressible, has now become compressible.
That is subjectively interesting. The amount we improve our
compressor by, is defined as how subjectively interesting we
find that new information. Or in other words, subjective interestingness of information is the first derivative of its subjective
beauty, and rewarded as such by our intrinsic motivation system … As we receive information from the environment via our
senses, our compressor is constantly comparing the new information to predictions it’s making. If predictions match the observations, this means our compressor is doing well and no new
information needs to be stored. The subjective beauty of the
new information is proportional to how well we can compress
it (i.e. how many bits we are saving with our compression — if
it’s very complex but very familiar then that’s a high compression). We find it beautiful because that is the intrinsic reward of
our intrinsic motivation system, to try to maximize compression
and acknowledge familiarity. *10)
There is a very funny desperation to this description, as though
one could not bear the idea of feeling anything without it being
the result of a mappable, mathematically legible process. It assumes that compression has a certain language, a model that
can be replicated. Seeing and finding beauty in the world is a
programmatic process, an internal systemic reward for having
refined our »compressor.«
But the fact of experience is that we find things subjectively
beautiful for reasons entirely outside of matching predictions
with observations. A sense of beauty might be born of delusion

or total misreading, of inaccuracy or an »incorrect« modelling
of the world. A sensation of sublimity, out of a totally incompressible set of factors, influences, moral convictions, aesthetic
tastes.
How one feels beauty is a problem of multiple dimensions.
Neuroaesthetics researchers increasingly note that brain studies do not fully capture how or why the brain responds to
art as it does, though these insights are used in Cambridge
A nalytica-style neuromarketing and advertisements limning

one’s browser. But scanning the brain gets us no closer to why
we take delight in Walter Benjamin. A person might appear to
be interesting or beautiful because they remind one of an ancient figure, or a time in history, or a dream of a person one
might want to be like. They might be beautiful because of how
they reframe the world as full of possibility, but not through
any direct act, and only through presence, attitude, orientation.

Art, Limits, and Ambiguity
This is not to say we should design counter-systems that facilitate surreal and unreadable gestures — meaning, semantically
indeterminate — as a mode of resistance. The political efficacy of such moves, as Suhail Malik and others have detailed, in
resistance to neoliberal capitalism is spectacular and so, limited. *11) New systems might, however, acknowledge unknowing;
meaning, the limits of our current understanding. What I do
not know about others and the world shapes me. I have to accept that there are thousands of bodies of knowledge that I
have no access to. I cannot think without language and I cannot guide myself by the stars, let alone commune with spirits or
understand ancient religions. People not only tolerate massive
amounts of ambiguity, but they need it to learn.
Art and poetry can map such trickier sites of the artifactual
mind. Artists train to harness ambiguity; they create environments in which no final answer, interpretation, or set narr ative is
possible. They can and do already intervene in the relationality
between human and banal AI, providing strategies for respecting the ambiguous and further, fostering environments in which
the unknown can be explored. *12) Just as the unreadable face
prompts cognitive exploration, designed spaces of unknowing allow for provisional exploration. If computational design
is missing what Bunnell calls »an emotional orientation of wonder,« then art and poetry might step in to insist on how »our
systemic cognition remains operational in ways that are experienced as mysterious, emergent, and creative.« *13)
Artists can help foreground and highlight just how much neurocomputational processes cannot capture the phenomenal experiences in which we sense our place in history, in which we
intuit the significance of people, deeply feel their value and importance, have gut feelings about emerging situations. There
is epigenetic trauma we have no conscious access to, that is
still held in the body. There are countless factors that determine
any given choice we make, outside our consumer choices, our
physicality, our education, and our careers, that might come

from travel, forgotten conversations, oblique readings, from
innumerable psychological, intellectual, and spiritual changes
that we can barely articulate to ourselves.
A true mimic of our cognition that we might respect would embed logical choices within emotional context, as we do. Such
grounding of action in emotional intelligence has a profound
ethical importance in our lives. Philosophers like Martha Nussbaum have built their entire corpus of thought on restoring its
value in cognitive process. Emotions make other people and
their thoughts valuable, and make us valuable and interesting
to them. There is an ethical value to emotion that is »truly felt,«
such as righteous anger and grief at injustice, at violence, at
erasure of dignity. *14)
Further, artistic interventions can contribute to suggesting a
model of artificial mind that is desperately needed: one that
acknowledges futurity. Where an artificial personality does not
think on tomorrow or ten years from now, that we think on ourselves living in the future is a key mark of being human. No
other animal does this in the way we do. *15)
This sense of futurity would not emerge without imagination.
To craft future scenarios, a person must imagine a future in
which she is different from who she is now. She can hold that
abstract scenario before her to guide decisions in the present.
She can juggle competing goals, paths, and senses of self together in her mind.
Édouard Glissant insisted on the »right to opacity,« on the right
to be unknowable. This strategy is essential in vulnerable communities affected by systemic asymmetries and inequalities and
the burden of being overseen. Being opaque is generally the
haven of the power ful, who can hide their flows and exchanges
of capital while feigning transparency. For the less power ful, an
engineered opacity offers up protection, of the vitality of experience that cannot be coded for.
We might give to shallow AI exactly what we are being given,
matching its duplicitousness, staying flexible and evasive, in
order to resist. We should learn to trust more slowly, and give
our belief with much discretion. We have no obligation to be
ourselves so ruthlessly. We might consider being a bit more illegible.
When the inter face asks how I feel, I could refuse to say how
I feel in any language it will understand. I could speak in nonsense. I could say no, in fact, I cannot remember where I was,
or what experiences I have had, and no, I do not know how that
relates to who I am. I was in twenty places at once; I was here
and a thousand miles and years away.
I should hold on open engagement with AI until I see a computational model that values true openness — not just a simulation
of openness — a model that can question feigned transparency.
I want an artificial intelligence that values the uncanny and the
unspeakable and the unknown. I want to see an artificial intel-

ligence that is worthy of us, of what we could achieve collectively, one that can meet our capacity for wonder.
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Ga bb e r Ov e r d ri v e —
Noi s e , Horror , a n d
Acc e l e r atio n
by Hill e go n da C . R i e t v e l d

In light of a night devoted to gabber and hardcore at CT M 20 18, scholar
and former electronic music producer H illegonda C . R ietveld reflects on
a genre that evolved in her home city in T he Netherlands, spread through out the world in the 1 990s, and is now e x periencing a rebirth via millennial-
generation parties seeking to re - infuse the music scene with a spirit of anti elitism and the aesthetics of horror .

Video still from the 1995 VPRO documentary »Loladamusica«. Source: YouTube.

New York, 1992: DJ Repeat plays the hardest sounds he can
lay his hands on: tekno from Berlin, hardhouse from Frankfurt,
gabber house from Rotterdam, hardcore from Belgium; each a
mixture of European avant-garde, post-punk, electronic dance
music, Euro-disco, and house music. DJ Repeat is placed high
up in a church-building-turned-nightclub, The Limelight, which
caters mostly to young »Italian« and »Anglo« suburban dancers
from Brooklyn and New Jersey — »bridge and tunnel« folk. His
energetic set is a juggling act of flow and rupture, rewinding the
already fragmented tracks by spinning the vinyl records backwards at breakneck speed and mixing in seemingly random
noises like festive confetti. An MC whips up the crowd New
York-style, with demonic shouts. The dancers, though, seem to
be aimlessly milling around as the music is too fast to lock into
a groove in a sustained manner. Instead, they occasionally wave
their arms in the air, while the go-go girls sit seemingly bored,
or tired, with dangling legs in their suspended cages.
Seemingly oblivious to the dancefloor, DJ Repeat is immersed
in the sonic mayhem of brutal beats and piercing sawtooth
waveforms. He enthusiastically turns around amidst the noisy
turmoil and shouts over his shoulder that he aims to recreate
the atmosphere of the Paradise Garage, the legendary dance
club that in 1987 had returned to its former function as parking
garage. For anyone who had set foot in the Garage, this was a
puzzling notion — the size of its dance floor was comparable to
that of The Limelight, but catered to an African-American gay
crowd, which would dance all night long to an eclectic mix of
soul, disco, funk, and electronica. The Garage was about love:
love of music, love of the community, and love of a hi-fidelity
sound. Offering an astounding soundsystem, you could have
a conversation without shouting, yet the bass would bounce
and stroke your body. With Larry Levan as its resident DJ, who
lived for a well-balanced sound and who communicated his
messages through vocal music selections, the club acted as a
catalyst of a musical aesthetic known in the UK as »garage.« A
melodic, soulful, and perhaps even melancholic type of dance
music that mixed acoustic with electronic sounds, it seemed to
me a universe away from the accelerated, extreme noise fest of
gabber and hardcore.
While I’m reflecting on this, DJ Repeat spins in a hardcore
track. To my astonishment, I recognise the staccato melody
that is stabbed aggressively in piercing tones, based on a football song from my hometown, Rotterdam. Soccer fandom is

not something that I would associate with this particular New
York crowd, or with Paradise Garage, for that matter. At around
140 BPM, »Feyenoord Reactivate« by Rotterdam Termination
Source (1992, Rotterdam Records) has a relatively fast tempo
for its time, its low-frequency breakbeats rolling like a storming
tank on the battlefield. As with other hardcore tracks, the musical structures are ruptured, the grooves broken up with occasional rewind sounds that recall hip hop turntablism.
In 1992, Rotterdam was the epicentre of a radical hardcore
dance music, known as »gabberhouse« (simplified to the dada-esque nomer »gabba« for English speakers). »Gabber« is a
Dutch Yiddish term meaning »geezer« or »mate,« and was used
in a derogatory manner by Amsterdam rival house music fans to
refer to Rotterdam hardcore producers and dancers, who were
mostly working-class and male. The term was adopted and accepted as a badge of honour, confirming a subcultural identity.
The guys were recognisable by their shaven skinheads, and the
girls by their half-shaven hairstyle.
The Amsterdam-Rotterdam rivalry stems from premier league
football, Feyenoord for Rotterdam versus Ajax for Amsterdam.
This is illustrated by the first identifiable gabber track, »Amsterdam, Waar Lech Dat Dan« (1992, Rotterdam Records), produced by Paul Elstak, the man behind Rotterdam Records, as
Euromasters; the record sleeve unashamedly shows a cartoon
of the iconic Rotterdam Euromast (a viewing tower near the river Maas, with a restaurant at the top) urinating on Amsterdam.
The prolific success of gabber in Rotterdam may have partly
been stimulated by a stronger leniency by the local authorities towards »house parties« (as raves were called in the Netherlands) when compared to elsewhere in the country, while
the genre also gained popularity in the legal club environment.
For example, according to Paul Elstak, the venue Parkzicht attracted many working-class punters who worked in the huge
international harbour of Rotterdam. It was there that, in 1992,
Nightmare in the Park took place in reference to the 1984 horror movie A Nightmare on Elm Street . This was followed by
Nightmare in Rotterdam , the start of a long-lasting set of parties in the Energiehal sports hall that eventually moved into the
Ahoy sports arena. The biggest dance event of that year, Eurorave , was held on the beach near the gigantic petrochemical
industrial estates of the Europoort, attracting 20,000 gabber
and techno fans.
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»Gabber overdrives the volume of its already
shrieking and punching sound palette to an
extreme extent, producing an immersive
experience of excess, in this case
of rage and violence.«

Gabber not only features British rave-inspired breakbeats, but
also tracks that are based on four-to-the-floor, on-the-pulse
Teutonic bass-drum beats that pound like a pile driver, a reminder of the soundscape of a city being rebuilt after its partial
destruction during WWII. An iconic example is Sperminator ’s
»No Women Allowed« (1992, Rotterdam Records) with its horror movie sound bites and music samples — a track that, with its
brazen »no women« sample, was re-appropriated by the leather
lesbian scene at London’s queer Soho club, Fist . A role model for such production values and sonic textures can be found
in the German proto-gabber of »We Have Arrived« (1990)
by Mescalinum United (Marc Acardipane a.k.a. Marc Trauner), who will be performing during CTM’s »Turmoil« edition of
2018. The drum sounds in such gabber productions are mostly
generated by the archetypal Roland TR-909 Rhythm Composer (a type of drum machine), which can also be heard in Chicago house music and Detroit techno, important components
in the genealogy of hardcore techno. The characteristic swirling, multi-tracked, and piercing low-resolution »hoover« synth
noise seems to be derived from (or seems to emulate) an 8-bit
Atari video gaming home computer, illustrating an inescapable
resonance between the gabber scene and game culture.
All of this is packaged in what seems a blank semiotic space,
a seemingly amorphous noise that can be simultaneously contextualised as ironic and not ironic, and with a rockist dislike
of »disco,« despite its rhizomatic links, as illustrated by DJ Repeat’s reference to Paradise Garage in the above anecdote.
However, hardcore’s dance beats also stem from industrial
dance and electronic body music (EBM), which, as S. Alexander Reed explains in his book Assimilate , gained its four-to-the
floor beats during the 1980s with the adoption of drum machines, creating a danceable frame for industrial noise music
that is very similar to a disco rhythm. *1) For example, listen to
the Belgian punk-vocalised proto-techno of »Body to Body« by
Front 242 (Red Rhino Europe, 1981) or the banging beats of
»Der Mussolini« (Virgin, 1981) by the early-80s electro-punk
duo DAF (Deutsch Amerikanische Freundschaft). Industrial is
characterised by a machine aesthetic that foregrounds noise.
Similarly, gabber overdrives the volume of its already shrieking and punching sound palette to extremes, producing an immersive experience of excess, in this case of rage and violence.
Noise is a tricky thing to theorise, however. It can be regarded

as an unwelcome inter ference, and as »anti-music.« This would
reconfirm what »proper« music should be about, and thereby
fails to deliver a new way of hearing. Still, is noise so embryonic that, from its state of chaos, it may be morphed into a
range of political directions? A critical praxis may be found in
hardcore gabber for its simultaneously numbing effect and immanent revolutionary potential. At CTM 2018, New York’s Kilbourne »uses ‘terrifying,’ ‘aggro-fem’ slammers with titles like
‘Witch Hunt’ and ‘Men:Parasites’ to reconnoitre and exorcise
the haunted territories of trauma.« *2) Simultaneously, this demonstrates that violent noise is not exclusive to male producers; women and non-binary producers are also increasingly involved in making electronic noise.

»The political
ambiguity of noise and
horror means that
gabber may be understood from a range of
perspectives.«
Extreme noise initiates a balancing act between repulsion and
the sublime. Similarly, gabber displays a violent sense of masochism through an embrace of horror imagery, illustrated by the
flyer image of the well-known pale, pinned face from the 1987
movie, Hellraiser : Can you stand the pain? Can you handle the
noise, the terror, the nightmare? Here one can turn to a similar
attitude in heavy metal. Rather than dismissing this as an empty
nihilism, Robert Walser explains in Running with the Devil that
horror appeared as a counter to the rationality of the enlightenment, and coincides with »periods of social strain and disorder« *3) — of turmoil, in other words. Horror, pain, and terror
enable intense physical and mental experiences that can play
an important role in the adolescent rite of passage, while the
resultant adrenaline rush may produce a raw sense of excited
pleasure. Per fect for an industrial rave populated by young,
working-class dancers, then. During the early 1990s a chasm

appeared between fast financial capital and a slowing economy,
producing a gap between ambition and reality. In this context,
horror became a way to channel the resultant sense of rage,
which may be experienced within the contradictions of subordination. Furthermore, the irrationality of horror may well highlight »the dark side of the capitalist security state,« *4) turning
what seems like a mindless night out into a type of avant-garde
act. This is where the more left-wing anarcho-squatter scene
inserts itself into the music, such as the regular hardcore/gabber Death Till Dawn parties in Brixton, London, taking some of
the more reactionary voice samples with a sense of irony.
Acceleration is equally central to gabber. Although the economy may be slowing down, simultaneously financial capitalism
accelerates. In the UK, the philosophical group CCRU developed what Benjamin Noys identifies in his book Malign Velocities *5) as »accelerationism.« Partly inspired by the spedup breakbeats in hardcore rave and jungle, the idea was to
beat capitalism by being faster than capitalism — an impossible task, as biological rhythms of the organic human body are
incompatible with digital capitalism. Yet computer game culture and raves seem to attempt just that: go faster, accelerate,
take more pills, and don’t sleep — speed on an amphetamine
buzz instead. Not depending on a human drummer, the drum
machine clock can be set faster and faster, to 170 BPM, 200
BPM, and beyond, towards speedcore, an undanceable gabber
subgenre that turns music into a drone as the pulse accelerates to a speed of 1000 BPM: Can you handle the stress, this
endurance? In an article on accelerationism for The Guardian , *6) Andy Beckett cites Steve Goodman, a philosopher and
the owner of electronic music label Hyperdub: »We all live in
an operating system set up by the accelerating triad of war,
capitalism and emergent AI.« And, extending this logic, we are
either swept along or, reversely, as was the case with dubstep
during the first decade of the new millennium, stopped in our
tracks in a tragic state of inertia. Fast forward to 2018, though,
and CTM hosts Stockholm’s HAJ300, who founded the female
electronic music collective Drömfakulteten (Dream Faculty)
and recently released the 200-bpm »Var for sa du inget« (‘Why
Didn’t You Say Anything?), an example of noisy overdrive that
»us[es] tempo and speed as the lens and tool through which to
look at material desires and failures, post-industrial economies
and workaday workings in a Full Geography.« *7)

Music and its experience are articulated and shaped within
specific social and economic contexts. In addition, Attali argues in his monograph Noise: The Political Economy of Music *8) that noise can be prophetic. The political ambiguity of
noise and horror means that gabber may be understood from
a range of perspectives and interpreted as either amorphous
rage, nihilist destruction, or revolutionary, avant-garde anarchism. The embracing of acceleration heralded the arrival of
post-human subjectivity, which was initially mixed with a disturbing populist demagoguery. So, was gabberhouse, perhaps,
a prophecy of an emerging Alt-Right? Or will CTM 2018’s offering of gabber and hardcore prove such a thesis wrong? Offering space for marginalised anger and turmoil in overdrive,
the immersive, repetitive whirlwind of accelerated noise and
abject horror acts as an unspoken, yet extremely loud, sonic
critique that must be experienced.

Hillegonda c. Rietveld is Professor at the Centre for
Media and Culture Research in the School of Arts and Creative
Industries at the London South Bank University. Before joining
the academic world, she was involved in the music industry in
various roles, including electronic music production.

*1)
*2)
*3)
*4)
*5)
*6)

*7)
*8)
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New York: Oxford University Press, 2013.
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welcome/ctm-2018-2nd-announcement
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» I ’ m try i n g to im agi n e a
s pac e a littl e b e tt e r t h a n
w h at w e ’ v e i n h e rit e d «
K ilbour n e i n co n v e r satio n w it h Cri sti n a P l e tt

W hen Cristina Plett called Ashe K ilbourne , she heard of hardcore music
banging out of K ilbourne ’s monitors. » L et me just switch them off,« Ashe
says , making room for the conversation . H er studio room is bright, filled
with light and the reflection of the heavy snow that has just hit New York .
H aving grown up in a rural town in N ew J ersey and recently living in New
O rleans for three years , she just moved back to N ew York City. The 2 5-yearold ( » B orn in the same year as T hunderdome ! « ) DJ and producer has an exceptionally political view on hardcore . So, we asked her about her perspective on it.

How did you get in touch with electronic music generally
and hardcore especially?
Through the internet I found happy hardcore pretty quickly.
That was when I was in middle school, just through YouTube and
stuff. I remember my friend would give me the Bonkers -CDs.
The first ones were like early happy hardcore, early rave, then
some of the later ones had like hardcore techno and hard techno! Also, in high school I started going to parties and dance
parties and raves in Philadelphia and New York.
The shifting of energy in your DJ sets is so quick. How do you
try to channel this energy?

Kilbourne performing, October 2017, photo by Luis Nieto Dickens.

I think that a lot of hardcore works with formulaic arrangements, where there is often an intro, a dropout of the beat, a
build, a bigger crescendo drop, and then a dropout and then
another build-crescendo-drop, and then an outro. Those at-

mospheric moments where the beat disappears, I think they
work to both intellectually and physically gather yourself. Because if you do a set where the kick drum will be going 95% of
the time for an hour or two, you just have to keep up with it or
take a break at your own pace. Like a »Gather your head and
figure out maybe what is motivating you to dance at that moment« kind of thing.
I was surprised that your early compilation 18 songs, 2012 —
2015 is a very different style than, for example, your Sourland EP from 2016. When did this shift?
A lot of the songs on there are Philly and Jersey club. There was
a time when that was a lot of what I was making. This art form
is very much black, and it is simultaneously really in the moment of being exploited by white people around the world. Ultimately what I saw was, if someone wants a club DJ and they’re
a promoter, often if they’re white, they are more inclined to
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»I think I’ ve stopped making club as much
because the more I try to push myself to the
center of this genre that I love and care
deeply about, I’m going to be pushing
others out.«

book a white performer. Just because white performers who do
black art are seen as transgressive or edgy in a way that black
people who are doing art that is black aren’t. So, I thought, for
whatever good intentions I might want to have, I can’t change
the structural inequality around the music I make. I think I’ve
stopped making club as much because the more I try to push
myself to the center of this genre that I love and care deeply
about, I’m going to be pushing others out.
So, do you think more black people got pushed out as club
music becomes more hip?
Yeah. Or maybe like they weren’t given the same economic
opportunities as certain people. I think there is crossing-over
with hardcore as well because a lot of the big producers right
now are white, but then, if you look at the sampling culture of
hardcore, a lot of it is nineties hip-hop tracks. It’s kind of mindboggling that there is, especially in the Netherlands, a really
white culture.
White, and it also seems very male.
Yeah definitely. These big songs have rappers using the n-word,
and it’s so ... it’s uncomfortable. There is this group Gunz For
Hire. It’s a big raw style duo. And I like their work individually,
but their whole thing is just these over the top vocal raw tracks,
where it’s like, [sings] »To the weak, no mercy! To the losers, no
mercy! NO fucking mercy!«. You know, two white Dutch dudes
and the songs are like »LA,« »Brooklyn,« mostly offensive, about
violence and an imagined macho, coded as black, culture of
hip hop. Basically, there is a whole market for that in hardcore,
too; mostly white performers using black aesthetics because
it’s edgy and over the top and often seen as really exaggerated.
Do you think that’s most of the hardcore scene or just a small
negative part?
I don’t know, I think [pauses and thinks]... Maybe there are parts
like that that are really obvious in what they’re doing. But I
think white supremacy runs through everything in culture so...

it shows up in small and subtle ways, too. I think that in some
of the first hardcore and early rave and gabber tracks it’s a big
part of it, the fetishizing of black culture.
It’s only a small part of the world but it’s also a reflection of
the whole world.
Absolutely. I think about the Netherlands, which is where so
much of it starts, the assumption is that everyone’s kind of very
informed and educated about shit. So, the accusation of them
making something negative going on in the community — I feel
if you were to ask at a lot of these festivals, these guys, »Are
you sexist?«, they’d be like no! But the whole thing about putting women’s bodies on display and hitting on women being really aggressive sexually, is that a big part of it? Yeah, definitely.
How do you feel then producing it as a woman and especially
as a trans woman?
I don’t know about many hardcore people who are visibly transwomen. What’s her name...? She is like one of the original hardcore and early rave people who is a trans woman and I really
should know her name. [clicks on the computer, thinks]. Ah,
yes! Liza N’Eliaz. She’s a trans woman, she’s an important person. She’s no longer alive. Aside from her I don’t really know
anyone. When I’ve gone to festivals in the Netherlands, being
trans is definitely a point of harassment and fear. There is also
so much stigma in hardcore about producing. A lot of women
who make it are accused of having ghost producers and certainly some do, but still, it’s so weird. I always see on message
boards — there is this artist I love, Miss Hysteria. They will be
like »Best woman in hardcore!«, »Only woman who really makes
her music!«. Even in supporting her they’re basically downgrading women who try to participate in the scene.
I have the feeling that this old traditional hardcore scene
from the Netherlands is very different to the new scene
where you are and that’s merging with club music. Are you
trying to build a nicer scene for yourself or do you identify
more with the old one?

I hope that in my own actions I’m trying to imagine and enact
a space that’s a little better than what we’ve inherited as far as
politics and gender politics go in the scene, but at the same
time it’s difficult because maybe it’s a genre that hasn’t had
these conversations so much. And it’s starting to. I think there
is a danger too: Of having a total break, even if hardcore is
having this moment of a club and hardcore crossover and both
are critiquing the politics of what has come before it. If there is
a total break it’s probably very easy to lose track of the music
that got you here in the first place. You need to be involved in
the critique of what’s come before you, because there are issues that are clear around the scenes. Like misogyny and racism. And if you consider yourself totally separate from hardcore
before, you might lose your connection to it.

»I think white
supremacy runs
through everything
in culture so... it
shows up in small and
subtle ways, too.«
You lose touch with the roots and the bigger picture. And it
also doesn’t improve the old one.
Yeah! Because if you just have these little pockets of people
where everyone is on the same page, it’s nice, but it doesn’t affect the larger conversation.
I was wondering how you see this becoming hip of hardcore
with acts like the Casual Gabberz, Wixtapol etc. — more
positively or more negatively?

I think it’s positive — and I think I trust everyone there really
loves the music — but you get scared that it will just become,
not for the groups you mentioned, but for people around it,
like a fun little thing to try on, but not really embraced fully and
sincerely. I feel like this because it’s music that I love, and it’s
given me so much inspiration and happiness in my life. So I get
scared at the thought of people being like »Oh this is like so
over the top, Gabber!« but they’re not really being there for it.
The other thing I worry about — did you see that Resident Advisor article? Where it’s top trends and hardcore as one. It’s
weird because hardcore shouldn’t be a trend, it’s such a giant
mainstream culture in certain parts of the world, literally hundreds of thousands of people are obsessed with this genre. So
it’s important not to fool ourselves that we’re something totally
new and out of the blue.
It’s just a new thing for the »underground« of electronic music.
And I love whatever that »underground,« obviously nerdy, club,
internet people do and so I just hope that collectively we pay
tribute to the music that’s come before it and just live it to the
fullest. And not treat it as just a joke.

Cristina Plett is a freelance music journalist from Berlin
who regularly writes for Groove magazine.
To listen to Kilbourne 's music go to:
» www.soundcloud.com/kilbourne
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R av i n g At 2 0 0 B P M :
I n s i d e P ol a n d ’ s N e o Ga bb e r U n d e rgrou n d

T he neo - gabber revival is here . A small network of party crews across Eu-

By D e r e k O pp e rm a n / P h otos by Eli za b e t h Cl a ir e H e rri n g

this movement took root further east, in P oland. T hanks to the efforts of a

rope have returned to dance music ’s hardest core in search of fresh inspiration and some kind of authentic underground e x perience. In 2 0 1 4, Boiler
Room hosted a special titled » I t ’s N ot A D isgrace To B e A Gabber« that fea tured Paris ’ Casual Gabberz crew. A similar current has emerged in Italy
thanks to M ilan’s Gabber E leganza , which was tapped to provide music for
D ior H omme ’s » H ardior« menswear line . B ut the most progressive ex ample of
prankish traveling rave crew called W I X A P O L S .A ., many young P olish clubbers are getting their first tastes of electronic dance music via the fluo rescently pumped - up and sped - out sounds of hardstyle , gabber, hard bass
and a new internet subgenre that translates into E nglish as »popecore .«

It’s 4 AM, and about 500 kids in brightly colored retro Kappa and Adidas tracksuits are locked to the beat in an up-anddown stomp that defies conventional stamina. Their jerking
movements and quick footwork is diced and distorted by harsh
blasts of strobe and electrified laser buckshots. One girl in
Oakleys is thrashing her beaded dreads in time to a hardstyle
remix of Drowning Pool’s »Bodies«. The comically over-distorted kick drum causes a vague tingling sensation reminiscent of
the numbing euphoria of nitrous oxide. Many parties, in Berlin
in particular, are described in reverential tones as being cooly
bacchanalian or sexually depraved. WIXAPOL is a different
beast, a demented carnival-like race to intentional stupidfication beneath the banner of the crew’s omnipresent black and
yellow icon: a smiley face with a tribal tramp stamp for eyes.
The first WIXAPOL was held in Warsaw in 2012. It was created by three friends who choose to remain anonymous behind their DJ aliases: DJ SPORTY SPICE, DJ TORRENTZ.EU
and MIKOUAJ REJW. Though originally a Varsovian party, it’s
since become a traveling entity with regular local editions in
nearly every major city in Poland. A quick search of the hashtag
#wixapol on Instagram or YouTube reveals why: Young Poles
are crazy about WIXAPOL and identify with the party in a way
that borders on obsessively tribal subcultural affiliation. There’s
a unique fashion, a sound, a language and even specific dances
that only seem to exist at WIXAPOL.
»The name is a word play inspired by the ‘90s decade,« says DJ
TORRENTZ.EU. »The ›wixa‹ is Polish slang for ›partying hard‹.
For me it’s like the Polish equivalent to ›rave‹. The ›pol‹ is because in the early days of Polish capitalism every guy was doing some company, and these companies had random names,
but it was always, ›something-pol‹ for ›Poland‹. Like, some guy’s
name was Mirek, and he’d call his company ›Mirekpol‹. So you
get ›WIXAPOL‹.«

WIXAPOL’s social media presence is so strong that one dedicated fan created a »WIXOPEDIA« that automatically collects
and organizes the memes, photos, videos and other assorted
ephemera in one central location. »We are doing parties, but
the fan page and our communication with fans is just as important,« TORRENTZ.EU explains. »We do a lot of memes, and
our status updates are all written using a specific language
with everything in caps-lock. It’s inspired by chan culture and
meme language.«
The »chan culture« that he mentions is a reference to the unhinged troll internet subculture surrounding controversial websites like 4chan and 8chan. These message boards revolve
around anonymously posted image content that includes everything from memes and porn to gore and anime. According
to TORRENTZ.EU, »this manner of writing also refers to Polish
people who make grammar mistakes because they’re angry or
they’re on drugs — lots of exclamation marks and stuff.«
For example, the club’s biography on Resident Advisor is,
»WILD AND PASSIONATE AVANTGARDE OF EASTERN
RAVE REVIVAL, DEDICATED TO HARDEST AND FASTEST GENRES OF CLUB MUSIC. BRINGING VITAL ENERGY AND MADNESS INTO POLISH SCENE ({ ACCELERATE
EVERYTHING }) !!!« And the group just recently made a Facebook profile overlay that says, »IT’S NICE TO BE IMPORTANT.
BUT IT’S MORE IMPORTANT TO BE NICE!!!1«
Clearly, a big part of WIXAPOL’s appeal is its humor. Its irreverent approach to dance music feels fresh at a time when
techno and house are treated with the same reverential tone as
high culture. »Actually, WIXAPOL was created as a reaction
to all that seriousness in the techno scene,« says DJ SPORTY
SPICE. »For example, the description of those techno parties,
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they sound like it’s some kind of classical music in the philharmonic. But it’s a club event. People go there to get fucked up
and dance.«

pecially club music. We were sick of that when we started, so
we tried to do something completely different. We tried to do
something raw, untasteful and ›not good‹.«

»WIXAPOL was created
as a reaction to all
that seriousness in
the techno scene«

»We are into bad taste, bad stereotypes, bad aesthetics. Club
music and techno in Poland had a very bad reputation for a long
time, so we like to embrace everything. We’re post-shame.«
adds DJ TORRENTZ.EU. This mentality also trickles into their
merry prankster sense of humor. »Polish humor is dark,« he
says. »Polish people have problems with political correctness
because Polish people joke about everything: death, rape, the
Holocaust...sometimes it can be offensive and problematic. But
humor has been a way for Polish people to survive really difficult moments in history. It’s a psychic mechanism for dealing
with difficult stuff.«

MIKOUAJ REJW agrees. From his perspective, the Polish electronic dance music scene was once associated with criminality,
degenerates and satanism thanks to a media campaign from
conservative elements and the Catholic church. »In the ‘90s,
techno was a crappy thing for techno heads. Now it’s trying to
be artsy,« he says. »Like, ›We’re serious. We’re doing art stuff.‹«
It wasn’t until long after Poland joined the EU that people’s attitudes changed thanks to interaction with scenes in western
European countries. Now techno has become a societally acceptable music of choice.
But to WIXAPOL, this change in attitude is »a perversion.
You’re going to go to the club and get drunk or take drugs and
be ridiculous, but at the same time feel better about yourself
because it’s a ›better type of party‹, which is bullshit,« says DJ
SPORTY SPICE. »You can’t categorize music in that way — es-

In some cases, WIXAPOL’s humor gets close to the politically incorrect edginess of 4chan and »dank« memes (think LOL
Cats, but with jokes about autism and school shooters). Nowhere is this more evident than in the party’s fascination with
Pope John Paul II. At a sur face level, this manifests in the form of
people sometimes wearing papal attire to the party. At a deeper level, John Paul II also occasionally appears in the party’s
memes and messaging. There’s even a sub-genre called »papacore« that layers John Paul II samples over brutally noisy gabber beats and ludicrously cheesy hard bass plonks. This stems
from Polish meme culture’s obsession with using John Paul II
— a national hero who was the first pope from this historically
Catholic country — as a vehicle of transgression.

There’s a whole popular meme format in Poland called »JP2GMD,« which loosely translates to »John Paul II rapes little children.« This meme references what is widely seen as the pope’s
lack of adequate response to the many child abuse charges
against the Catholic clergy around the world. DJ TORRENTZ.
EU explains the appeal. »It’s a typical anarchic attitude troll
thing. John Paul II is a national icon, but the younger guys don’t
remember him, and their parents and schools are forcing them
to respect this pope, but they don’t feel any connection to him,
and they’re extremely sick of the empty cult surrounding this
individual.«
A Google search for JP2GMD reveals tons of these irreverent memes. Some surreally depict John Paul II as a computer
processor, insect dancing or as a giant throwing cream cakes
at the World Trade Center. Others are even darker, like a picture of John Paul II with two kebab knives in a meat locker full
of dead babies. WIXAPOL even created its own papacoresoundtracked video, that weighs in on the issue.
In many respects, WIXAPOL feels like a party created by trolls
for trolls. This is to some extent a function of the music itself, which sounds aggressive and fun to insiders but abrasive
and terrible to outsiders. TORRENTZ.EU says, »Hardcore and
hardstyle are kinds of music that can be very annoying. It gives
you the same pleasure as making your parents or neighbors
annoyed. It’s a trolling pleasure like as in punk or any other
counterculture.«

And he’s right. A recent event in Krakow was held on a boat
next to a wedding reception. WIXAPOL’s wacky energy was
amplified a few hundred degrees by an on-board Funktion-One
sound system, which the crew used to power their YouTube rips
and torrented MP3s. Standing from the shore, you could see
two very different parties unfolding. On one boat: absolute savagery at 180BPM. On the other: a group of horrified normies
awkwardly trying to dance to Bruno Mars.

»We tried to do
something raw,
untasteful and
›not good‹.«
The party’s humor hasn’t necessarily won it fans within what its
DJs refer to as the »true school« community of existing gabber heads in Poland. »For some orthodox gabber and hardcore
fans, it’s unacceptable that we play this papal donk music or
anything different alongside gabber,« says MIKOUAJ REJW.
»They think that hardcore can only be serious, and that we’re
making some laughs about it.
»But in fact this music always had a sense of humor. It was very
eclectic and diverse from the beginning,« DJ TORRENTZ.EU
points out. Nevertheless, their unique approach has won some
support with similarly minded figures from the old-school. New
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»We try to bring people together to show them
that they ca n be together. You can’ t say to
someone that they’re wrong necessarily;
that won’ t work.«

WIXAPOL S.A. artwork.

York hardcore camp legend The Horrorist and Abraxas of seminal ‘90s Dutch outfit Party Animals, who famously created a
gabber remix of »Hava Naquila«, both played at WIXAPOL
last year.
This clash with the local orthodox goes beyond humor and extends into the way the party approaches its musical selection.
Unlike other explicitly gabber-centric parties, WIXAPOL’s
typical playlist cycles through the whole universe of fast and
hard subgenres. »We are very hard for these older people to
understand. They’re like, ›What the fuck! Why are you mixing
this good music with this shit!« says MIKOUAJ REJW. A night
at WIXAPOL is like one big overwhelming grab-bag of donking basslines, absurd tempos, chugging 909 kicks that sound
like barking dogs from hell, Polish sing-a-long choruses, numetal covers, Pope John Paul II samples, panic-inducing hardstyle stabs, a trance breakdown or two and the occasional guy
screaming »HARDCORE!«. Of the three parties I attended, one
of the standout moments came when DJ SPORTY SPICE summoned a mosh pit by playing Dutch hardcore godfather Paul
Elstak’s gabber remix of Sham 69’s »If The Kids Are United«.

tion. The full name of the party is Wixapol S.A., which suffix is
like a GmbH or LLC. The crew sells embroidered t-shirts, laser-etched necklaces, 3D printed pendants, spray painted rave
fans and football hooligan scarves emblazoned with the party’s
logo. They’ve even had professional tattoo stands at a few parties, so multiple people now have WIXAPOL tattoos. Through
this, the logo has become a meme in its own right. On Instagram and Facebook, you can sometimes find it displayed in
emoji shorthand as »})«.
The tribal tattoo and the ubiquitous track suits call to mind
a certain working class subculture referred to as »dresiarze«,
which has its roots in the word »to dress«, but which refers specifically to track suits. This Polish subculture is the local equivalent to British chavs or Russian gopniks. »Every country in Europe has this group. Sometimes it’s named, sometimes it’s not.
But in the ‘90s these guys were tied to the techno scene. The
tattoos were also a part of this working class culture. They look
really aggressive,« DJ TORRENTZ.EU explains. Like all good
trolls, WIXAPOL can be hard to read sometimes. »We use confusing aesthetics for good reasons,« he says, laughing.

One thing that is especially impressive about WIXAPOL is
just how obsessive its fans are. DJ SPORTY SPICE explains,
»WIXAPOL is not a DJ collective. WIXAPOL is a movement.
Everyone who comes to WIXAPOL is a part of WIXAPOL.
And the people then feel they represent this idea.« The kids
who go to this party dress and act the part. For many of them,
WIXAPOL is their first entrance into any kind of electronic dance music whatsoever. At the party, there’s a feeling of
youthful enthusiasm that electrifies the atmosphere. They’re
passionate about gabber culture and hardstyle, and their interest is fueled by the novelty of the party as well as old YouTube
videos of legendary gabber events in the Netherlands, like the
massive Thunderdome parties. »These are young people who
are inspired by historic videos from gabber parties and raves
on the internet, and they want to experience similar stuff. They
want to experience crazy experiences,« says DJ TORRENTZ.
EU.

Those good reasons aren’t necessarily overtly political, but
more societal. WIXAPOL is in an unusual position in that it’s
an extremely popular party that celebrates working class culture in a deeply conservative country split into two distinct economic zones: The »Poland A« of the cities and the »Poland B« of
the rural countryside. »We try to bring people together,« says
MIKOUAJ REJW, »to show them that they can be together. You
can’t say to someone that they’re wrong necessarily; that won’t
work.«

It’s hard to shake the feeling of actually walking inside of one of
those retro videos when at WIXAPOL. The dances, the fashion
and the atmosphere are all weirdly familiar, even though the initial moment for this sound has long since passed. It’s another
facet of the party’s indebtedness to the internet in that it perpetuates the inspiration and fulfillment of nostalgia in real time.
In this way, it’s not a retro party, despite its reference of gabber culture (beyond that much of the music it plays comes from
contemporary hardstyle and hardcore).

Derek Opperman is a music journalist and currently editor
at Telekom Electronic Beats.

Important to the sense of belonging is WIXAPOL’s merchandise, which seemingly plays on Poland’s hypercapitalist posi-

DJ TORRENTZ.EU adds, »For example, we can bring together
football hooligans and LGBT people and have them dance together to the same music and have fun at the same party. It can
be their first common denominator. People are very separated
politically in Poland, so I think that’s a step forward.«

For more photography by Elizabeth Claire Herring see
» www.eclaireherring.com
More on WIXAPOL S.A.:
» www.wixapol.tumblr.com
This text was originally published in 2017 by Telekom Electronic Beats. It has been reprinted with kind permission.
» www.electronicbeats.net
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Er n e st B e rk a n d
El e c tro n i c M u s i c
By I a n H e lli w e ll

Shortly before he died in 1993, Ernest Berk, a German-born
choreographer who spent most of his career in London, reflected on his remarkable but little known parallel life as a pioneering composer of electronic music. »It amazes me how
many compositions I made over the years, and the great variety of emotion they covered and the richness of sound-colour
they showed,« he wrote in a letter to a friend. »It took me a time
distance of nine-ten years before I could appreciate (or hate)
my own music, and to understand the actual mass of work with
which I am now confronted.«

Ernest Berk in his Dorset Street Studio, London, circa early 1970s.

At CTM 20 1 8, a rich programme of performances and lectures e x plores the
life and legacy of choreographer, electronic music composer , improviser ,
dance therapist, and pedagogue E rnest BE R K (1 9 09 — 93). As with so many artists B O RN B EFOR E WOR LD WAR II, Berk’ s life and work were inextricably linked
to and fundamentally shaped by a turbulent political climate. With its focus on »Turmoil,« this festival edition turns to Berk’ s inspiring e x ample as a
witness to and survivor of great social and political unrest. I t also celebrates his unique and life-affirming response to that unrest. I n this arti cle , audio -visual artist, composer , electronic instrument builder , filmmaker, and collagist Ian H elliwell gives an introduction to the music of this
multifaceted, unsung pioneer.

Berk was not exaggerating in regard to the quantity or quality of the musique concrète and electronic music he produced
in London from the 1950s onwards, and as with many unsung
composers and experimenters working in early British electronic music, it is perplexing that someone so colour ful and
prolific remains so little known. Similar to other tape trailblazers in Britain during the 1950s and ‘60s, such as Roberto Gerhard, Don Banks, Cyril Clouts, and Jacob Meyerowitz, Berk arrived from overseas, settling in London where he would go on
to craft his own vision for coupling tape recorder technology
with his training in dance. An advocate for an expressive form
of modern ballet with an interest in multidisciplinary projects,
he set up his own dance and sound studio in Camden, north
London, and began his experiments with tape and electronics
in 1955. As a composer, he would collaborate with a variety of
other experimental artists, including pianist John Tilbury, composer Basil Kirchin, artist John Latham, and filmmaker David
Gladwell. Berk’s electronic music was aligned with the modernist aesthetics of these more celebrated figures in Britain’s
‘60s avant-garde, and his relative obscurity as a composer can
be partly attributed to the fact that he was known primarily
as a choreographer and educator. Near the end of his life he
seemed ambivalent about his status as a producer of uncompromising electronic works. Included in the letter mentioned
above, he wrote: »Was that really me who created these musicpaintings, reflections of a wild and uncontrolled world?«
Ernest Berk was born in 1909 in Cologne, Germany. As a
youth, he studied music and wrote and acted in his own plays.
Having great difficulty remembering his lines led him irrevocably towards dance, which he later described as »acting without
words.« While a student at the influential Mary Wigman dance
school in Cologne he began to produce his own ballets, and
in 1933 he formed his own company and married fellow student Lotte Heymansohn. As the 1930s progressed, conditions
in Germany became increasingly dangerous and untenable for

the young couple — Lotte was Jewish, and under the Nazi regime both were forbidden to teach — and they left the country
in 1935. With Ernest’s British passport they made their way to
London, and eventually settled in Shepherd’s Bush.
The culture of ballet in the UK in the 1930s was deeply conservative, and critics were largely dismissive of the new European dance style practiced by Ernest and Lotte. However, the
couple per formed with Sadler ’s Wells Theatre Ballet and several other companies, and they also appeared in the first live
televised ballet broadcast from Alexandra Palace. As a lifelong
pacifist and Buddhist, Ernest put his training in engineering
to use on the home front during the Second World War, and
though he underwent a hiatus from performing, his dance studies and practice continued. In the immediate postwar years, the
Berks worked with Ballet Rambert, and by the 1950s both were
seeking to establish their own studios. Lotte Berk developed
what would become a world-renowned exercise method, and
her London studio became a magnet for celebrity fitness seekers, including Britt Ekland, Barbra Streisand, and Joan Collins.
Although much of Ernest’s early choreography was created
for Lotte, she gave up professional dancing and the couple
separated amicably in the 1960s. After setting up his Camden
studio, Ernest continued to teach his freely expressive dance
method, and for practical purposes began using a tape recorder, initially to record instrumental accompaniment for playback
during rehearsals. By the mid-50s, experiments with tape and
electronics were being conducted in all major Western countries, and it is likely that Ernest would have known about the
work of his former countrymen Herbert Eimert and Karlheinz
Stockhausen at the WDR studio in Cologne. British electronic
composers Tristram Cary and Daphne Oram were already producing work, and experimental pieces for radio by Humphrey
Searle and Roberto Gerhard demonstrated that broadcast opportunities and outlets for tape music were beginning to open
up in the UK. Those four composers all had close connections
to the BBC, while Berk remained partly an outsider, pursuing a
fusion of art forms which the British establishment would never
fully embrace during his lifetime. Nonetheless, his music did
find a route onto television via the 1963 BBC drama A Little
Bit of Gold Said Jump ; in a TV experiment presenting music
and dance titled Here and Now , from the same year; and in the
documentary One Of The Family , broadcast in 1964.
At his Camden studio, Ernest set up tape recorders, tone generators, filters, ring modulators, and echo units, and explored
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both microphone-orientated musique concrète and oscillatorbased electronic music; techniques which still represented an
ideological divide in France and Germany at the time. Drumming was also central to his approach; he had travelled in Africa
and cycled across the Himalayas, and amassed a collection of
traditional percussion instruments from around the world. He
studied non-Western music, and fed his fundamental interest in
rhythm into his dance classes and choreography.
In a March 1963 letter to the British Institute of Recorded
Sound, Ernest invited a representative of the organisation to
his studio for a special evening programme consisting of playbacks of his recent compositions. »You might be interested in
the experimental work I am carrying out in the field of musique
concrète and electronic sound,« he wrote. »I am particularly
concerned with the creation and combination of totally new
sounds, especially those which can be used in conjunction with
the spoken word, to evoke images and emotions.« His compositions up to this point underline the number of interdisciplinary
projects he was involved in besides creating music for dance.
The studio log lists electronic sounds created for a tape/slide
presentation, a mime class, poetry readings, and the 1961 short
film Talk Mr. Bard , by the visual artist John Latham. The film, an
abstract stop frame animation, was presumably screened with
Berk’s soundtrack in the 1960s, but it was later replaced, and
it appears that this version is no longer extant.
Berk enjoyed a more fruitful relationship with the filmmaker and
editor David Gladwell, known for his work with director Lindsay Anderson on the feature films If.... (1968), and O Lucky
Man (1973). In the early ‘60s, Gladwell was interested in incorporating electronic sounds into his own films, and was looking
to connect with an experienced tape composer. He contacted
Berk, and together they worked on four projects. The first, An
Untitled Film (1964), was an independent experimental short
that demonstrated Gladwell’s interest in super slow motion.
In the film, scenes of everyday rural farm life are transformed
through slow speed and cutting into an eerie and captivating
study of a young boy bearing witness to a deadly act. The ominous mood is amplified by Berk’s electronic soundtrack, which
combines a dissonant piano part with harsh bursts of noise.
Berk’s collaborative and crossover projects continued with
scores for plays by Eugene O’Neill and Charles Marowitz;
with future AMM pianist John Tilbury on the 1965 piece »Electronic Storm«; and with fellow tape experimenters Basil Kirchin and Desmond Leslie. Kirchin was originally a jazz drummer
who turned to serious composing and film soundtrack work in
the early ‘60s. He wrote music for the De Wolfe library label,
and went on to collaborate on four pieces with Berk. »Jazz I«
and »Jazz II« date from 1965, with Kirchin supplying backing
tracks, and Berk completing overdubs and mixing. »Beirut To
Baghdad« (1966) featured a melody by Kirchin, and was an attempt to produce commercial electronic music for library use.
Berk later heard the track by chance on a visit to Cologne, after
Kirchin had sold it to a Swedish company for use on a pornographic film soundtrack. A number of other compositions were

made by Berk for labels specialising in library music, including
Morgan, Conroy, Rediffusion, and the CBS EZ Cue Library.
Desmond Leslie was a charismatic and eccentric character
who entered Ernest Berk’s orbit during the 1950s. He is infamous for his intervention on the satirical TV programme That
Was the Week That Was in 1963, in which the strapping 6’4’’
writer, film director, and UFO hunter punched the weedy, bespectacled critic Bernard Levin. Leslie is less well-known as
a keen tape experimenter, and in parallel with Berk, he had a
well-developed interest in music and drama, being drawn to the
possibilities of recorded sound and tape manipulation. Setting
up his own private studio in St John’s Wood in west London in
the mid-‘50s, he similarly operated outside the British music
establishment and sought commercial work, supplying electronic tracks to library label Joseph Weinberger, and tape interludes for a series of Living Shakespeare LPs issued from 1961.
Some of his tracks were licensed by the BBC, and turned up in
several episodes of Doctor Who during the 60s. Berk recorded the piece »Kali Yuga« (1962) at Leslie’s St John’s Wood studio, and dedicated to him, his composition »Anecdote 1« (1961).
When Leslie left London sometime around 1963 to run the
family estate in Monaghan, Ireland, his tape experimentation
largely drew to a close. However, Berk continued incorporating his friend’s music into dance per formances, and in 1974 he
choreographed The Fence and Two Bottles , both of which featured Leslie’s tape sounds, with text by the early 20th century
German poet Christian Morgenstern spoken by Leslie’s first
wife, the actress and singer Agnes Bernelle.

Ernest Berk and Dance Theatre Commune perform »Seci« at the international carnival of Electronic Sound, London, The Roundhouse, 1972. Photo by Mike Dunn.

By the late 1960s, the artistic and cultural landscape in Britain was changing rapidly. Although still not wholly accepted
by critics or much of the public, serious electronic music compositions — at least those by celebrated overseas composers
— were firmly established and receiving per formances. British
tape composers during this period were generally self-taught
home studio experimenters or academy-trained music graduates, and this curious mix of mavericks, hobbyists, and professionals tended to be overlooked or taken less seriously than
their continental counterparts. Nevertheless, two electronic music concerts staged in London early in 1968 — the first
at the Queen Elizabeth Hall, the second at the Planetarium
— showed not only the diversity of styles and approaches of
British composers, but aroused strong interest and large audiences. Berk’s pieces »5 6 7« and »Diversed Mind« (both 1967)
were programmed alongside works by Peter Zinovieff, Brian
Dennis, Hugh Davies, Delia Derbyshire, Tristram Cary, Daphne
Oram, George Newson, Stuart Wynn Jones, Jacob Meyerowitz, and Alan Sutcliffe.
While Berk was involved in the serious end of electronic music
presentation, unlike most of his peers he also made connections with the emerging psychedelic counterculture. In summer
1968, just a few months after his work had been included in
those Queen Elizabeth Hall and Planetarium concerts, he presented a per formance at the Acland Burghley School theatre in
Tufnell Park, north London. In a letter to The Times Education-

Ernest Berk and Ailsa Berk, London, Stanhope Institute, 1970s. Photo by Mike Dunn.
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»Listening again to the old stuff is like going
through a psychoanalysis. I am hearing what
my tormented soul in those days was
crying about, and also what my soul was
singing about in great elation.«

al Supplement, he described the programme as »abstract ballets in the modern idiom to electronic music composed in my
sound studio. The lighting is of the psychedelic kind produced
by kinetic slides… The programme closes with a ›Happening,‹
a simultaneous improvisation for dancers, musicians (who produce unorthodox sounds on a variety of instruments and objects), and a group of kinetic slide operators under the direction of Nick Fairhead.« A number of Berk’s compositions from
this period sound similar in approach to the rock électronique
of Pierre Henry’s 1967 album Messe Pour Le Temps Présent ,
and US Synket synthesizer exponent John Eaton’s 1968 single
»Bone Dry.« Berk’s »Chigger Sound 1« (1968) best exemplifies
this style, using the same basic recording of »Wake Up Cherylina,« a 1967 single B-side by English beat combo The Smoke.
With the vocal track removed, Berk added his own electronic
sound component.
1970 was a pivotal year for Berk; it included a move to a new
studio on Dorset Street in London and the establishment of the
Dance Theatre Commune. Ernest had met the diminutive dancer Ailsa Park in the early ‘60s, and they married in 1965, despite a 35-year age difference. Ernest choreographed a dance
for Ailsa inspired by the Edith Sitwell poem »Dirge for A New
Sunrise,« and in 1968 he produced an electronic score for her
ballet based on the WH Auden poem »The Shield of Achilles.«
Throughout the 1970s, the couple worked together on a large
number of dances and performances, and like the Cockpit Arts
Centre in London at exactly the same time, the Dance Theatre
Commune became a nerve centre for dance, mixed media performance, and electronic music, with classes and workshops an
integral part of studio operations. This drew in a range of dancers and musicians, including Christopher Thomson, Simon Desorgher, Rebecca Wilson, Julia Beddoes, and Bryony Williams,
the founder of the SpiralArts Dance Theatre Company, who
followed in Berk’s footsteps to become a teacher at the Guildhall School of Music and Drama. »I studied dance with Ernest

Berk in London from 1974-77 and continued to study with him
for many years after that,« Williams explains. »He was one of
the most inspiring and creative teachers I have ever met. He
challenged us to explore beyond our personal boundaries and
discover our individual creativity, while sowing the seeds for a
lifetime in dance.«
For much of his life, Berk lived a spartan existence, owning little
furniture, and shunning cars and public transport in favour of a
large motorbike. His marriage to Lotte had been an open relationship, and by the 1960s his bohemian lifestyle had parallels
with the burgeoning hippie movement. His naturism though,
was rooted in a much older Germanic tradition: the back-tonature »Lebensreform« (life reform) movement, which emerged
in the 1890s and took off during the 1920s, promoting health
foods, alternative medicine, exercise, the outdoors, and a celebration of the naked human form. Berk introduced elements of
this philosophy to his dancers through choreography and what
he termed »Liberation« sessions, where he would often set up
tape loops to soundtrack improvised freely expressive movement, for which dancers would sometimes per form in the nude.
Careful with the mix of participants in the Liberation groups, he
sought to develop the dancer from the inside and encourage
personal growth. He was interested in how music could affect
states of mind through »trance-dance« generated with drumming or tape loop repetition.
Christopher Thomson, director of creative teaching and learning at the London dance venue the Place, was taught at the
Guildhall School by Berk from 1971-73, and per formed with
the Dance Theatre Commune between 1972 and ’74. »We rehearsed and made most of the work in the tiny Dorset Street
studio,« he recalls. »Just about all the pieces I danced in were
to Ernest’s electronic music, but I didn’t have any real connection to its making. We would just watch Ernest intently working
in his cramped corner with tape recorders and various other

Ernest Berk in his Dorset Street Studio, London, circa early 1970s.
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machines. There was a keyboard and waveform generators, and
he would also record live sound and treat it. I have a distinct
memory of ball bearings being rolled around in a hubcap. I
liked the music, though only remember scraps of it now. When
I was about 16, I had bought an LP record *1) featuring tape pieces by Ihan Mimaroglu and Luciano Berio, all of which I thought
were wonderful, and confirmed my teenager ’s view of the modern world as strange and out of joint, but marvellously exciting.
»Most of the choreography in this period was by Ailsa Berk,
who was the lead per former with the company. In preparation,
Ernest liked nothing better than to get us improvising freely for
extended periods, often to African drumming, of which he had
a number of field recordings on record. We sometimes improvised naked, as for Ernest it was all about finding expressive
freedom in our dancing. There was nothing remotely prurient
about it, and anyway this was the 1970s. The same went for
dancing nude in a piece from 1973 called ›Duo-Trio-Duo‹ [renamed ›Trilogy‹]. We performed this at the ICA and elsewhere,
and didn’t think anything of it. They were good times; we toured
in the UK, the Netherlands, and once to East Germany, where
the response was enthusiastic. Ernest was an amazingly vital
and creative person, and I’m glad to have known him and his
music.«
Berk’s grandson, Michael Fairfax, a sculptor and sound artist,
moved to London in his late teens and made his way to Dorset Street and the Dance Theatre Commune. »I basically lived
there as I couldn’t afford to rent in London,« he says, recalling
his time studying with his grandfather during 1972. »I was holed
up in the basement along with a number of Revox tape recorders, oscillators, and other noise-making apparatus. The weeks
with Ernest were spent learning modern dance, mime, percussion and electronic music — this was standard practice for his
students to experience these different disciplines. We would
record all sorts of found sounds — running rulers along radiators, footsteps across the floor and a wide variety of drums. We
would also record sine and square waves onto tape, and were
taught how to splice and create loops, which would sometimes
run to great lengths around the whole studio. Through this we
built up a collection of electronic sounds and tape loops, as the
building blocks for a composition. I loved the whole process
of cutting and splicing the tapes, running the sound over the
tape heads, playing back at different speeds, playing the tapes
backwards. It was a dream soundscape for a young 19-yearold who loved Pink Floyd and could now create his own strange
world of sound.«
A notable aspect of Ernest Berk’s composing was that he rejected the commercially-driven cycle of discarding, replacing,
and updating useful equipment, a trend common to most other electronic music makers of his era, and which continues to
this day. As a result, he maintained a remarkable consistency
of experimentation all the way through his composing career.

In 1983, aged 74, he produced »Winter ’s Tale,« an abrasive
23-minute piece which typified the kind of challenging electronic sound worlds he had been creating since the 1950s. He
never got rid of supposedly obsolete equipment, enjoying the
quirks and unpredictability of his assortment of waveform generators and tape recorders.
It is not uncommon for composers of Berk’s generation to turn
their backs on their early electronic experiments, often deeming them too technically primitive or simplistic. In failing health
during the last year of his life in 1993, he began the task of playing back his tape collection — some of which had lain unheard
for decades — and experienced a certain ambivalence towards
his electronic works. In that letter to a friend quoted above, he
wrote, »Listening again to the old stuff is like going through a
psychoanalysis. I am hearing what my tormented soul in those
days was crying about, and also what my soul was singing about
in great elation. I think some of my old music is detestable and
also sometimes wonder ful. But for me it is as if a mirror is held
in front of me, a mirror with a great depth, revealing long forgotten worlds to me now.«
By the mid-80s, the Dance Theatre Commune and Berk’s electronic music composing had wound down, and he subsequently
moved to Berlin, where he continued teaching and dancing. In
his final years, he acted or danced in several films, including
Wim Wenders’s 1991 Until the End of the World , and in Germany there was something of a revival of interest in his work.
Rather than his archive being donated to a British institution,
his master tapes, a tape recorder, concert programmes, newspaper articles and letters were bequeathed to the Historical
Archive of Cologne. Tragically, the archive building collapsed
in March 2009, but before this catastrophic event occurred,
all Berk’s master tapes were successfully transferred. They reveal a high standard of hard-edged electronic sound in a body
of work stretching across more than three decades and 200
compositions. Its rediscovery and appreciation is long overdue.

Ian Helliwell is an audio-visual artist, composer, electronic instrument builder, filmmaker, writer, and collagist based in
Brighton, UK. Ian Helliwell’s 2016 book Tape Leaders comes
with a 15-track CD which includes two pieces by Ernest Berk:
»Chigger Sound 1,« and »No Fish,« or »Oh Mr. Bard.«
» www.ianhelliwell.co.uk
This is a version, revised in November 2017, of an article that
first appeared in The Wire magazine No. 380 in 2015.
» www.thewire.co.uk

*1)

An LP of various artists released on the Turnabout label in 1967, featuring electronic
music from Luciano Berio, John Cage, and Ilhan Mimaroglu.
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Red B u ll M u sic ; J o h n Co n n ell an d Pa ul Ome n of 4 DSOUND; Jon as Su den do r f, D in a M arqu ard t, Da nie l Richte r, a nd a ll a t Na tive I n stru m en ts; J o n as Vebn er ; J org Bocke l for Da ne le ctro; Jörg
Sü ß en bac h an d G o eth e- I n stitu t music d e p a r tme nt; Ka re n Gr ze mba; Kath rin B ergh äu ser ; Katja L u cke r, Me like Öztür k for Be r lin
M u sic bo ard; K lau s L ederer – B erline r Se na tor für Kultur und Euro pa; K risto f fer G an sin g, F ilippo Gia ne tta , Ing a Se id le r, a nd a ll a t
tran sm ediale; L au ren G o sh in ski; Lucia Ana ya ; Ma rcus Ga mme l;
M arku s Hu ber ; M eike Hö pfn er ; Micha e l Le uf fe n, Philip p Ma ibu rg, an d I vo n n e Rein in gh au s fo r Ca r ha r tt; Micha e l von Fischbac h , M arc el Weber, an d all at SchwuZ; Mo Losche ld e r ; Nor b e r t
Th o rm an n , An dre J ü rgen s, Tim Rose nb e rg e r, Fra nk Ma r r, Kr ischa n
M aksw itat, Walter Wac h t, an d all a t Be rg ha in; Ra b ih Be a ini; Ra jko L ien er t fo r Ser vic e Un lim ited; Rob e r t Schulz; Sa nd ira Bla s
an d Nadia Says fo r AK AI / D ENO N DJ; Sa ra h Dra me ; Sa ra h
M iles an d Alexan dra Z akh aren ko of BCR; Sid ne y Yud a h & te a m of
WAU; Stefan ie Peter ; Stéph an e Baue r ; Steve n Wa lte r a nd Luka s
On ken o f Po diu m M u sikstif tu n g E ssling e n; Susa nna Nie d e r ma y r ;
Tjabo Reu ter an d Regin a B ear at Kra f twe r k Be r lin; Tob i Mülle r ;
Trey Stu vek; Ute Sc h o n ; Viestar ts Ga ilitis, Riha rd s End r iksons,
L u c ia Udvardyová, an d M ic h al B re nne r of SHAPE; Volke r Horm an n , Tilm an Kan itz, an d all at En se mb le Ka le id oskop ;
Wo lfgan g Sin h ar t & team at 3 Sc hwe ste r n; a ll 2 0 18 a r tists a nd
c o n tribu to rs, o u r au dien c e, 20 1 8 volunte e rs, Vorsp ie l p a r tne rs
an d c o n tribu to rs, an d espec ially t o our fr ie nd s a nd fa mily.
With a kiss to M eike J an sen .
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